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Abstract
The application of spectral and imagery diagnostics to YBa2Cu3O7 (YBCO)
laser-ablated plumes was systematically studied to determine their effectiveness for
process control. Emission signatures were collected for plumes created by ablating
bulk YBCO with a pulsed laser source. A KrF (λ=248 nm) laser source operating
at 4-10 J/cm2 at a 4-10 Hz pulse repetition frequency was used to ablate a bulk
YBCO target at O2 background pressures ranging from 50 to 400 mTorr. Emission
spectra were collected over the 500 to 860 nm bandpass at distances from the target
ranging from 31.4 to 55.0 mm. Of 87 observed emission lines, 76 were assigned
to specific transitions with the aid of calibration lamps and reference to tables of
energy levels. Line fluences were corrected for self-absorption, and electronic state
distributions were calculated using the most recent NIST transition probabilities.
Electronic temperatures ranged from 0.28 ± 0.01 eV to 0.37 ± 0.03 eV for yttrium,
0.28 ± 0.01 eV to 0.35 ± 0.03 eV for barium, and 0.40 ± 0.02 eV to 0.48 ± 0.05 eV for
copper, and are consistent with prior reported results. These results were relatively
insensitive to position and oxygen background pressure. Imagery data obtained with
a spectrally-filtered intensified CCD camera was used to determine plume velocities,
shock strengths, and time-of-flight curves. A model using the time-of-flight data was
developed to investigate the possible effect of time-varying temperatures and number
densities on time-integrated electronic state distributions. This model predicted a
slight elevation of Cu temperatures compared to Ba, however, the difference was not
sufficient to explain experimental results. Surprisal analysis of Y, Ba, and Cu neutral
emission spectra resulted in linear constraints, consistent with an exponential gap law
for electronic excitation, with a different constraint for each type of emitter.
iv
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Electronic State Distributions of
Y Ba2Cu3O7−x Laser Ablated Plumes
I. Introduction
1.1 Background
The achievement of high current densities (∼ 1 MA/cm2) in high temperature
superconductors such as YBa2Cu3O7−x (YBCO), [54, 69] has resulted in significant
interest in maturation and transition of this technology for military and commercial
applications. Unlike metal superconductors, ceramic superconductors such as YBCO
can not be drawn into wires, and instead are deposited on buffered metal substrates
using gas phase techniques such as pulsed laser deposition (PLD) or metal-oxide chem-
ical vapor deposition (MOCVD). [69,76] Because it has been observed that samples of
deposited YBCO grown under identical deposition equipment settings may result in
materials with different characteristics, [83] in situ diagnostic techniques are desirable
for deposition process control. Multiple diagnostic techniques have been used to char-
acterize YBCO plumes produced in PLD, and can be categorized into two groups:
time-of-flight measurements (to characterize the kinetic energy of the plume), and
atomic and molecular spectroscopy (to determine plume composition and degree of
internal excitation).
Time-of-flight measurements have included optical [25,26,36,68] and ion probe
time-of-flight measurements [29,38], which have been very successful at characterizing
the kinetic energy of ablation plumes according to free streaming, drag, or shock
models, depending on the stage of the plume evolution. [36] Spectroscopic techniques
have included absorption [37] and emission spectroscopy [8–10, 27–29, 91], as well as
laser induced fluorescence. [63] Spectroscopy has been very successful at identifying
plume components, including atomic, ionic, and molecular, however, measurement
and interpretation of excited state populations has resulted in conflicting results.
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The central issue that has yet to be resolved in the interpretation of spectro-
scopic data is the apparent contradiction between the commonly accepted assumption
of the existence of local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) in the plume and observed
excited state distributions. [10,27–29,40,90] The existence of LTE implies kinetic en-
ergies distributions are Maxwellian, state distributions are Boltzmann, ion particle
densities given by the Saha equation, common temperatures among the various en-
ergy channels, and collisional processes dominate over radiative processes. [43] The
LTE assumption is critical to the suitability of emission spectroscopy as a plume
diagnostic, because its presence would establish a linkage between electronic state
populations and the electron temperature. However, disagreement has been observed
among electronic temperatures for different emitting species, [91] as well as the elec-
tronic, vibrational, and rotational populations within a single emitting species. [89]
Attempts to explain the inconsistency between LTE and experimental results appear
to lack sufficient rigor. [91]
In addition, the technique used in prior work is deficient in several aspects.
First, many of the prior results were derived from a sparse sampling of spectral lines,
or from line ratios. [8, 27–29] Second, most of the prior work predated the discovery
of significant self-absorption in the plume, [72,73] which could have significant conse-
quences on electronic temperatures derived from line ratios if the self-absorption effect
differs from line-to-line. Third, it has been asserted in the literature that temporal
signal averaging effects may distort electronic temperatures calculated from spectral
data if the plume temperature changes significantly during signal collection. [56] Fi-
nally, most of the prior work predates a significant revision in transition probabilities
for many relevant emission lines. [51]
Because of the many experimental deficiencies in prior work, and the lack of
follow-through on the apparent contradictions between assertion of the presence of
LTE and measured electronic temperatures, emission spectroscopy of laser-ablated
YBCO plumes is ripe for reexamination using a systematic experimental approach to
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address prior deficiencies in technique, as well as a critical look at electronic excitation
mechanisms in the plume.
1.2 Problem Statement
The purpose of this effort is to conduct a systematic measurement, analysis,
and interpretation of electronic state distributions (ESDs) of Y, Ba, and Cu neutrals
in plumes created by the pulsed laser ablation of bulk YBCO. Prior work in this
topic is deficient with respect to spectral coverage, self-absorption, temporal effects,
transition probabilities, and interpretation of results. Each of these deficiencies will
be addressed in this work to provide the most thorough and systematic measurement
and interpretation of ESDs in laser-ablated YBCO plumes.
ESDs will be determined from the emission spectra (λ = 500 - 860 nm) collected
by a calibrated optical multichannel analyzer (OMA), under various conditions of
oxygen gas background pressure and distance from the ablation target. Emission
line assignments will be systematically performed using a combination of spectral
calibration lamps and comparison to energy level diagrams. Corrections for self-
absorption will be made prior to calculating upper state population levels. Also, the
latest NIST-validated values will be used to calculate population levels.
ESDs will be interpreted in the context of a dynamically evolving plume. To
this end, time-of-flight data collected on the YBCO plumes using gated, intensified
CCD imagery will be analyzed to provide information on plume motion, including
position, velocity, shock width, shock strength, and gas temperature. Possible corre-
lations between ESDs and plume kinetic variables will be investigated with the goal
of obtaining insight to electronic excitation mechanisms. In addition, time-of-flight
waveforms will be used to evaluate temporal signal averaging effects on ESDs.
The spectral and time-of-flight data collection will provide the information
needed to conduct a systematic analysis of electronic excitation mechanisms, specif-
ically: whether it is justified to assume electron-impact under LTE is the dominant
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electronic excitation mechanism in the plume. The answer to this question is essential
to assessing whether emission spectroscopy is a suitable technique for process control
of YBCO superconductor manufacturing.
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II. Background
The context and motivation for this research effort can be explained by a review
of prior developments in superconductivity, a review of YBCO properties, and prior
work in YBCO PLD diagnostics.
2.1 Developments in Superconductivity
The discovery of superconductivity by Onnes in 1911 was an unexpected and
serendipitous event that occurred as a result of exploiting emerging cryogenic technolo-
gies to test the classical theory of low temperature conductivity. [62] The development
of the process for liquefying helium enabled Onnes to achieve temperatures as low as
4.2 K. [62] In this temperature regime, the prevailing classical theory of low tempera-
ture conductivity predicted a conductor would become highly resistive at sufficiently
low temperatures because free electrons would freeze-out, depriving the conductor of
charge carriers. [62] However, Onnes discovered solid Mercury, when cooled to 4.2 K,
exhibited an abrupt drop in resistance. [62] Understanding the physical explanation
of this phenomenon would await the development of quantum mechanics.
Superconductivity would soon be discovered in other metals including lead,
pure niobium, and niobium alloys. [20] However, the next key step in understanding
superconducting physics would be the discovery of the Meissner effect in 1933. In
their work, Meissner and Ochsenfeld observed superconducting materials expelled
magnetic fields from their interior. [33] This effect, in combination with negligible
resistance below a transition (or critical) temperature would become the two defining
properties of superconducting materials.
Discovery of the Meissner effect was soon followed by the development of the
London equations, [55] which described the relationship between superconducting
current density J̄s and the electric and magnetic fields (Ē and B̄). The first of
these equations, referred to as the acceleration equation [55] and developed earlier by
Becker, et al, [11] relates the time-rate of change of the superconducting current to
the applied electric field:
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Λ
dJ̄
dt
= Ē (2.1)
where Λ = m/ne2, and m, n, and e, are respectively the mass, number density,
and charge of the superconducting charge carriers. Unlike Ohm’s Law, which states
current is linearly proportional to the applied electric field, the first London equation
says the time-rate of change of current is linearly proportional to the applied electric
field. The corollary is that a supercurrent, once established, will continue to flow in
the absence of an applied force.
The second of the London equations is derived from the first by taking the curl
of both sides of the above equation, and invoking Faraday’s Law, ∇× Ē = −1
c
dB̄
dt
: [55]
∇× ΛJ̄ = −1
c
B̄ (2.2)
The significance of the second London equation is seen when substituting Am-
pere’s law (∇×H̄ = 4π
c
J̄), into the left-hand side, resulting in the following differential
equation:
∇2H̄ − 1
λ2
H̄ = 0 (2.3)
where λ = mc
2
4πne2
. The solution to this equation is an exponential decay, with the decay
constant, or skin depth, equal to λ. At high number densities of charge carriers, the
magnetic field is strongly attenuated at the skin of the superconductor, consistent
with the observed Meissner effect. [85]
The next major theoretical development was the Ginzburg-Landau theory, (some-
times referred to as the ψ theory [41]), which successfully applied second-order phase
transition theory to model the change from the normal to the superconducting state.
[22] In this approach, the number density of superconducting charge carriers is repre-
sented as the amplitude-squared of a pseudowavefunction, ψ, and the free energy of
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the system expressed as a virial expansion in ψ and ∇ψ, with expansion coefficients
α and β. An important result of this theory was the definition of the the coherence
length, ξ, of the pseudowavefunction, ψ:
ξ =
√
~2
2m |α| (2.4)
The definition of a parameter, ξ, which defines a distance metric for superconducting
behavior, and, the definition of a penetration depth, λ, of a magnetic field, the absence
of which is necessary for a superconducting state, are combined in a derived parameter,
κ, known as the Ginzburg-Landau, or GL parameter: [22]
κ =
λ
ξ
(2.5)
which is useful in characterizing the degree of superconductivity in the presence of a
magnetic field.
Further developments of the Ginzburg-Landau theory were made by Abrikosov,
who investigated the consequences of high values of the GL parameter. [7] In this con-
dition, applied magnetic fields are able to penetrate the material, however, instead of
uniformly penetrating the material, the magnetic fields form a lattice of flux vortices.
The superconducting state in these magnetic flux regions is destroyed, however, super-
conducting currents may still be carried in the regions surrounding the vortices. This
condition is known as Type II superconductivity and is typically exhibited in alloys,
while superconducting materials that completely expel magnetic fields are known as
Type I superconductors, which are usually highly purified metals. [18]
Complementary to the thermodynamic approach of the Ginzburg-Landau the-
ory, a microscopic theory of superconductivity, based on quantum mechanical con-
cepts, was developed by Bardeen, Cooper, and Schrieffer. The BCS theory (named
after the initials of the three creators) explained the drop in resistance as a quantum
mechanical effect where conduction electrons of opposite spins are paired together
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under a weak attractive force (resulting from low-amplitude oscillations in the bound-
charge distribution) to form a ’quasi-particle’ known as a Cooper Pair. [85] Cooper
pairs have the property of having zero-spin, thus at low kinetic energies they exhibit
the quantum mechanical properties of Bostons. [41] Unlike classical particles, the ki-
netic energies of bosons are quantized, and at low temperatures the forbidden energy
regions are sufficiently spaced that random scattering rarely provides sufficient energy
change to enable a transition from one allowed kinetic energy state to another. [21]
Thus loss of kinetic energy to lattice scattering is forbidden, and without scatter-
ing to impede motion of the Cooper Pair, the material exhibits a dramatic drop in
resistance.
The microscopic picture provided by the BCS theory provided a starting point
for investigating material properties hospitable to superconductivity. Ginzburg pro-
posed a mechanism for superconductivity in anisotropic, 2-dimensional sandwich me-
dia composed of alternating conducting and dielectric layers. [41] In this mechanism,
excited bound electrons in the crystal lattice provide the polarizability needed to bind
electrons into Cooper Pairs and creating a superfluid current. Although Ginzburg did
not specifically prescribe cuprate oxides in his mechanism, it did anticipate by a few
years the discovery of high temperature superconductivity. [41]
The first breakthrough towards high temperature superconductivity, commonly
defined as a superconducting state at liquid nitrogen temperatures, came with Bed-
norz and Muller’s discovery of superconductivity in LBCO at 28 K. [12] This was
not much higher than the previous record of 23 K in Nb3Ge, [35] but significance of
the discovery was profound because it occurred in an oxide instead of a metal, which
opened up a new category of materials for study. This discovery was soon followed by
the discovery of superconducting YBa2Cu3O7−x (YBCO) with critical temperatures
above 77 K, as well as other cuprate oxide-based superconductors. [18]
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2.2 YBCO
YBCO is a Type II oxide superconductor that has been extensively studied for
practical applications due to its ability to carry large supercurrents in the presence of a
magnetic field at temperatures above that of liquid nitrogen. [78] The unit cell diagram
for YBCO is presented in Figure 2.1. Examination of the diagram reveals a vertically
stacked structure with an yttrium atom sandwiched between two barium atoms, with
the heavy atoms separated by copper oxide planes. This anisotropic structure appears
to be correlated with observed anisotropic supercurrent in the material. [53] The
commonly held view in the literature is that copper oxide planes are responsible for the
supercurrent [18,20], however, an alternate explanation has been offered, which credits
charge reservoir layers for carrying supercurrent. [16,24] Finally, oxygen stoichiometry
has been shown to be important in the superconducting behavior of YBa2Cu3O7−δ,
with an optimum value of δ=0.12. [30]
Practical application of YBCO as a superconducting wire poses significant man-
ufacturing problems. Because YBCO is a ceramic, it cannot be drawn into wire like a
metal. In addition, the anisotropic direction of supercurrents requires establishing and
maintaining a preferred grain orientation with the copper oxide planes aligned along
the desired current direction. This grain orientation has been successfully achieved
by depositing YBCO on a metal tape substrate coated with a buffer layer selected to
favor crystal formation with the c-axis (Ba-Y-Ba axis) perpendicular to the substrate
surface. [32] With the buffer layer in place, gas phase deposition techniques, such
as metal organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD), and pulsed laser deposition
(PLD), are used to deposit YBCO on the buffer layer.
2.3 Laser Ablation and Plume Evolution
The pulsed laser deposition process is performed in a vacuum chamber fitted
with optical windows for admitting a UV laser beam and providing access to diagnostic
instruments. A typical research PLD setup is shown in Figure 2.2. The bulk material
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Figure 2.1: YBCO cell structure. Dimensions in Å.
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Figure 2.2: PLD apparatus. Dimensions in mm. Figure courtesy
of AFRL/MLPS. Used with permission. [15]
ablation target is mounted at one end of the chamber, while the deposition substrate
is mounted on the opposite end of the chamber. Ablation typically takes place in
the presence of a background gas at pressures on the order of one-tenth of a torr.
Background gases are important to the deposition process because of their role in
shaping and confining the ablated plume, thermalizing and moderating the plume’s
kinetic energy for optimum surface mobility and nucleation, and for reactive gases,
promoting chemical reactions in the plume. [78] The energy for ablating the surface
of the target is typically provided by a pulsed excimer laser operating in the infrared
(such as KrF at λ = 248nm or ArF at λ = 193 nm). The incident laser beam arrives
at an angle away from normal, so a Gaussian laser beam will project an elliptical
footprint on the ablation target.
The ablation of materiel from a target surface by a laser has been attributed to
an electronic process. [50] The intense, time-varying fields cause the region at and near
the surface of the target to change from a bonded to a non-bonded state resulting
in the irradiated region changing from a solid to a gas. The gas is free to expand
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at the surface of the ablation target and flows out of the ablation cavity. Because
this occurs while the laser beam is still irradiating the target, there is significant
interaction between the laser photons and the expanding gas. Laser photons are
absorbed as their electric field accelerates charged particles in the expanding gas,
resulting in significant heating because of collisions between the charged particles and
neutrals. This inverse-Brehmsstrahlung process results in attenuation of the laser
beam, decreasing the coupling efficiency between the laser and the target surface. [79]
After the termination of the laser pulse, the ablated material is free to expand
into the vacuum chamber. In the absence of a background gas, the ablated material
would leave the surface in a free-expansion, and the kinetic energy distribution would
be dependent on the mechanism which caused the ablation. [50] However, YBCO
deposition typically occurs in a background gas. Collisions occur between the ablated
material and the background gas. This interaction results in an exchange of kinetic
energy that changes the kinetic energy distribution of the plume. The leading, fast-
moving particles in the ejecta are the first to collide with the background gas, and this
typically occurs within a few mean free paths (λm.f.p. ∼ 1 mm at 200 mTorr). The
collisions not only slow down the leading edge of the ejecta, but also start to compress
the background gas in front of the ejecta. The region where this occurs is referred to
as the Knudsen Layer (KL). [50] It is in this region where the free streaming ejecta are
compressed and shaped into a propagating plume. The effect of the random collisions
on the plume is to obscure information on the ejection mechanism, [50] and move the
plume’s velocity distribution towards a form referred to as a modified Maxwellian,
where the time-averaged velocity, v, is shifted by a streaming speed, u, which may be
considered to be akin to a center-of-mass velocity: [49]
f(v)dv = Avnexp
(
−m(v − u)
2
kT
)
dv (2.6)
where the velocity, v = x
t
is the ratio of the distance from target x, t is time since
ablation, and m is the mass of the emitting particle. Also, kT is a fitted parameter
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that indicates the spread of the velocity distribution, while n = 3 or 4 depending on
whether the observing instrument is an intensity or flux detector. [49] It should be
emphasized here that equation 2.6 is an empirical velocity distribution, and should
not be confused with the Maxwellian speed distribution:
f(v)dv = Av2exp
(
−m(v)
2
kT
)
dv (2.7)
Instead the modified Maxwellian should be compared to the one-dimensional
Maxwellian velocity distribution: [61]
f(v)dv = A exp
(
−m(v)
2
kT
)
dv (2.8)
where the modified Maxwellian differs from the Maxwellian by the empirical factor of
vn and the streaming speed, u. The difference arises because the modified Maxwellian
models directional motion in one dimension, while the Maxwellian velocity distribu-
tion models symmetric motion along an axis.
To fit the modified Maxwellian expression to time-of-flight data, the transfor-
mation v = x/t and dv = -(x/t2) dt results in the following time-of-flight distribution
curve:
f(t)dt = A
(x
t
)n
exp
(
−m(x/t− u)
2
kT
) (−x
t2
)
dt (2.9)
where f(t) dt is the number of counts on the detector during the time interval dt.
Since the plume typically travels at high Mach numbers (M on the order of 10)
compared to the background gas, [68] the boundary between the plume and back-
ground gas (referred to as the ’contact front’ [50]) becomes a shock front. In addition,
the compression of the background gas by the moving plume leads to creation of a
shock wave in the background gas. The relationship between the velocities of the
contact front and the background shock has been estimated by Kelly as: [50]
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Figure 2.3: The plume is formed by the laser ablation of material
from a bulk target. The interface between the plume and the
background gas is referred to as the contact front, and moves at
speed ucf . There is a shocked region of background gas ahead
of the contact front, and the shock wave moves through the
background gas at a speed of usw.
ucf ≈ 2usw
γ + 1
≈ 0.83usw ≥ 0.75usw (2.10)
where the specific heat ratio (constant pressure to constant volume) is that of a
diatomic, γ=1.4. This result implies that the background gas shock will recede from
the contact front (see Figure 2.3). This phenomenon has been confirmed using high-
speed photography. [50]
Insight into the structure and characteristics of the plume may be gained by con-
sidering several limiting cases and combining the results to create a composite picture.
First, consider the case where the ablation occurs in the absence of a background gas.
In this situation, the gas propagates in a free-expansion where the velocity, v, and
plume kinetic temperature, T, are related by:
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v =
2
γ − 1
√
γkT
M
(2.11)
where γ is the ratio of specific heats (≈ 1.2 or 1.3, depending on temperature as the
electronic excitation and ionization degrees of freedom become significant), M is the
species mass, and k is Boltzmann’s constant. [70] Prior time-of-flight measurements
of YBCO plumes in vacuum resulted in plume kinetic temperatures ∼ 0.55 eV, which
agree with electronic temperature measurements of the same plumes determined from
yttrium intensity line ratios. [27]
The other case of interest is the contact front between the expanding plume and
the background gas. The first step is to determine the velocity of the contact front as
a function of time, as this will be used to compute temperatures and number densities
immediately behind the contact front. Two approaches have been used to model the
kinematic motion of the plume through the chamber: Sedov-Taylor (blast wave) and
the drag model. The blast wave theory models the position of the plume front, r, as
a function of time, t, with the equation:
r(t) = ξn
(
Eo
ρb
) 1
n+2
t
2
n+2 (2.12)
where Eo is the initial kinetic energy of the expansion, ρb is the mass density of the
background gas, n = 1, 2, or 3 respectively for a planar, cylindrical, or spherical
expansion, and ξn ∼= 1 depending on the value of n and γ. [84] This model has been
very successful at modelling YBCO plumes at pressures in the hundreds of mTorr,
using the value of n=3 for a 3-D spherical shock, however the best value of n for
modeling plume expansion is pressure dependent, with the value of n approaching the
3-D ideal at higher pressures, and dropping to n=0, (essentially a free expansion) at
pressures at 25 mTorr. [68]
One deficiency of the blast wave model is that it predicts the plume will expand
indefinitely. At higher pressures and propagation distances, a drag model may be
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used to account for the eventual stopping of the plume. The drag model may be
derived from a simple, first-order differential equation of motion:
dv
dt
= −βv (2.13)
where v is the velocity of the plume, t is the propagation time, and β is a linear drag
coefficient. Separating variables and integrating yields:
v = c1exp(−βt) (2.14)
where c1 is the constant of integration. Rewriting the velocity term as v = dr/dt, and
integrating over time results in:
r(t) = c2 − c1
β
exp(−βt) (2.15)
where c2 is another constant of integration. Applying the boundary condition, r(t=0)
= 0, results in the relation c2 = c1/β. This simplifies the above equation to:
r(t) =
c1
β
(1− exp(−βt)) (2.16)
The other boundary condition comes from recognizing that r comes to a finite value
in the limit t → ∞. In this limit we recognize the maximum value of r, rmax = c1/β.
Now the drag model of the plume propagation can be written as:
r(t) = rmax(1− exp(−βt)) (2.17)
Work by Geohegan [36] and Phelps [68] has shown the drag model to be superior
for modeling plume motion at higher pressures and propagation distances. Unlike the
blast wave theory, it provides an estimate for the initial plume velocity. And while
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blast wave theory in most cases is a better model of plume front motion, drag theory
is superior at modeling motion of the position of peak intensity. [68]
Using the wavefront velocities derived from position vs time data, the gas tem-
perature and pressure in the shocked region may be determined using relations derived
from the conservation laws for mass and momentum as well as the ideal gas law: [58]
ρS = ρg (1 + 1/γS) (2.18)
PS =
2ρgv
2
1 + γS
(2.19)
TS =
PS
ρS
Mg
R
(2.20)
where ρS and ρg are respectively the mass density in the shocked and unshocked
regions, γS is the ratio of specific heats for constant pressure and constant volume
(∼ 1.3), PS and TS are the pressure and temperature in the shocked region, R is the
universal gas constant, and Mg is the molecular weight of the background gas. Using
a shock front velocity of v = 5 ∗ 105 cm/sec, a gas temperature of 1000 K, and an
oxygen gas pressure of 150 mTorr results in a shock temperature of T = 4 eV and a
shock pressure of 12.6 torr.
Combining the results from the limits of the free-expansion and the shock front
enables construction of a temperature profile of the plume (see Figure 2.4). The char-
acteristic features of this profile are a sharp rise from the background gas temperature
to a peak value behind the shock front, followed by a decay to a lower temperature
in the bulk of the plume.
If the shock front is assumed to be in LTE, the ionization fraction, α, can be
determined from the Saha equation:
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Figure 2.4: The temperature structure for the ablation plume
consists of a shocked region at the contact front with the back-
ground gas and a bulk region. The temperature of the shocked
region is estimated from the shock front velocity, [58] while the
temperature of the bulk region is assumed to be similar to that
for a free-expansion. [27]
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α2
1− α =
2.4 ∗ 10−4
p
T
3
2 exp
(
−Wi
kT
)
(2.21)
where T is the temperature in Kelvin, Wi is the ionization energy, and p is the pressure
in torr. [61] At the shock front conditions given above, the right hand side of equation
2.21 is far greater than one–implying that the ionization fraction, α is very close to
one. This result is due to the high temperatures (∼ 4 eV) compared to the ionization
energies (∼ 5 - 10 eV), and the low pressures (∼ 10 torr) in the shock front.
2.4 Pulsed Laser Deposition Diagnostics
The desire to characterize optimum deposition conditions for commercial pro-
duction of YBCO has led to development of several plume diagnostic techniques. The
importance of these in situ diagnostic techniques is underscored by the discovery that
YBCO test samples grown at identical machine settings in different deposition events
may have significantly different results for critical temperature and current. [83] Thus,
establishing effective process control requires developing in situ diagnostics to moni-
tor plume and surface deposition conditions associated with optimum crystal growth.
Factors of interest include plume composition, especially as related to the stoichiom-
etry of the deposited film (known to affect superconducting properties). In addition,
plume energy, including the partitioning into kinetic, electronic, and ionization chan-
nels, is of interest as it relates to setting up ideal conditions at the deposition surface.
A variety of diagnostic techniques have been tried to monitor the evolution of
laser ablated plumes, including optical and ion-probe time-of-flight measurements,
as well as absorption and emission spectroscopy. Time-of-flight measurements pro-
vide information on the spatial and temporal evolution of the kinetic energy distri-
butions, and if this measurement is performed using spectrally-filtered video, it may
also yield insight on species’ spatial distribution. Complementary to the time-of-flight
measurements, absorption and emission spectroscopy enables identification of plume
components and measurements of electronic state distributions and stoichiometry.
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Time-of-flight measurements of YBCO plumes have been performed to measure
plume front velocities as a function of time and distance to determine which of the
plume propagation models (free expansion, blast wave, or drag) best explained plume
behavior. [36] As mentioned in the previous section, plume front motion is almost
always best modeled using a blast (or shock) wave model, except at high pressures
and propagation distances where a drag model appears to work best. [68] In the blast
wave regime, plumes move at very high Mach numbers (M in the range 10-50). [68]
At negligible pressures and shorter distances, the plume motion is best modeled as
the free expansion of a supersonic jet. [36] In the absence of drag, plume components
are free to separate, with electrons streaming in front because of their low mass. And
the ions, being pulled by the electrostatic attraction of the free electron stream, move
slightly faster than the atoms. [27]
In addition to modeling plume front velocities, kinetic energy distributions
derived from time-of-flight measurements have been fit to the modified Maxwell-
Boltzmann distribution (see equation 2.9) to determine streaming speeds and kinetic
temperatures. [26,68,92] These measurements typically resulted in values of u ≈ 105
to 106 cm/sec, with corresponding kinetic energies on the order of tens of eV. This
streaming kinetic energy is far in excess of typically reported electronic temperatures
(∼ 0.2 to 3 eV) derived from plume emission spectra, [28, 91] clearly indicating non-
equilibrium between kinetic and electronic energies.
Emission spectroscopy has also been used as a diagnostic of plume evolution,
initially to identify components of the plume, and also to measure the partitioning of
energy into electronic excitation. Collected spectra has consistently identified yttrium
and barium neutrals and ions, and copper neutrals. [10,19,27,39,88,90,91] However,
there is disagreement with detection of copper ion emission, with some authors report-
ing ion emission is not present [27, 39, 91], while at least one group reported copper
ion emission. [10]
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Also of significant interest is the formation and detection of oxides in the plume.
Emission measurements have reported a very strong YO molecular band, as well as
weaker BaO and CuO bands. [27, 90, 91] The source of the oxide bands has been
studied to resolve whether they originate at ablation or are formed in the plume.
The YO band intensity appears to vary inversely with laser fluence. [74, 75] Plume
stoichiometry has also been studied with the goal of determining whether deposited
films are formed directly from ablated particles or from condensation of atoms and
molecules on the deposition surface. There is disagreement in the literature with
some authors asserting that oxides are a nascent ablation product, [39] while others
suggest oxides are formed by a more complex mechanism by the reaction of Y + O2
→ YO* + O, with the subsequent YO* → YO explaining the strong YO emission
band. [29, 34] The latter is most likely, as Chen notes, Y and O are not on the same
plane in the YBCO crystal structure, so it is unlikely that YO is a nascent product
of ablation. [19]
Spectral measurements have also provided information on the electronic state
distributions for species in the plume. The population ratio, Rpop between two states,
|i〉 and |o〉 can be determined from the measured fluence, Φ, of an emission line and
the transition probability A for the corresponding transition. First, we define Rpop as:
Rpop =
Ni/gi
No/go
(2.22)
where Ni and No are the upper and ground state population levels, and gi and go are
the upper and lower state degeneracies. The population of the upper state Ni can be
related to the emission fluence, Φij from the upper state |i〉 to some lower state |j〉
by the relation
Φij = fradAijNi (2.23)
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where Aij is the transition probability, and frad is the ratio between the effective solid
angle dΩ subtended by the sensor and the solid angle, 4 π steradians into which the
light is emitted. This now yields the expression
Rpop(Ei) =
Φij
fradAijgi(No/go)
=
Φij/(Aijgi)
α
= f(Ei) (2.24)
where α = fradNo/go, and Ei is the energy of the emitting state |i〉. The value of α
may be empirically determined from the boundary condition that Rpop = 1 in the limit
that Ei = 0. It is often observed that the population ratio drops dramatically with
increasing energy, in this case a suitable choice of f (Ei) would be f (Ei) = exp (−βEi).
This, of course, is equivalent to modeling the population data with a Boltzmann
distribution, where β = 1/kT.
Various explanations have been offered for the apparent consistency of the Boltz-
mann distribution fit to observed electronic state distributions. One common ap-
proach is to assume the presence of local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) in the
plume. LTE is a relaxation of the strict requirements of thermodynamic equilibrium
(where the the kinetic energies are given by a Maxwellian distribution, the electronic
states by a Boltzmann distribution, the photons by a Planckian distribution, the ion-
ization ratio by the Saha equation, and the characteristic temperatures of all energy
distributions must agree). [48] LTE relaxes the requirements for full thermodynamic
equilibrium by removing the requirement for a Planckian photon distribution (thus
assuming an optically-thin plasma as photons escape the plume before being absorbed
and reradiated on the path to equilibrium). Excited state populations are assumed
to be dominated by collisional excitation, with minimal effect from photon absorp-
tion. Because of this, the photon energy distribution is expected to be a result of
the collisional excitation process, and not a Planckian distribution. [43, 66] The pre-
vailing view in the literature is that electron collisions are responsible for electronic
excitation, and the temperature extracted from a fit of a (typically sparse) measured
electronic state distribution to the Boltzmann distribution is a useful estimate of the
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electron (or plasma) temperature. [28, 91] A variety of results have been reported,
ranging from 0.2 to 3 eV, yet a common theme is that different elements often have
different temperatures, with copper having the highest temperature. [91]
The applicability of the LTE approximation to laser ablated plumes is not
universally accepted. Some authors accept the LTE approximation without ques-
tion, [27, 46] some use the LTE approximation with reservations, using the Boltz-
mann representation merely as a compact method of describing the electronic state
distribution, [28,91] while others flat out reject the validity of assuming LTE. [9]
Early papers in the literature on the topic of electronic state distributions tended
to take simple approaches using sparse data sets, and presented limited detail. An
example of this approach is seen in Dyer [27], which reported an electronic tempera-
ture for the plume based upon the intensity ratio of two yttrium ion lines in a narrow
(350-400 nm) wavelength band. Dyer’s paper sought to demonstrate that under low
pressure conditions (∼ 10−6 torr) that the velocity of the plume was consistent with
the model for free-expansion of a gas into a vacuum (see equation 2.11). Dyer used
this equation to calculate T using the terminal velocity, V of the plume, and obtained
values ranging from 6400 - 13000 K (0.55 - 1.1 eV). In comparison, the electronic
temperature derived from the pair of yttrium ion lines was approximately 6500 K,
consistent with the free-expansion calculation. Dyer performed his line ratio calcu-
lation assuming the presence of LTE without ever stating why the assumption was
valid.
A similar approach to Dyer was taken by Auciello [10], where spectra was col-
lected over the 320 - 830 nm wavelength range. Thirty unambiguous emission lines
were assigned to specific transitions. However, electronic temperature values (which
were assumed to be equivalent to the plasma temperature), were determined from
intensity ratios of only two emission lines instead of a fit to all available data, and
yielded values in the range 7000-9000 K (0.60 - 0.78 eV). The species used to compute
the temperature was not stated, suggesting an unspoken assumption that all species
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were at a common temperature. Also notable is that Auciello reported the presence
of a Cu ion emission line, which has not been reported elsewhere in the literature.
The method of electronic temperature measurements by line intensity ratios was
extended by El-Astal, [28,29] who measured yttrium and copper neutral temperatures
as a function of distance from the ablation target. At conditions of 180 mTorr O2
background pressure and 4 J/cm2 laser fluence, the copper temperature (determined
from the 515.3 to 510.6 nm line ratio) was observed to decrease from 1.1 ± 0.2 eV at
0.5 µsec after ablation to ∼ 0.55 ± 0.1 eV at 10 µsec, at which point the temperature
leveled off. At these same conditions, the yttrium temperature (determined from the
464.4 to 619.2 nm line ratio) decreased from 1.05 ± 0.2 eV at 1 µsec to ∼ 0.35 ± 0.15
eV at 10 µsec.
A similar effort to El-Astal’s work was conducted by Al-Wazzan, [8] also at
180mTorr, but at lower laser fluence (2.6 J/cm2). Studies of the electronic temper-
atures derived from Ba ion absorption line ratios yielded the important result that
temperature decreased in time at a slower rate than that expected by adiabatic cool-
ing, and at 1 µsec and 1 cm downstream from the ablation target, actually rose to a
peak value before decreasing. This nonadiabatic behavior was attributed to redistri-
bution of the forward directed velocities of fast ions in the leading edge into randomly
directed motion inside the plume. [8]
The line-ratio approach was used by Apostol to measure plume temperatures
near the ablation site. [9] Measurements were taken 200 nsec after ablation, and
1 mm above the target surface, yielding temperatures ranging from 0.6 to 1 eV. No
information was offered regarding which lines were used for the temperature estimate,
other than spectra were collected from 400 to 600 nm wavelength. Apostol asserts
without supporting his argument that LTE is applicable at early plume evolution,
but not applicable at later times, and temperatures cannot then be determined from
emission lines in different ionization stages. [9]
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Another line-ratio measurement was conducted by Harilal, who measured plume
temperatures as a function of distance from target, time since ablation, and laser
fluence. [45] Line ratio measurements were conducted using the 614 and 649.8 nm
barium ion lines and the 577.7 and 553.5 nm barium neutral emission lines. This
resulted in an estimation of initial electron temperatures (assuming LTE) of 2.35
eV–decaying to a constant value of 0.18 eV at distances greater than 5 mm from the
ablation target. However, there are some issues with the technique used in this paper–
the 553.5 nm line is the fundamental transition for the Ba neutral, and thus susceptible
to self-absorption. In addition to the temperature measurements, Harilal measured
the Stark broadening of the 553.5nm Ba emission line to determine electron density as
a function of experimental conditions. Stark broadening is the dominant broadening
mechanism under conditions of high charge density and low kinetic temperature. [44]
A simplified, empirical expression for the Stark broadened linewidth is given by:
∆λ1/2 = 2 ∗ 10−16Wne (2.25)
where the linewidth, ∆λ1/2 is in angstroms, the number density, ne is in cm
−3, and
the electron impact parameter, W, is estimated as 1.6*10−2, based on extrapolation
for data in the same group on the periodic table. [45] Using this technique, the initial
electron density was estimated as 2.5 x 1017 cm−3.
An early, yet detailed and extensive study of electronic emission was presented
in an article by Ying. [91] In contrast to the simple two-line ratio estimate performed
by Dyer, Ying conducted a detailed spectral analysis, identifying 299 emission lines
(64 Ba neutral, 10 Ba ion, 150 Y neutral, 63 Y ion, 11 Cu neutral, and 1 O neutral)
in the 388 - 900 nm wavelength region. Electronic temperatures were extracted from
intensity data using a Boltzmann fit. However, despite collecting a wealth of data,
the reporting of temperature results was minimal. Ying only reported Cu neutral
temperatures at three locations, with values ranging from 8800 K (0.76 eV) near
the ablation target, to 6300 K (0.54 eV) midstream, and 6800 K (0.59 eV) near the
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deposition substrate. With respect to Ba and Y results, Ying reported Y temperatures
as being “usually 1000 K lower than that of Cu and Ba”, and the apparent temperature
difference between the different elements was ascribed to “...the approximate nature
of LTE.” [91]
With the exception of Ying’s paper, [91] most of the published electronic tem-
perature measurements have been obtained using line-ratio measurements. [8,10,27–
29,45] There is a risk to performing a calculation based on a ratio of two data points,
in that a perturbation to one of the data points may skew the results more than
if the calculation was performed by fitting a line through a greater number of data
points. Several mechanisms may cause a significant error in a data point, resulting
in a skewed result. These are self-absorption, temporal effects, and accuracy of the
transition probabilities.
The first of these possible sources of error, self-absorption, occurs when a photon
of light emitted as a result of a transition from state |i〉 to state |j〉 interacts with
another atom in state |j〉. When this occurs, the photon may absorbed, exciting the
atom to state |i〉. The atom can then reradiate the photon to any accessible lower
state, and most likely in a different direction than its original path. The result is that
the intensity of light detected at the wavelength for the i → j transition is decreased.
If the absorption behaves linearly, that is the change in flux, φ per path length x, is
linearly proportional to the flux:
dφ
dx
= −βx (2.26)
where β is a proportionality constant. Integration yields the Beer-Lambert Law:
φ = φoexp(−Njσjix) (2.27)
where β is the product of the number density of absorbers, Nj, and the absorption
cross-section, σji. [61,86] Because the typical lifetime of an excited state is on the order
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of nanoseconds, for self-absorption to occur, the absorbing state |j〉 must either be
the ground state or a metastable state. In prior work by Saengar, self-absorption was
identified as the mechanism causing narrowing of the modified Maxwell-Boltzmann
kinetic energy distribution obtained from time-of-flight data using the Cu 325nm
emission line, which terminates on the Cu ground state. This distortion did not occur
when monitoring the time-of-flight data where the emission originated on the same
upper state, but terminated on an excited state. [73] With respect to self-absorption
in barium, Riley used a laser-induced fluorescence measurement to measure strong
self-absorption on the Ba 553nm fundamental line. [72]
In addition to self-absorption from transitions to the ground state, it is worth
noting potential self-absorption for transitions to metastable states. Referring to
Figure 2.5 the barium neutral has the 3D metastable state at ∼ 1.1 eV. [60] This
state is metastable because the transitions from here to the ground state violate both
the orbital (∆ L = 0, ± 1) and spin (∆ S = 0) dipole selection rules (although heavier
elements like barium may at times violate the Russell-Saunders selection rules). [13]
There are many transitions in the visible band which terminate on this state, and the
potential for self-absorption needs to be addressed when calculating electronic upper
state populations using emission data. Yttrium is similar to barium in that it also has
an energy state (4F at ∼ 1.35 eV) on which many visible band transitions terminate
(see Figure 2.6), which may be metastable because transition to the ground state
would be forbidden by dipole selection rules.
Temporal effects also may affect estimated electronic state distributions, as
plume emission measurements require a finite time to integrate the signal. During
this time, it is possible for plume conditions (such as plasma temperature) to change
dramatically such that a time-averaged measurement is not a useful representation
of the conditions in a dynamically evolving plume. Mao illustrated this challenge by
studying emissions from copper laser ablated plumes, noting that estimated Boltz-
mann temperatures were sensitive to integration times. [56] He determined that the
maximum time a signal could be integrated without distortion as:
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Figure 2.5: Ba I Grotrian Diagram. Arrows indicate observed
transitions. The lowest group of 3D states are known to be
metastable, with lifetimes estimated on the order of minutes.
[57] Note that a transition from 3D to the 1S ground state is
forbidden by the electric dipole selection rules, ∆ l = 0, ± 1 and
∆ s = 0.
Figure 2.6: Y I Grotrian Diagram. Arrows indicate observed
transitions. Note that a transition from the lowest 4F state to
the 2D ground state is forbidden by the electric dipole spin-
conservation selection rule, ∆ s = ± 0. This is similar to the
case of the known Ba I 3D metastable, suggesting the lowest 4F
state is metastable.
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Figure 2.7: Cu I Grotrian Diagram. Arrows indicate observed
transitions. Note that a transition from the lowest 2D state to
the 2S ground state is forbidden by the electric dipole selection
rule, ∆ l = ± 1. This is similar to the case of the known Ba I
3D metastable, suggesting the lowest 2D state is metastable.
tint =
4x3/2
ξ2(El/ρo)2/5
(
x− ξ
2(El/ρo)
2/5
2v
)1/2
(2.28)
where ξ is the coefficient from the Sedov-Taylor blast wave model discussed previously,
El is the energy of the explosion that formed the plume, ρo is the the density of
the background gas, and x is the propagation distance. [56] This result implies that
the desired width of the detector integration gates is inversely related to the plume
velocity. This paper influenced later analysis of PLD plumes, with subsequent work
referencing this paper to explain their decision to either forgo calculating electronic
temperatures [42] or account for potential transient effects on their results. [45]
The final source of error affecting prior measurements of electronic state dis-
tributions is the accuracy of atomic transition probabilities used in the calculations.
These experiments predate a critical NIST review of the atomic transition probabil-
ities for many Ba neutral and ion transitions which have taken into account more
accurate measurements of Ba I and Ba II lifetimes and branching ratios. Because
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both lifetime and branching ratios are involved, a large set of observed emission lines
are affected, with values of the atomic transition probabilities changed as much as a
factor of two. [51]
In retrospect, much work has been done to date to develop optical diagnos-
tics for use in process control of YBCO PLD. However, the prior work in this field
has been fragmented and isolated, addressing either time-of-flight or electronic state
distributions, rather than developing an integrated interpretation of plume dynamics
by synthesizing information available from both measurements. Narrow-band line
emission time-of-flight measurements benefit from selection of an appropriate window
that includes an emission line of interest and excludes interference lines. In return,
time-of-flight measurements may yield information on kinetic energy and transient
behavior that aid in interpreting electronic state distributions derived from emission
spectroscopy. Finally, estimates of electronic state distributions are ripe for reex-
amination in light of awareness of temporal and self-absorption effects, as well as a
revision of accepted values for atomic transition probabilities.
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III. Experiment
This experiment consisted of collection of spectrally-resolved/time-integrated
spectroscopy, and spectrally-filtered gated imagery of laser-ablated YBCO plumes.
The data collection in this effort was performed by a team of researchers. The pulsed
laser deposition apparatus was operated by personnel from the Air Force Research
Laboratory’s Materials Directorate, the imagery data was collected by a University
of Dayton graduate student, while spectral data was collected by the author. The
following sections will describe the apparatus and operation of the pulsed laser depo-
sition system, the optical multichannel analyzer used for obtaining spectral data, and
the camera used to collect imagery.
3.1 Pulsed Laser Deposition Apparatus
The key components of the pulsed laser deposition apparatus are the vacuum
deposition chamber and the laser ablation source (see Figure 3.1). The deposition
chamber has two stages on opposite ends: a rotatable stage for the bulk YBCO
ablation target, and a heated stage for the deposition substrate. In addition, the
deposition chamber had slotted viewports on either side of the chamber oriented
perpendicular to the target-substrate axis. The 15 slots spatially restricted the lateral
field-of-view to approximately 1 mm. Observations were made at these slots were for
collecting plume spectra, as well as for monitoring plume time-of-flight. In addition to
the slotted viewports, there was a large viewport at the top of the chamber, where a
gated, intensified CCD-array fast framing camera was mounted. Finally, an additional
optical port was mounted at an angle to the target-substrate axis for passing the
ablation laser beam into the deposition chamber.
A Lambda-Physik LPX 305i KrF (λ = 248 nm) pulsed excimer laser incident on
the target at 45 degrees was used to ablate the YBCO target. The laser was typically
operated at a pulse repetition rate of 4-10 Hz with a pulse width (FWHM) of 17
ns. The laser spot size was estimated at 5.5 mm x 1.75 mm, and the delivered laser
fluence varied between 4-10 J/cm2 per pulse. Laser pulse energy was controlled by a
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Figure 3.1: Pulsed laser deposition apparatus. All dimensions in
mm. Figure courtesy of AFRL/MLPS and used with permission.
[15]
fuzzy logic program to maintain a desired pulse time-of-arrival (ranging from 3.7 to
6.6 µsec, depending on oxygen background pressure) at a distance 35 mm downstream
from the ablation target. The plume time-of-arrival was monitored with a spectrally
filtered (λ = 550 ± 10 nm) photomultiplier tube tuned to barium emission.
The ablation target for these measurements was a sintered pellet of YBa2Cu3O7,
alloyed with a 5% by weight concentration of Ag, which is added to improve mechan-
ical properties of deposited films. [47] The ablation target was hand polished with
sandpaper prior to each use and whenever chamber oxygen pressure was changed in
order to minimize the effect of surface roughness on absorption of laser energy.
The PLD apparatus was software controlled using a LabView script written
by AFRL personnel. This script controlled oxygen background pressure, substrate
temperature, laser energy, ablation target rotation, slit position of the spectrometer
fiberoptic, and the number of plumes that would be observed at each slit position.
Oxygen pressure was selected and substrate temperature were set to a constant value
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(760 ◦C) during each sample run. The feedback loop for controlling laser energy was
driven by the signal of a spectrally-filtered (λ = 550 ± 10 nm) PMT, monitoring a
strong barium emission line, to keep the plume time-of-flight at a setpoint value at
a fixed slot position. Although the Ba emission line at λ = 553.54 nm is known to
be strongly self-absorbed, [72] this is not a concern as data from the PMT is only
used keep the time-of-flight at a chosen setpoint. The ablation target was rotated
between shots to minimize surface effects. The spectrometer optic was mounted on
a software-controlled autotranslatable stage and set to look through viewing slits on
the side of the PLD apparatus. A calibration was performed prior the experiment to
determine what stage coordinates corresponded to desired slit viewing positions for
the spectrometer optic. These positions were then included in the LabView script
3.2 Spectral Diagnostic
Emission spectra were collected by coupling a collection lens with an Oriel fused
silica fiberoptic to an optical multichannel analyzer (OMA). The OMA apparatus con-
sisted of an Acton SpectraPro model 275 spectrometer with a Princeton Instruments
Pi-Max model 7361-0003 512 x 512 pixel focal plane array (FPA) intensified CCD
camera mounted at the exit optic. The OMA was operated using Roper Scientific
WinSpec/32 software provided with the camera. The spectrometer had selectable
gratings, and this experiment used a grating blazed for maximum efficiency at 750
nm with a groove density of 1200/mm.
Significant care was taken to align and calibrate the spectrometer. Rotational
alignment of the FPA to the entrance slit of the spectrometer was performed by
monitoring the real-time signal from a spectral line from a calibration lamp, and
rotating the camera until the lineshape was symmetric. This alignment enabled a
significant increase in signal to noise, as all pixels in a column corresponded to light
from approximately the same wavelength, allowing columns in the FPA to be summed.
Additional signal-to-noise improvement was obtained by collecting only on those pixels
which were illuminated by the entrance slit, eliminating detector noise contributed
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by dark pixels. Wavelength calibration was performed by regression between known
and observed positions of CathodeonTM Ne lamp spectral lines. The dispersion of
the grating ranged from 0.054 nm/pixel at λ = 850nm to 0.066 nm/pixel at λ =
500nm. Spectral responsivity was measured using the two temperature blackbody
technique, [87] and is described in Appendix A. This technique corrects for detector
signal resulting from non-Planckian signal by computing the spectral responsivity
as the ratio of differences of the detector signal and Planckian spectral distribution
function at two different temperatures (here, T1= 1250 K and T2=1500 K). Non-
Planckian terms, such as detector noise and ambient light, are assumed temperature
independent and are cancelled out when differencing two signals taken at different
temperatures. As is seen in Figure 3.2, the detector generates a signal response to
spectral irradiance between 500 to 900 nm. The responsivity cutoff near 500 nm
is consistent with the grating cutoff near 450 nm, [2] the responsivity cutoff at 900
nm is within the quantum efficiency cutoff for a Si detector at 1100 nm, [17] and
the grating blaze wavelength at 750nm is in a region of high responsivity. Dark
current measurements were taken immediately prior to each spectral measurement to
minimize effect of detector drift. Spectrometer linewidth as a function of slit width
was measured using a Ne (λ = 650.65 nm) standard lamp (see Appendix A). A
constant slit width of 20 µm was used for measurements over the entire wavelength
range.
The OMA was operated in a delayed gate mode, with the trigger provided
by the laser. A delay of 0.5 µsec avoided collection of the intense transient signal
from the ablation fireball, and gate widths (15 µsec at 150 mTorr and 35 µsec at 50
and 400 mTorr) were set to integrate the signal for the duration of the plume travel
across the field of view of the collection slit. Gate delay and integration times were
selected after observing trial runs with the imaging camera. Signal-to-noise of the
collected spectra varied with oxygen pressure, slot distance, and wavelength (due to
emission line strength, detector response, and molecular band interference), with the
best conditions seen at 150 mTorr, slot 6 (36 mm), and λ = 650-800 nm. Using the
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Figure 3.2: Relative spectral responsivity of optical multichan-
nel analyzer. Responsivity of given data points indicate respon-
sivity relative to one another, not in absolute terms.
λ = 686.5687 nm line, the signal-to-noise ratio (defined as the ratio of peak height to
the standard deviation of the background) was estimated as 1.73.
The combination of grating dispersion and FPA size resulted in an OMA spec-
tral bandpass of only 35 nm, far smaller than the 500-850 nm region of interest. This
required collecting multiple, overlapping measurements of the region. Initial center
wavelength was set at 500 nm, and proceeded at 25 nm intervals to the final cen-
ter wavelength at 850 nm. Measurements always proceeded from shorter to longer
wavelengths to ensure repeatable positioning by the grating stepper motor. At each
bandpass, a background frame was collected by blocking the entrance slit, and a net
spectrum was calculated by subtracting the background from the collected spectrum.
The resulting net spectrum was output as an ASCII file for automated data reduction.
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Figure 3.3: Transmittance of Barium filter. (· · · Transmittance,
- Fluence)
3.3 Imagery Diagnostic
The imagery diagnostic has been previously described in the literature, [26] and
the raw data that was obtained was previously reported by Phelps, [68] in the context
of modeling plume shock behavior. The imagery instrument consisted of a Princeton
Instruments Pi-Max model 7361-0003 intensified CCD camera with a 512 x 512 pixel
focal plane array. The instrument was controlled using Roper Scientific WinView
software. The camera was mounted at the top window of the vacuum chamber with
the focus set at the expected plume path. After mounting, and prior to operation
of PLD apparatus, the camera image was registered with a ruler to determine pixel
dimensions in the field, yielding a pixel field dimension of 0.2 x 0.2 mm2. Narrow-band
spectral filters (∆λ ∼ 1 nm) were used to isolate emissions of interest. These filters
were mounted in a filter wheel placed in front of the camera lens. The two spectral
filters used in this effort had band centers located at 767 nm and 809 nm. Figure 3.3
shows the transmittance band of the 767 nm filter, used to select and pass Ba neutral
emissions, while the 809 nm filter in Figure 3.4 was used to pass only Cu neutral
emissions. Both filters show excellent matching to the corresponding emission line.
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Figure 3.4: Transmittance of Copper filter. (· · · Transmittance,
- Fluence)
The camera was operated in a triggered mode, with the trigger provided by
the laser. Movies of the plume were created by collecting frames at variable delays,
with the delay swept from 0 to 25 µsec at 0.1 µsec intervals. Each image frame was
integrated for multiple shots (n > 100) to improve signal to noise. Pulse-to-pulse
variations in the plume were characterized, with intensity (flicker) varying by 20%,
and plume center-of-mass (jitter) by up to 3 mm. [68]
Time-of-flight waveforms were constructed for each slot position, sampling pixels
representative of light collected by the OMA. This differs from the work of Phelps, [68]
who used waveforms based on a larger pixel sample. Phelps provided a customized
MatlabTM script for extracting pixel intensities as a function of time from the plume
movies. [67] The pixel counts as a function of time were saved to an ASCII data file.
The resulting waveforms were zero-baselined and normalized using Tablecurve. [4]
3.4 Experimental Conditions
Measurements were conducted at four oxygen pressures (50, 150, 400, and 1000
mTorr), with spectra collected at 5 slot positions ( 31.4, 36.0, 45.7, 55.0, and 64.7
mm). Spectra collected at pressure 1000 mTorr (all slot positions), and at position
64.7 mm (all pressures) were of poor quality, and not analyzed.
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The run matrix was designed to minimize the effects of unanticipated process
variation on results. Consider the situation where spectra are collected sequentially
by distance from the target, and unknown to the observer, there was a corresponding
change in a process variable (such as laser power, background pressure, or target
roughness). In this situation, it would be difficult to isolate the effect of distance
from target on the spectrally derived electronic temperature from the confounding
effect of the background process variables. Instead, the order in which spectra were
collected were randomized as much as practicable, to break the correlation between
run conditions and unknown background variables. [59] The run matrix was blocked
by pressure, with order of pressure blocks chosen at random, and the order of slots
observed was randomized within each pressure block. The run matrix as executed is
presented in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Experimental Conditions
Pressure (mTorr) slot distance from target (mm)
150 5 31.4
150 10 55.0
150 6 36.0
150 12 64.7
150 8 45.7
1000 5 31.4
1000 8 45.7
1000 10 55.0
400 6 36.0
400 12 64.7
400 10 55.0
400 5 31.4
400 8 45.7
50 12 64.7
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Table 3.1: Experimental Conditions – Continued
Pressure (mTorr) slot distance from target (mm)
50 5 31.4
50 10 55.0
50 8 45.7
50 6 36.0
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IV. Results and Discussion
4.1 Results
4.1.1 Plume Imagery. Spectrally-filtered imagery was collected to charac-
terize the kinetic energy of the laser ablated plumes. Imagery data collected for this
experiment has previously been reported by Phelps, [68] with a focus on character-
izing the shock characteristics of the evolving plume. The same experimental results
are revisited here to provide context for the analysis of electronic state distributions
in the plume.
Spectrally-filtered imagery was collected for laser ablated plumes under the con-
ditions specified in Chapter III. Narrowband filters of 1 nm width centered at 767 nm
(for Ba I) and 809 nm (for Cu I) were used to isolate emission for a single emission.
A sample still frame of a Ba I filtered image is shown in Figure 4.1 Time-of-flight
curves were derived by monitoring pixel intensity as a function of time. In addition,
velocities of the plume wavefronts, shock strength, and shock kinetic temperatures
were derived from the plume imagery. The results of these measurements will now be
presented.
Time-of-flight curves at each slot position were obtained by monitoring the
intensity of a row of five pixels at the intersection with the propagation path of the
plume center. Sample TOF curves for Ba I and Cu I are given in Figure 4.2. The
TOF curves were normalized such that areas under the curves were equal to one:
∫ τ
0
φ(t)dt = 1 (4.1)
where φ(t) is the detector signal at time t, while τ is the duration of the time-of-
flight curve. This integration was performed numerically using Tablecurve software.
The normalization was performed so that the time-of-flight curve could be used as a
weighting function, and this will be used later in the section on temporal effects on
electronic state distributions.
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Figure 4.1: Contour plot of Ba I emission intensity from
spectrally-filtered (λ = 767 ± 1 nm) plume image. Frame taken
at 7.3 µsecs at 150 mTorr O2.
Modified Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distributions (see equation 2.9) were fit to
the time-of-flight curves using a user-defined function in Tablecurve. A sample plot of
a fit of the modified Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution (n=4) to a time-of-flight curve is
presented in Figure 4.3. Here, results are shown for a time-of-flight curve recorded at
150 mTorr O2 and 36 mm downstream of the ablation target. The modified Maxwell-
Boltzmann distribution provides a reasonable fit at the leading and trailing edges but
does not adequately fit the peak of the distribution. Fit parameters for time-of-flight
curves recorded at 50 and 150 mTorr O2 are presented in Table 4.1. The quality of
the fit at 400 mTorr O2 was poor, as well as for Ba at 150 mTorr/55.0 cm, thus no
results are presented for these conditions.
Table 4.1: Modified Maxwell-Boltzmann Fit Parameters
P (mTorr) x (mm) uBa (10
5 cm/s) kTBa (eV) uCu (10
5 cm/s) kTCu (eV)
50 31.4 0.666 ± 0.522 53.1 ± 2.8 4.85 ± 0.118 16.6 ± 0.3
50 36.0 2.16 ± 0.234 40.9 ± 1.2 6.30 ± 0.110 11.2 ± 0.3
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Table 4.1: Modified Maxwell-Boltzmann Fit Parameters – Continued
P (mTorr) x (mm) uBa (10
5 cm/s) kTBa (eV) uCu (10
5 cm/s) kTCu (eV)
50 45.7 3.82 ± 0.095 24.8 ± 0.4 4.50 ± 0.077 10.3 ± 0.2
50 55.0 3.71 ± 0.062 19.8 ± 0.3 4.71 ± 0.083 8.0 ± 0.2
150 31.4 4.48 ± 0.226 24.2 ± 1.1 6.87 ± 0.123 7.2 ± 0.3
150 36.0 4.55 ± 0.153 18.2 ± 0.7 7.05 ± 0.086 4.5 ± 0.2
150 45.7 4.99 ± 0.061 6.9 ± 0.2 6.18 ± 0.0421 2.0 ± 0.07
150 55.0 *** *** 5.27 ± 0.028 0.88 ± 0.04
The time-of-flight curves can also be expressed in velocity coordinates. A sample
plot for the case of 150 mTorr and 36 mm from the target is given in Figure 4.4. This
plot uses the same intensity values as the normalized time-of-flight plot in Figure 4.2,
but the abscissa is expressed in velocity instead of elapsed time. Examination of this
plot reveals that the copper velocity distribution is elevated compared to Ba at and
forward of the point of maximum intensity. The forward bias of the copper velocity
distribution compared to barium is likely a mass effect. Prior to plume formation in
the Knudsen Layer, ejecta motion occurs as a free expansion with velocities varying as
M−1/2, where M is the mass of the ejected particle. [27] So it would be expected that
the distribution of lighter materials in the plume would be preferentially weighted
towards the leading edge compared to heavier materials.
The position of the wavefront as a function of time was also determined. The
wavefront position was defined as the position along the leading edge of the plume
where the intensity reached 50% of the maximum intensity of the plume. A sample
plot of wavefront position is shown in Figure 4.5. The data in this plot was fit to the
Sedov-Taylor model:
x(t) = xo + ξ
(
Eo
ρb
)1/5
t2/5 = xo + at
0.4 (4.2)
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Figure 4.2: Sample normalized time-of-flight flux curves for Ba
(•) and Cu (◦) neutral emission. Ba I was collected with a
narrowband spectral filter centered at 767 nm, while Cu I was
collected with a similar filter at 809 nm. Cu peak flux is more
narrowly peaked than Ba. Data collected at 150 mTorr and
36.00 mm downstream of target. Flux curves are normalized
such that the area under the curve is equal to one.
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Figure 4.3: A modified Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution
(–) is fit to the barium (λ = 767 nm) time-of-flight curve (•)
obtained at 150 mTorr pressure O2 and 36 mm distance from
ablation target. The model provides a good fit at the leading
and trailing edge, but does not adequately model the peak in
the distribution.
where the variables are as defined as in Equation 2.12 with the slight modification of
adding an initial position xo as a fitting parameter. The fitting parameters derived
from fitting wavefront position and elapsed time data to the Sedov-Taylor model are
presented in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Sedov-Taylor Fit Parameters
P (mTorr) Ba xo (mm) Ba a
mm
(µs)2/5
Cu xo (mm) Cu a
mm
(µs)2/5
50 -19.0 ± 1.9 37.3 ± 1.8 -17.8 ± 2.8 36.4 ± 2.6
150 -6.7 ± 2.1 25.9 ± 1.8 -7.7 ± 2.2 26.5 ± 1.9
400 -2.2 ± 2.2 20.8 ± 1.9 -4.4 ± 2.6 21.8 ± 2.3
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Figure 4.4: Fluence vs velocity curves for Ba (–) and Cu (--)
neutral emission. Ba was collected with a narrowband spectral
filter centered at 767 nm, while Cu was collected with a similar
filter at 809 nm. By inspection, it appears the average and peak
Cu velocities are slightly greater than for Ba. Data collected at
150 mTorr and 36.00 mm downstream of target. Flux curves
have the same ordinate values as for Figure 4.2, except with
abscissa values expressed in velocity instead of time.
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Figure 4.5: Ba wavefront position vs time at 150 mTorr O2.
When fit to the Sedov-Taylor blast wave equation, energy of
initial explosion is ∼ 0.87 J, consistent with laser pulse energy
∼ 0.9 J.
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The energy released, Eo, in the ablation was estimated from the Sedov-Taylor
parametric fits. This energy may be calculated from the relation:
Eo = ξa
5ρ (4.3)
where the Sedov-Taylor parameter, ξ, is assumed to be ∼ 1. [84]
Calculating the mass density, ρ, of the background gas posed a challenge, as the
background gas temperature was not measured during the experiment. However, the
temperature of the substrate is known (T=760 Celsius) and provides an upper limit
of the gas temperature. Using this value to calculate ρ and then Eo would provide a
lower limit for Eo. At a gas pressure of 150 mTorr, this results in ρ ∼ 74.5 ng/cm3.
Using the value of a = 25.9 mm/µs2/5 from Table 4.2 results in E0 = 0.87 J, consistent
with the laser pulse energy of ∼ 0.9 J previously reported for this experiment. [68]
The next plume characteristic determined from imagery data is the shock strength.
The shock strength, S, is a measure of the steepness of the shock front, and is defined
as the reciprocal of the shock width, where the shock width is defined as the distance
between two points on the leading edge where the intensity is at 75% and 25% of the
maximum value:
S =
1
x25 − x75 (4.4)
Here x25 and x75 are respectively the positions where photon flux is 25% and 75%
of maximum value. The calculated values of shock velocity and shock strength are
shown in Table 4.3. The shock velocity decreases with distance and pressure, while
shock strength increases with pressure when distance is held constant.
Finally, wavefront velocities derived from the position vs time data were used
to estimate the plume shock temperatures using Equations 2.18 - 2.20. The back-
ground gas density was calculated assuming a temperature of 760◦C. The results of
the calculations are presented in Table 4.4.
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Table 4.3: Time-of-flight Metrics
P (mTorr) / d (mm) Ba S (mm−1) Cu S (mm−1)
50 / 31.4 0.30 0.28
50 / 36.0 0.31 0.23
50 / 45.7 0.22 0.20
50 / 55.0 0.15 0.13
150 / 31.4 0.46 0.57
150 / 36.0 0.44 0.51
150 / 45.7 0.51 0.58
150 / 55.0 0.46 0.54
400 / 31.4 1.27 1.40
400 / 36.0 1.27 1.70
400 / 45.7 1.02 1.27
Table 4.4: Shock Temperatures Calculated from Wavefront Speed
P (mTorr) / d (mm) Ba Tshock (eV) Cu Shock Tshock (eV)
50 / 31.4 14.5 13.7
50 / 36.0 11.3 10.6
50 / 45.7 7.1 6.8
50 / 55.0 4.7 4.3
150 / 31.4 5.4 5.7
150 / 36.0 4.1 4.1
150 / 45.7 2.3 2.3
150 / 55.0 1.3 1.4
400 / 31.4 2.6 2.8
400 / 36.0 1.9 2.1
400 / 45.7 1.0 1.1
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4.1.2 Spectra. Emission spectra were collected for YBCO laser ablated
plumes at multiple oxygen background pressures and distances from the ablation
target. The spectra covered the region λ = 480-960 nm with the coverage limited
by the spectral responsivity of the optical multichannel analyzer. The spectra were
assembled from 14 overlapping bandpasses of 34 nm width, with the bandpass center
wavelengths spaced at 25 nm intervals from 500 to 850 nm. As seen in Figure 4.6,
the spectra are rich in atomic emission lines, and feature a prominent YO (A → X)
molecular emission band centered near 613 nm.
The YO A → X transition band (see Figure 4.7 has previously been studied at
high resolution by Weiner. [89] The cluster of lines from 597 - 612 nm originate from
the A 2Π 3
2
upper states, while the cluster of lines from 612 - 630 nm originate from
the A 2Π 3
2
upper states. Mixed in with the molecular spectra are atomic and ionic
electronic emission lines, including the Ba neutral 3P → 3D manifold lines at 590.86,
597.37, 599.83, 602.11, 606.45, and 611.11 nm, and the Ba ion line at 614.18 nm.
The line assignment process commenced with comparison of the plume spectra
with reference spectra from standard lamps. Of the 87 emission lines measured, 44
were correlated with an element of origin in this fashion. Specific transitions were
identified by examination of electronic energy diagrams, proceeding up the ladder
of states, and accounting for all allowed transitions to lower states. An example of
how this was done is given in Figure 4.8. All dipole-allowed transitions in the 5d6p
3F◦ → 6s5d 3D manifold are shown on the right side of the figure. Examination of
the measured spectra accounts for all but the missing 3F◦2 → 3D3 line expected at
801.826 nm. The absence of this line is consistent with the absence of a measured
atomic transition probability for this transition. [3, 51] This method is repeated at
progressively increasing energy levels until no emission lines are found that correspond
with dipole allowed transitions.
A total of 66 lines were assigned to specific atomic transitions. In addition, what
appeared at first look to be 10 unassigned atomic emission lines were later determined
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Figure 4.6: YBCO emission spectra (recorded at d=36.0 mm
and 150 mTorr O2 background pressure) is rich in Y, Ba, and Cu
electronic lines. The strong molecular emission band centered
near 613 nm is the YO A → X transition.
by comparison to Weiner’s high resolution spectra [89] to be YO A→X bandheads. A
list of assigned lines by species is presented in Table 4.5, and a complete listing of line
assignments is given in Appendix C. Eleven lines remain unassigned, 2 of which were
in the complicated YO emission region, and the remaining nine lines were ambiguous.
Eight of the nine ambiguous lines are possibly Ba or Y atom or ion emissions, however,
there is either no measured transition coefficient (in which case no further population
analysis can be conducted), or there are multiple transitions that could be responsible
for the emission line. The ambiguous nine lines were also compared to Ag (used in the
YBCO ablation target to improve mechanical properties in the deposited material),
and to Hg (present in industrial lighting), but no match was found. A histogram of
linecenter residuals is given in Figure 4.11. The residuals appear normally distributed
and well within the instrument linewidth.
Emission line fluences were obtained using a two step process: first, by subtract-
ing the background signal, and next, by fitting Gaussian lineshapes to the observed
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Figure 4.7: YO A→ X emission band in YBCO emission spectra
recorded at d=36.0 mm and 150 mTorr O2 background pressure.
The cluster of lines from 597 - 612 nm originate from the A 2Π 3
2
manifold, while the cluster of lines from 612 - 630 nm originate
from the A 2Π 3
2
manifold. The presence of overlapping atomic
electronic emission lines, including the Ba neutral 3P - 3D man-
ifold, complicates interpretation of the spectra.
Table 4.5: Emission Line Assignment Summary
Species Frequency
Y I 14
Y II 3
Ba I 36
Ba II 4
Cu I 8
Cu II 0
O I 1
YO bandhead 10
Unassigned 11
Total 87
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Figure 4.8: PLD emission spectra from five consecutive overlap-
ping bandpasses are compared to energy level diagrams as part
of the line assignment process. Spectra for each bandpass are
vertically separated by adding a constant baseline to ease visual
interpretation. All dipole-allowed transitions between the 3F◦
→ 3D manifold are accounted for before proceeding to higher
energy manifolds. The one missing transition at 801.8 nm does
not have an experimentally measured Aij coefficient, thus one
would not expect to see this line.
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Figure 4.9: PLD emission spectra background was subtracted
using PeakfitTMsoftware by fitting a linear or polynomial func-
tion to manually selected points in the baseline and subtracting
the value of the function from each point in the spectra. This
would result in spectra with a flat, zeroed baseline.
spectra. Background signal was subtracted in PeakfitTM [5] by fitting a linear or
polynomial function to manually selected points in the data (see Figure 4.9), and
subtracting the function value from the y-axis value of the data. Gaussian lineshapes
were also fit to the emission peaks using PeakfitTM. Because the lineshapes are in-
strument broadened (see Appendix A), the linewidth parameter was fit as a common
parameter for all emission lines, with values typically between 0.125 - 0.130 nm. The
lineshape area was used as the metric of emission fluence. Tables of emission fluences
for each condition are presented in Appendix D.
Because the spectrometer has a spectral bandwidth of ∼ 34 nm, yet collection
windows are spaced 25 nm apart, there is a ∼ 5 nm region of overlap for neighbor-
ing bandpasses. Measuring line fluences in this region provides an indication of the
variability of the source. As a baseline for comparison, consider the measured line
fluences for a CathodeonTMbarium lamp shown in Figure 4.12. With the exception of
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Figure 4.10: PLD emission line fluence was determined by fitting
Gaussian lineshapes to the PLD emission spectra. Emission lines
are instrument broadened.
Figure 4.11: Residuals of emission linecenters vs values of as-
signed line positions compare favorably to a Gaussian distribu-
tion on a histogram. Deviations from the mean are well within
the 0.3 nm instrument linewidth. Measured linecenters appear
to be shifted by 0.1 nm from the reference values.
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Figure 4.12: Comparison of CathodeonTM Ba lamp emission
line fluences in overlapping segments of collection bands (•-low
wavelength band ◦-high wavelength band). Except for one emis-
sion line (614 nm), emission fluences in overlapping bands agree
within experimental limits.
one line at 614 nm, the fluences of emission lines observed in overlapping bandpasses
agree within experimental error. This indicates the band-to-band calibration of the
spectrometer is good. Next, the fluences for the same emission lines in the PLD spec-
tra are shown in Figure 4.13. The results here are different: with the exception of the
659 nm line, the fluences of emission lines in overlapping bandpasses differ greater
than experimental error. Since instrument variability has been measured and found
to lie within experimental error, the variability seen in the PLD emission line fluences
can be attributed to the variability of the plume.
Ba neutral emission line fluences were corrected for self-absorption using the
Beer-Lambert absorption law to determine a correction factor. The Beer-Lambert
law relates the incident and transmitted fluence by:
Φij = Φijoexp (−Njσjix) (4.5)
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Figure 4.13: Comparison of YBCO PLD emission line fluences
(at 150 mTorr, 36.0 mm downstream of ablation target) in over-
lapping segments of collection bands (•-low wavelength band
◦-high wavelength band). Unlike lamp spectra, PLD spectra
show significant differences for some emission lines in overlap-
ping collection bands.
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where Φij and Φijo are respectively the transmitted and incident fluence, Nj is the
number density of the absorbers, σji is the absorption cross-section for the j → i
transition, and x is the absorption path length.
The incident fluence Φijo is unknown, however, it can be expressed in terms of
the emitter number density, Ni, by Φijo = frad Aij Ni, where frad is a radiometric
factor equal to the effective solid angle subtended by the detector, dΩ, divided by 4π
steradians. Then equation 4.5 may be rewritten as:
Φij
fradAijNi
= exp (−Njσjix) (4.6)
of which the natural logarithm is:
Ln
(
Φij
fradAijNi
)
= −Njσjix (4.7)
The absorption cross section can be related to the transition probability, Aij,
and wavelength, λ, by:
σji = Aij
λ2
8πn
gi
gj
g(ν) (4.8)
where the index of refraction, n = 1, and g(ν) is the lineshape.
To apply this relation to a series of transitions originating from a common
manifold and terminating on the metastable 3D levels, some simplification is necessary.
For the metastable 3D levels, the spread between the highest and lowest energy state
is ∼ 0.06 eV. This is small (about 6%) in comparison to the energy of the state (∼
1.15 eV). Thus it may be reasonable to assume the populations, Nj for the
3D states
are approximately equal. Likewise, a similar argument could be made for the upper
state Ni populations. In addition, the assumption will be made that the radiometric
constant, frad, the absorption path length, x, and the lineshape, g(ν)are common for
all wavelengths. Then equation 4.7 can be expressed as:
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Ln
(
Φij
Φijo
)
= Ln
(
Φij
aAij
)
= −
(
Njx
8π
g(ν)
)(
Aijλ
2
ij
gi
gj
)
(4.9)
where the parameter a = fradNi.
The self-absorption correction factor,
Njx
8π
g(ν), was determined from the slope
of a plot of Ln(Φij/(a Aij)) on the y-axis, and (Aijλ
2
ij
gi
gj
) on the x-axis. The value of
the parameter a is determined by noting that there is no self absorption if the self-
absorption cross-section is equal to zero. This provides the the boundary condition
Φij = Φijo in the limit (Aijλ
2
ij
gi
gj
) = 0. A sample Beer’s Law plot is show in Figure
4.14. The correction factors for the 3F◦→3D manifold were used to correct all tran-
sitions terminating on the 3D state (including the 3D◦→3D and 3P◦→3D manifolds),
as these plots had the best R2 correlation coefficients. Fluences were corrected for
each individual line by inverting the Beer-Lambert law, using the
Njx
8π
derived from
the fit in the exponential term. Attenuation was significant for transitions to the
3D states, with maximum attenuation values rising as high as 80%. Tables of self-
absorption correction factors and corrected fluences for Barium neutral emission lines
are presented in Appendix D. Yttrium also has a low energy (4F) metastable state
which may contribute to self-absorption. However, corrections were not attempted
for yttrium because the dataset was too sparse to perform a Beer-Lambert correction.
With the emission line fluences corrected for self-absorption, excited state pop-
ulations can now be calculated. The excited state populations will be represented by
their ratio to the ground state. This ratio, Rpop, was previously defined in equation
2.22 as:
Rpop =
Ni/gi
No/go
(4.10)
where Ni and No are respectively the upper and lower state populations, and gi and go
are respectively the upper and lower state degeneracies. The upper state populations
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Figure 4.14: Observed intensities for Ba neutral electronic tran-
sitions terminating on the metastable 6s5d 3D state are consis-
tent with the Beer-Lambert absorption law. The slope of the
fit for the 5d6p 3F◦ → 6s5d 3D manifold was used to compute
fluence corrections for self-absorption.
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are estimated from the spectral fluences by the relation Φij =
dΩ
4π
AijNi. Now the state
population ratio can be expressed as:
Rpop =
Φij
Aijgi
4π
dΩ
go
No
=
Φij/(Aijgi)
α
(4.11)
where α = (No/go)/(dΩ/4π). The unknown parameter, α, can be determined by
invoking a boundary condition, requiring that Rpop = 1 in the limit where the upper
state energy approaches zero. This is done by plotting the values of Ln(Φij/(Aijgi)) as
a function of upper state energy, fitting the data to a model (such as the Boltzmann
LTE model), and assigning the value of the y-intercept to Ln(α).
This technique may be further refined to indicate changes in the plume stoi-
chiometry relative to the stoichiometry of the bulk material. Instead of separately
determining the values of α for Y, Ba, and Cu by invoking the boundary condition of
Rpop = 1 in the limit of upper state energy going to zero, only the value of α for Y is
determined with this technique, while the values of α for Ba and Cu are determined
as a function of α for Y, the stoichiometric ratios, and the ground state degeneracy
ratios.
The first step is to recall the definition of α
α =
4π
dΩ
No
go
(4.12)
In bulk YBa2Cu3O7−x, the stoichiometric ratio for Ba to Y is 2:1, while for Cu to
Y, it is 3:1. So we can write (No)Ba = 2(No)Y and (No)Cu = 3(No)Y . The degeneracy
ratios are determined from the ground state terms for Y, Ba, and Cu. The ground
state term for Y is 2D 3
2
[65] which corresponds to a degeneracy of (go)Y = 2(
3
2
)+1 = 4.
Likewise, the ground state term for Ba is 1S0 which results in a degeneracy of (go)Ba =
2(0) + 1 = 1 = 1
4
(go)Y . Finally, the ground state term for Cu,
2S 1
2
, corresponds to a
degeneracy of (go)Cu = 2(
1
2
) + 1 = 2 = 1
2
(go)Y .
Now calculating the value of α for Ba relative to Y results in:
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(α)Ba =
4π
dΩ
4 ∗ 2(No)Y
(go)Y
= 8(α)Y (4.13)
while the value of α for Cu relative to Y is:
(α)Cu =
4π
dΩ
2 ∗ 3(No)Y
(go)Y
= 6(α)Y (4.14)
With the values of α for Ba and Cu determined relative to the α for Y, a
composite semilog plot of population ratio, Rpop, versus upper state energy, Ei can
be prepared. A sample plot is presented in Figure 4.15, derived from data collected
36 mm downstream from the ablation target at 150 mTorr oxygen pressure. There
are two key pieces of information that can be derived from this plot. First, when
Ln(Rpop) is plotted against Ei, and the data are in a linear distribution, the result is
consistent with the Boltzmann population distribution. The Boltzmann population
distribution is given by:
Ni
No
=
gi
go
exp
(
− Ei
kT
)
(4.15)
where Ni and No are the upper and lower population levels, gi and go are the upper
and lower state degeneracies, and kT is the temperature. Rearranging terms results
in:
Rpop =
Ni/gi
No/go
= exp
(
− Ei
kT
)
(4.16)
And taking the natural log of this equation yields:
Ln (Rpop) = − Ei
kT
(4.17)
So the slope m, of a linear distribution of points on a semilog plot of population versus
upper state energy can be interpreted as the negative reciprocal of the temperature
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of the population distribution, or kT = - 1/m. The error for the temperature, σkT is
then given using standard error analysis formulas, [14] as:
σkT =
σm
m
(4.18)
where σm is the error for the slope. For the data plotted in Figure 4.15 the distribu-
tions appear to be linear for each species, however, the slopes correspond to different
electronic temperatures for Y (0.36 ± 0.02 eV), Ba (0.31 ± 0.02 eV), and Cu (0.44
± 0.03 eV). It is also worth noting emission for Ba and Y are extinguished near 3.5
eV, while emission still occurs for Cu at much higher values of Ei. For example, a
dipole allowed transition for Ba at Ei = 4.1 eV is not observed (λ = 752.8 nm), yet
Cu transitions are observed as high as Ei = 5.8 eV. This result implies that in the
laser-ablated plume, the electronic excitation process is somehow much more efficient
for Cu than for Y and Ba.
The electronic state distributions and calculated electronic temperatures are
presented in Appendix E. A panel plot of the results is shown in Figure 4.16, which
shows electronic temperatures are relatively insensitive to pressure and position, and
differ significantly mostly by type of emitter. Examination of the plot clearly shows
that copper has a higher temperature than yttrium and barium. However, the dif-
ference between yttrium and barium in most cases appears to be within error bars.
Even so, when error bars are neglected, estimated yttrium temperatures tend to be
higher than barium.
The second feature to be analyzed in the population versus energy plot are
deviations from nascent stoichiometry. Prior work in the literature has noted the
presence of metal-oxide molecules in the plume. [27, 90, 91] The formation of the
metal-oxide molecules by a reaction of metal atoms ablated from the bulk target with
the oxygen gas may perturb the stoichiometric ratio of Y:Ba:Cu if the metal atoms
combine with oxygen at different reaction rates. Since the above definitions of α for Ba
and Cu include the ground state populations, No, which were defined as the product
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Figure 4.15: Time-integrated electronic state distributions, nor-
malized for initial stoichiometric ratios, for yttrium, barium,
and copper neutrals at 150 mTorr O2, 36 mm downstream from
ablation target. The slopes correspond to different electronic
temperatures for Y (0.36 ± 0.02 eV), Ba (0.31 ± 0.02 eV), and
Cu (0.44 ± 0.04 eV). In addition, Cu emission is occurring at
much higher values of Ei than for Y and Ba. E.g., a dipole
allowed transition for Ba at Ei = 4.1 eV is not observed (λ =
752.8 nm), but Cu transitions are observed as high as Ei = 5.8
eV. (◦ Y I, • Ba I, 4 Cu I)
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Figure 4.16: Electronic temperatures for Y, Ba, and Cu at mul-
tiple pressures and positions. Temperatures are relatively insen-
sitive to position and temperature, and differ mostly by type of
emitter. (◦ Y I, • Ba I, 4 Cu I)
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of the Y ground state population and the bulk stoichiometric ratio, deviations from
the stoichiometric ratio will be seen as a shift away from zero on the vertical axis of
the semilog population plot. Yttrium, as the baseline, will keep an y-intercept of zero
(within rounding error). A positive intercept for barium or copper indicates yttrium
is depleted relative to the initial stoichiometric ratio for that species. Likewise, a
negative intercept for barium or copper indicates that species is depleted relative to
yttrium.
The y-intercepts of the population plots are shown in Figure 4.17 and tabulated
in Table E.35. In general, the error bars are comparable in value to the magnitude
of the y-intercepts, making it questionable to draw inferences regarding changes in
plume stoichiometry.
Finally, line-ratios are used to estimate the ionization fraction, α = N i/N =
N i/(N i +N o) for the plume, where the total number density, N is the sum of N i, the
number density of ions in the ground state, and N o the number density of neutrals in
the ground state. First, the value of N i/N o is then determined from the Boltzmann
population distribution (LTE is assumed), and given as:
N i
N o
=
Φ∗
Φ
A
A∗
(
gi
go
)
(
gi
go
)∗ e−(Ei−E∗i )/kT (4.19)
where quantities designated by the asterisk denote quantities associated with the
ionized state, Φ is the line intensity, gi and go are upper and lower state degeneracies,
A is the transition probability, Ei is the upper state energy for the transition, and kT
is the electronic temperature. Estimates were performed using the Ba I λ = 728 nm
line and the Ba II λ = 649.69 nm line, and the Ba I electronic temperature.
With the ratio N i/N o determined, the ionization fraction α is determined from:
α =
N i
N
=
N i
N i +N o
=
1
1 +
(
N i
No
)−1 (4.20)
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Figure 4.17: Y-intercepts for population plots for Y, Ba, and Cu
at multiple pressure and slot positions. Intercepts have relatively
large error bars. (◦ Y I, • Ba I, 4 Cu I)
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with the results presented in Table 4.6. These results, in the range α = 0.25 to 0.45
are very high. These results should be interpreted carefully as they result from a
spectra integrated over the duration of the plume’s passage in front of the sensor.
As discussed in the background chapter, the ionization fraction approaches one in
the shocked region, while in the bulk of the plume, the gas temperature is expected
to be lower, so the value of α should be lower in this region. The estimates given
here result from signal averaging over both the shock and bulk regions of the plume.
In addition, this calculation assumed a common temperature for both the ion and
neutral transition, which may be incorrect. This assumption was driven by a lack
of sufficient data to compute the Ba II electronic temperature. Significant errors in
the estimate of α may have resulted from inaccurate estimates of the ground state
populations for both ions and neutrals, since their values depend strongly on the
electronic temperature. The values presented here in Table 4.6 may be significantly
inaccurate if ion and neutral temperatures are not equal.
Table 4.6: Shock Front Ionization Ratios from Emission Line Ratios
Background Pressure (mTorr) Distance from target (mm) Ionization Ratio (α)
50 31.4 0.38
50 36.0 0.32
50 45.7 0.33
50 55.0 0.32
150 31.4 0.32
150 36.0 0.28
150 45.7 0.29
150 55.0 0.25
400 31.4 0.38
400 36.0 0.42
400 45.7 0.35
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4.2 Discussion
4.2.1 Preliminary calculations. As was mentioned in the background sec-
tion, emission spectroscopy has been used to determine electronic state distributions
as a diagnostic of plume electron temperatures, where the linkage between electronic
state distributions and electron temperatures is the mechanism of electron-impact
excitation under the condition of LTE. [40]
For collisional (electron- and atom/molecule-impact) and radiative excitation
and losses, the steady-state master equation for populating excited state |i〉 from the
ground state |o〉 may be written as:
dni
dt
= 0 = none 〈σeexve〉 − n1ne 〈σedexve〉
+nona 〈σaexva〉 − nina 〈σadexva〉
−Aioni
where no and ni are respectively the lower and upper state population densities, ne
and na are the number densities of the electron and atomic collision partners, σeex
and σedex are the electron impact excitation and deexcitation cross-sections, σaex and
σadex are the atomic impact excitation and deexcitation cross-sections, ve and va are
respectively the relative velocities of the electron and atom collision partners, and Aio
is the Einstein transition probabilities for spontaneous emission. Here, it is assumed
the plume is sufficiently optically thin that absorption and stimulated emission may
be neglected.
If electron-impact is considered dominant, the atomic impact terms can be ne-
glected. This simplifies equation 4.21 to:
dni
dt
= 0 = none 〈σeexve〉 − nine 〈σedexve〉 − Aioni (4.21)
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and solving for the ratio of upper to ground state population leads to:
ni
no
=
ne 〈σeexve〉
ne 〈σedexve〉+ Aio (4.22)
The excitation and deexcitation cross-sections are related by the Klein-Rosseland
equation:
σedex (E) =
gl
gu
(
E + ∆E
E
)
σeex (E + ∆E) (4.23)
where E is the lower state energy, E + ∆E is the upper state energy, and gl and gu
are the lower and upper state degeneracies. [81]
By the principle of detailed balance, at equilibrium, the collisional excitation
and deexcitation rate constants must be related by:
〈σeexve〉
〈σedexve〉 =
gi
go
exp
(
− Ei
kT
)
(4.24)
where gi and go are the upper and lower state degeneracies. So if collisional processes
dominate the population levels, (i.e. radiation losses are small), then the population
ratio are given by the Boltzmann distribution:
ni
no
=
gi
go
exp
(
− Ei
kT
)
(4.25)
If radiation losses aren’t negligible, then populations depart from the LTE ap-
proximation. Griem provides the rule of thumb that LTE requires collisional excita-
tion rates to be 10 times greater than radiation rates. [43] If we require the collisional
excitation rate to be 10 times greater than radiation losses, this leads to the require-
ment
none 〈σeexve〉 > 10 ∗ niAio (4.26)
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when solved for ne results in
ne > 10
Aio
〈σeexve〉
gi
go
exp
(
− Ei
kT
)
(4.27)
It should immediately be noted that this condition varies line-by-line, depending
on the A-coefficient and upper state energy. A transition with a strong A-coefficient
requires a larger electron density to be in LTE than one with a weak A-coefficient.
Likewise, transitions originating at higher energy levels require a lower electron density
to be in LTE than transitions originating at lower energy levels. This may lead to
deviations from LTE in the electronic state distributions of observed emitters.
With the above limitations kept in mind, a rough estimate is made here for
the minimum value of ne. For the 767 nm Ba I emission line, Aij = 1.5 ∗ 107s−1,
gi = 5, gj = 3, and Ei = 2.564 eV. Since this is a rough estimate, an electron impact
excitation cross-section of 5E-17 cm2 and electron temperature of 1 eV will be used.
This results in the estimate for the minimum number density:
ne > 10
1.5 ∗ 107
5 ∗ 10−17cm2 ∗
√
8∗1eV
π9.11∗10−31kg
5
3
exp
(
−2.564eV
1eV
)
= 6.5 ∗ 1015cm−3 (4.28)
As a comparison, this number is considerably less than the measured ne =
1017cm−3 reported by Harilal for positions very close (d ∼ 3 mm) to the ablation
surface. [45] However, data for the present study was collected at far greater distances
(d > 31.4 mm), so the electron densities given by reference [45] are not likely to be
representative of the conditions observed far downstream. At best, one may consider
it possible, but not certain, that electron densities are sufficiently high in the plume
for LTE.
Another important consideration is knowing how well emission and excitation
are spatially and temporally correlated, i.e, whether the observed photon was emitted
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near where and when the excitation occurred. The critical distance scale for this
experiment is the distance an atom in an excited state travels before emission, com-
pared to the field-of-view of the instrument. Typical wavefront velocities recorded in
this experiment are approximately v = 106 cm/sec. Again using τ1/2 = 10 nsec as a
typical radiative lifetime, the expected travel distance, d, before emission is:
d = vτ1/2 = (10
6cm/sec)(10nsec) = 0.1 mm (4.29)
which is within the 1 mm width of the field-of-view of the instrument. So it may
be reasonably assumed that the spectrometer is observing photons within the same
region where excitation occurred.
4.2.2 Electron-impact/LTE Model. With spectral data in hand, it is now
possible to examine some key assumptions about the prevailing view that electron-
impact under local thermodynamic equilibrium is responsible for excitation of and
emission from electronic states of atoms in the plume. Recalling the definition of LTE
by Griem, [43] LTE occurs if the plume is optically thin (loosens the requirement
for a Planckian photon distribution), the kinetic energy distribution is Maxwellian,
the electronic state distribution is Boltzmann, ionization is described by the Saha
equation, and all temperatures are in agreement. The first of these criteria (optically
thin plume) will now be examined.
If a plume is optically thick, it is likely that a photon will be absorbed and
reemitted (possibly at a different wavelength), and if that happens enough times in a
sufficiently dense plasma, the photon field will come into thermodynamic equilibrium
with the matter, [43] and the spectral distribution of the radiation will be a Planckian:
Mp(ν) =
2πν4
c3
(
exp
(
hν
kT
)− 1) (4.30)
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where Mp(ν) is the photon exitance, ν is the frequency of the emitted photon, h is
Planck’s constant, c is the speed of light, and kT is the temperature of the plasma. [77]
This equation can be rearranged in terms of energy, E = hν as:
Mp(E) =
2πE4
h4c3
(
exp
(
E
kT
)− 1) (4.31)
If the above equation is now divided by E4, and also approximated in the limit E >>
kT, then the above equation can be rewritten as:
Mp(E)
E4
= Aexp
(
− E
kT
)
(4.32)
where the miscellaneous constants have been collected into the constant A. Taking
the natural log of both sides yields:
Ln
(
Mp(E)
E4
)
= Ln(A)− E
kT
(4.33)
So if the photon distribution is Planckian, the ratio Mp(E)/E
4 determined from
spectral data should be linear with respect to the photon energy, E. Since the fluence
on the detector is the time integral of Mp(E) multiplied by the constant radiometric
factor dΩ/4π, the emission line fluences, Φij are substituted for Mp(E). The result for
Ba I data collected at 150 mTorr, 36.0 mm downstream from the ablation target are
shown in Figure 4.18. The data is poorly correlated (R2 ∼ 0.37) which indicates the
plume emission is not consistent with a Planckian distribution, so it can be concluded
the plume is not optically thick. This is consistent with the assumption that the
plume is in local (and not complete) thermodynamic equilibrium.
The next characteristic of LTE to be examined is the requirement for common
temperatures among the available energy channels. Consider the case of a stationary
atom of mass M that is excited by collisions with electrons of mass m. Conservation of
mass and momentum restrict the amount of energy, W, available for internal excitation
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Figure 4.18: Ba I emission plotted in a Planckian plot. Poor
correlation of fit (R2 ∼ 0.37) indicates the plume is not optically
thick.
of the atom. The equations relating mass and momentum before and after collision
are:
mveo = mvef +Mvaf (4.34)
1
2
mv2eo =
1
2
mv2ef +
1
2
Mv2af +W (4.35)
where veo and vef are the electron velocities before and after the collision, and vaf is
the atom velocity after the collision. Assuming the masses and initial electron velocity
are known, this leaves two equations and three unknowns (vef , vaf , and W). Nasser
has shown that by differentiating equation 4.35, and substituting equation 4.35, the
maximum fraction of initial kinetic energy converted into W can be determined, [61]
which is:
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fT→E =
M
m+M
(4.36)
The kinetic energy of the electron is 1
2
mv2, so the maximum kinetic energy
converted to electronic energy is:
∆E =
mM
m+M
v2
2
≈ 1
2
mv2 (4.37)
Here we have the result that for electronic excitation, the maximum energy
transfer is independent of the mass of the atom, and equal to the kinetic energy of
the colliding electron. This implies efficient transfer of energy from electron kinetic
energy to the electronic states of the atoms. In the case of an electron gas that is in
LTE, where the electronic states of the atom are in thermal contact, the population
statistics of the electronic states may be described by the canonical ensemble:
Pi =
giexp
(− Ei
kT
)
∑
r grexp
(−Er
kT
) (4.38)
where Pi is the probability of occupation of state with energy Ei and degeneracy gi,
and the denominator is the sum over all energy levels Er with degeneracy gr. [64]
Here it should be noted the above result implies an electronic state distribu-
tion described essentially by one parameter–the temperature, kT. This implies that
different atoms in equilibrium with the same electron gas should exhibit a common
electronic temperature. It is clear in Figure 4.15, as well as similar charts in Appendix
E that this is not the case – Cu temperatures are significantly elevated compared to Ba
and Y. These results are consistent with prior observations of non-equilibrium behav-
ior among quantum state distributions. Ying noted a similar temperature discrepancy
among the three neutral species, but dismissed his results as an effect of the approx-
imate nature of LTE. [91] In addition, prior measurements of YO emission spectra
by Wiener revealed significant non-equilibrium among the vibrational and rotational
excitation channels. [89] At this point, it is apparent the electron-impact/LTE model
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is insufficient to explain the time-integrated electronic state distributions of Y, Ba,
and Cu neutrals. However, temporal effects have not yet been taken into account,
which is the next topic of discussion.
4.2.3 Temporal corrections to electron-impact/LTE model. To complete the
analysis of the electron-impact/LTE model for electronic excitation, it is important to
take into account time-variation of key factors important to emission. In prior work,
Mao noted electronic temperatures are sensitive to signal integration time if the plume
temperature changes significantly as the plume passes in front of the spectrometer. [56]
In addition, Druffner noted the spatial distribution of Ba and Cu differed significantly,
with the Cu angular distribution being more sharply peaked than Ba, i.e., Cu had a
greater concentration in the interior of the plume, at the point of peak intensity than
Ba. [25] Because the electronic temperature may change during observation, and the
concentration of emitters may also change during data collection, a careless analysis
of the emission spectra could lead to a wrong conclusion.
Consider the situation given in Figure 4.19. The curves are the normalized
fluence (area under the curve = 1) for Ba (λ = 767 nm) and Cu (λ = 809 nm) neutral
emission. Because both curves are normalized to the same area, this plot provides a
weighting (or relative distribution) for the spatial distribution of emission. Looking
at the position of highest flux, Cu has greater flux than Ba, while at later times,
Ba has greater flux than Cu. This difference in distribution for Cu and Ba emission
could result in a sampling bias between the two emitters. Still assuming electron-
impact/LTE as the excitation mechanism, if the temperature profile rose rapidly to
a maximum at the point of maximum Cu density, then quickly decayed, and the
time integrated spectra was used to calculate the electronic temperature, the result
would be a higher electronic temperature for Cu than for Ba, because Cu is spatially
weighted in the hottest part of the plume compared to Ba. A model will now be
presented to show the effect of temporal integration of plume radiation on measured
electronic temperatures.
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Figure 4.19: Normalized TOF curves for Ba and Cu recorded
at 150 mTorr and 36 mm downstream from ablation target. Cu
has a significantly higher photon flux than Ba at the point of
maximum intensity. (◦ – Cu, • – Ba)
The spectral fluence, Φij, recorded on a detector of an OMA is the integration
of spectral flux from the plume, φij(t), over an integration time, τ :
Φij =
∫ τ
0
φij(t)dt =
∫ τ
0
dΩOMA
4π
AijNi(t)dt (4.39)
where dΩ is the solid angle subtended by the OMA detector, and Aij and Ni are as
defined before. Using the Boltzmann population relation to express Ni(t) leads to
Φij =
dΩOMA
4π
Aij
∫ τ
0
No(t)
gi
go
exp
(
− Ei
kT (t)
)
dt (4.40)
Evaluating this expression requires knowing the ground state population as a
function of time. The Mao model for plume dynamics assumes LTE with the electronic
temperatures changing continuously with time. Consistent with this assumption, the
ground state population may be calculated by using a spectrally-filtered time-of-flight
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camera to monitor emission from an excited state, r, to a lower state s, and relating
the excited and ground state populations using the Boltzmann distribution. Then
Equation 4.40 may be rewritten as:
Φij
Aijgi
=
dΩOMA
4π
∫ τ
0
Nr(t)
gr
exp
(
−Ei − Er
kT (t)
)
dt (4.41)
The population of the upper state, Nr(t) monitored by the time-of-flight camera
can be determined from the time-of-flight flux, φr(t) by:
φrs(t) =
dΩCCD
4π
ArsNr(t) (4.42)
where dΩCCD is the solid angle subtended by the CCD imagery detector, and Ars is the
transition probability for the emission line recorded by the time-of-flight instrument.
Now Equation 4.41 may be expressed as
Φij
Aijgi
=
dΩOMA
dΩCCD
1
Arsgr
∫ τ
0
φrs(t)exp
(
−Ei − Er
kT (t)
)
dt (4.43)
The left-hand side of equation 4.43 is obtained using spectral measurement,
while the more complicated expression on the right-hand side involves a time-of-
flight curve, φrs(t), an unknown temperature as a function of time, kT(t), and a few
coefficients in front of the integral. This expression will soon be simplified by invoking
a boundary condition, but first let’s rewrite the time-of-flight curve as the product of
its integrated intensity Φrs, and a normalized time-of-flight curve, φ
norm
rs (t):
∫ τ
0
φrs(t)dt = Φrs
∫ τ
0
φnormrs (t)dt (4.44)
where
∫ τ
0
φnormrs (t)dt = 1. Now also consider the situation where the spectral line, i →
j, on the left-hand side of equation 4.43 is the same line as the one monitored by the
time-of-flight camera. This results in the boundary condition:
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(
Φij
Aijgi
)
ij=rs
=
dΩOMA
dΩCCD
Φrs
Arsgr
(4.45)
This now allows equation 4.41 to be rewritten as:
(
Φij
Aijgi
)
(
Φij
Aijgi
)
ij=rs
=
∫ τ
0
φnormrs (t)exp
(
−Ei − Er
kT (t)
)
dt (4.46)
Here, equation 4.46 shows the emission fluence ratio for two lines (where one is
the TOF line) can be calculated from the time-of-flight signal, provided the temper-
ature as a function of time is known. What is desired is to invert the equation, i.e.,
to determine kT(t). The approach taken here is to use a parametric representation
of kT(t) and determine what parameters result in a best fit for equation 4.46. Then
with kT(t) determined using Ba I spectral data, Equation 4.39 can be used with Cu I
energy levels to determine Cu I population levels, and subsequently, the Cu electronic
temperature.
A nonlinear least-squares fit was the technique used to determine the optimum
parameters for kT(t). The least squares fit determines the optimum fit by minimizing
the objective function, χ2, which is defined as:
χ2 = Σ
[
1
σi
(yi − F (xi))
]2
(4.47)
where yi is the dependent variable for the experimental data, σi is the error associated
with yi, F ((xi) is the value of the fitting function F at the independent variable, xi
for the experimental data, and the summation is taken over i = 1 to n total data
points to be fit. [14] Applied to the problem at hand, yi was defined as:
yi =
(
Φij
Aijgi
)
(
Φij
Aijgi
)
ij=rs
(4.48)
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while F (xi) was defined as:
∫ τ
0
φnormrs (t)exp
(
−Ei − Er
kT (t)
)
dt (4.49)
The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm, implemented using the lsqcurvefit subroutine
in the MatlabTM Optimization Toolbox, was used to fit the parametric expression for
kT(t) to the experimental data.
The choice of a parametric function for kT(t) was driven primarily by the intent
to investigate whether a suitable form of kT(t) would be consistent with the observed
temperature differences between Ba and Cu. Thus, the forms of kT(t) are empirical,
not physical. The physical constraints applied to kT(t) simply required the temper-
ature to be equal to the background gas temperature prior to arrival of the plume,
rise quickly to a maximum value, and decay to lower temperature (see Figure 2.4).
The time corresponding to maximum temperature was chosen to occur at the point
of maximum intensity, because this is where the weighting of Cu intensity compared
to Ba intensity is at its greatest, and would result in a greater shift in calculated Cu
electronic temperatures. (In reality, temperatures would be higher forward of this
point because of shock heating in the contact front).
Several representations for kT(t) were tried, all having the characteristics of a
rising leading edge, peaking at the point of maximum intensity, and with a decaying
trailing edge. The two functions that consistently provided the best results were the
ramp-Gaussian (equation 4.50) and ramp-decay (equation 4.51). The ramp-Gaussian
has a constant background gas temperature, kTo prior to the arrival of the shock front.
At the time the shock front arrives, ta, the temperature rises linearly to a maximum
value, kTmax at time tb. After time tb the temperature function is a Gaussian centered
at t = tb, with the dispersion parameter σ. The ramp-decay function is similar to the
ramp-Gaussian, except for the function decaying exponentially with time constant τ
after reaching a maximum value, kTmax at t = tb. The ramp-Gaussian and ramp-decay
functions are given below. A sample plot of kT(t) derived from a ramp-Gaussian fit
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Table 4.7: Ramp-Gaussian Parameters
P (mTorr) / d (mm) kTo (eV) ta (µsec) tb (µsec) kTmax (eV) σ (µsec)
50 / 31.4 0.026 1.7 2.7 0.33 2.72
50 / 36.0 0.030 2.0 3.2 0.35 2.57
50 / 45.7 0.038 2.8 4.7 0.28 20.27
50 / 55.0 0.045 3.6 6.4 0.36 2.37
150 / 31.4 0.026 2.2 3.0 0.34 20.16
150 / 36.0 0.030 2.6 3.8 0.30 24.18
150 / 45.7 0.038 4.5 6.3 0.32 21.66
150 / 55.0 0.045 7.0 9.3 0.42 16.52
400 / 31.4 0.026 3.0 3.5 0.36 39.99
400 / 36.0 0.030 3.4 4.1 0.36 29.82
400 / 45.7 0.038 6.4 8.3 0.32 24.44
is shown in Figure 4.20, and the resulting fit parameters are tabulated in Figures 4.7
and 4.8.
Ramp-Gaussian Fitting Function
kTo (t < ta)
kT (t) = kTmax−kTo
tb−ta t+ (kTmax − ta
kTmax−kTo
tb−ta ) (ta < t < tb) (4.50)
(kTmax − kTo)exp(− (t−b)
2
2σ2
) + kTo (tb < t)
Ramp-Decay Fitting Function
kTo (t < ta)
kT (t) = kTmax−kTo
tb−ta t+ (kTmax − ta
kTmax−kTo
tb−ta ) (ta < t < tb) (4.51)
(kTmax − kTo)exp(− tτ ) + kTo (tb < t)
With the kT(t) determined from Ba spectral data, the next step is to use equa-
tion 4.46 to calculate the Cu electronic state distribution using the Cu normalized
time-of-flight signal for φnormrs , and where Ei refers to Cu electronic energy levels. The
model electronic temperatures for Cu are then determined from the negative recipro-
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Figure 4.20: Electronic temperature (at 150 mTorr, 36 mm
from background target) calculated using time-of-flight data, Ba
emission data, and a ramp-Gaussian parametric fit. (◦ – Cu, •
– Ba, solid line – kT)
Table 4.8: Ramp-decay Parameters
P (mTorr) / d (mm) kTo (eV) ta (µsec) tb (µsec) kTmax (eV) τ (µsec)
50 / 31.4 0.026 1.7 2.7 0.27 22221.1
50 / 36.0 0.030 2.0 3.2 0.34 5.17
50 / 45.7 0.038 2.8 4.7 0.25 60.10
50 / 55.0 0.045 3.6 6.4 0.35 2.92
150 / 31.4 0.026 2.2 3.0 0.28 81.03
150 / 36.0 0.030 2.6 3.8 0.27 33.61
150 / 45.7 0.038 4.5 6.3 0.29 56.90
150 / 55.0 0.045 7.0 9.3 0.39 37.91
400 / 31.4 0.026 3.0 3.5 0.34 179.24
400 / 36.0 0.030 3.4 4.1 0.34 90.34
400 / 45.7 0.038 6.4 8.3 0.29 76.87
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Table 4.9: Temporal Model Results
P (mTorr) / d (mm) observed kTBa (eV) observed kTCu (eV) model kTCu
50 / 31.4 0.29 ± 0.01 0.41 ± 0.02 0.31
50 / 36.0 0.30 ± 0.01 0.42 ± 0.02 0.33
50 / 45.7 0.27 ± 0.01 0.39 ± 0.03 0.28
50 / 55.0 0.29 ± 0.01 0.41 ± 0.01 0.32
150 / 31.4 0.32 ± 0.02 0.50 ± 0.05 0.34
150 / 36.0 0.30 ± 0.02 0.44 ± 0.03 0.30
150 / 45.7 0.30 ± 0.02 0.40 ± 0.02 0.31
150 / 55.0 0.27 ± 0.01 0.42 ± 0.04 0.40
400 / 31.4 0.35 ± 0.03 0.47 ± 0.03 0.36
400 / 36.0 0.35 ± 0.03 0.47 ± 0.02 0.36
400 / 45.7 0.31 ± 0.02 0.47 ± *** 0.31
*** Insufficient data points to estimate error
cal slope of a semilog plot of population vs upper state energy level. The calculated
Cu temperatures are given in Table 4.9 and shown in Figure 4.21. Calculated Cu
temperatures are slightly elevated compared to Ba, however, the ∼ 0.02 eV difference
appears inadequate to explain the 0.1 to 0.15 eV temperature difference observed
between Ba and Cu. The failure of the temporal model to explain the temperature
difference between Ba and Cu may result from the fitted kT(t) curve not being sharply
peaked at the region of maximum intensity where the Cu time-of-flight curve has its
greatest difference with the Ba time-of-flight curve. Because the kT(t) curve does not
decay sharply, the sampling difference between Cu and Ba is unimportant.
Since the transient model fails to account for the different temperatures for Y,
Ba, and Cu neutrals, it is reasonable to conclude that the electronic state distributions
are in fact different, and are inconsistent with the electron-impact/LTE excitation
mechanism widely reported and accepted in the literature. These results are consistent
with prior reported work on atomic electronic state distributions by Ying [91] and El-
Astal [28, 29]. It is also consistent with YO electronic state distributions measured
by Weiner, [89] who noted nonequilibrium among YO spin-orbit, vibrational, and
rotational temperatures, as well as non-equilibrium in the vibrational temperatures
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Figure 4.21: Copper neutral electronic temperatures calculated
from the parametric time-dependent model compared against
measured copper and barium electronic temperatures. The cal-
culated Cu temperatures are slightly elevated compared to mea-
sured Ba temperatures, however the model appears insufficient
to explain the discrepancy between Ba and Cu electronic tem-
peratures. (• measured Ba I, 4 calculated Cu I, N measured
Cu I)
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for different spin states, and rotational temperatures for different spin states and
vibrational levels.
There are significant consequences to concluding the plume is not in LTE. First,
the disagreement in electronic temperatures for the three species is contradictory to
what would be expected for a linkage between electronic temperatures and electron
temperatures. The electron-impact excitation mechanism should result in a common
temperature for the three species that were measured. Second, derivative conclusions
that resulted from assuming LTE (such as using the Saha equation to determine ion
and electron number densities) need to be reexamined. Finally, an alternative expla-
nation is clearly needed to explain the origin of statistical electronic state distributions
with different temperatures for each species. Attention now turns to heavier collision
partners (atoms and molecules) as possible sources of excitation.
4.2.4 Atomic Impact Excitation. Although the observed electronic state dis-
tributions exhibit an energy dependence that is Boltzmann-like, the results of this ex-
periment, specifically the different electronic temperatures for different emitter types,
suggest the mechanism of electron-impact under LTE is deficient and other mecha-
nisms should be considered. There are examples in the literature of Boltzmann-like
distributions occurring in dynamic situations where LTE is not assumed, such as colli-
sions between alkali dimers and halogens. [31,52] An information-theoretical approach
using surprisal analysis was used to model the resulting product state distributions,
resulting in exponential gap laws for electronic state distributions. [31,52] These prior
results suggest looking at the atom-atom or atom-molecule collisions as a possible
excitation mechanism. This approach will now be used to examine the mechanism of
atomic impact excitation of electronic states.
The key concept in the information theoretical approach is the maximal entropy
postulate which states that the most likely population distribution is the one with
the greatest statistical entropy, [82] where the statistical entropy, S, is related to the
probability of a state, |i〉, being occupied, Xi, is given by:
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S = −ΣiXiln (Xi) (4.52)
To determine the maximum entropy, a functional, F, is defined which is the
difference of the statistical entropy and the constraints on the problem
F = −
∑
i
Xiln (Xi)−
r∑
g
λgfg (4.53)
The summation on the right hand side of equation 4.53 are a set of Langrangian
multipliers which constrain the solutions when the extremum of F is found by setting
dF/dXi = 0. Normalization as the sole constraint (
n∑
i
Xi = 1) leads to the conclusion
that all states are equally probable (uniform distribution) [82]. This yields the same
result as a microcanonical ensemble, which also predicts all energetically allowed states
are equally probable. [71]. Constraints on F are needed to explain the Boltzmann-like
distribution of excited state populations in YBCO emission spectra. Following the
example of Faist, the constraint used is λexcfi where λexc is a parameter that will be
fit from experimental data, and fi = Ei/Ecoll is the ratio of the excited state energy,
Ei to the collision energy, Ecoll. [31] Using this as a constraint on equation 4.53 results
in the maximum entropy distribution:
Xi = exp (−λo − λexcfi) = exp (−λo) exp
(
− Ei
Ecoll
λexc
)
(4.54)
where λo is the normalization constraint. This function is very similar to the canon-
ical distribution for a system brought into thermal contact with another system in
equilibrium:
Xi =
exp
(− Ei
kT
)
∑
k exp
(−Ek
kT
) (4.55)
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where the factor Ecoll/λexc corresponds to the canonical distribution temperature
kT, while the normalization term exp (−λo) corresponds to the denominator in the
canonical distribution. Although the distribution functions appear similar, it should
be remembered the origins are different: the canonical distribution arises from as-
suming the system under study is brought into thermal contact with a heat reservoir
in thermal equilibrium, [71] while the information theoretical distribution does not
require equilibrium, and is instead derived by finding the maximum entropy distri-
bution consistent with conservation of collision energy. [82] Because the information
theoretical approach does not assume the presence of an equilibriated heat reservoir,
it may be suitable for modeling experimental data for a system not in LTE.
Returning to equation 4.54, this may be rewritten as the ratio of the observed
probability a state is occupied, P (i), to the the uniform probability, P o(i).
P (i)
P o(i)
= exp (−λexcfi) = exp
(
−λexc Ei
Ecoll
)
(4.56)
The above result is similar to the Boltzmann population distribution, where
kT has been replaced by Ecoll/λexc. Further manipulation, by taking the the natural
logarithm results in:
I(i) = −ln
(
P (i)
P o(i)
)
= λexcfi = λexc
Ei
Ecoll
(4.57)
The value of I(i) in equation 4.57 is referred to as the surprisal parameter be-
cause it is the deviation from the prior expectation (uniform) distribution. Evaluation
of equation 4.57 is straightforward. The calculation of P o(i) is found by dividing the
degeneracy of the state |i〉 (obtained from energy level tables [65]) by the total number
of electronic states in the atom:
P o(i) =
gi∑
i
gi
(4.58)
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Figure 4.22: Surprisal plot for P=150 mTorr and d=36.0 mm.
Each group appears to be explained by a separate linear con-
straint. (◦ Y I, • Ba I, 4 Cu I)
while P (i) was obtained from spectral data using the relation
P (i) =
Φij
Aij∑
i
Φij
Aij
(4.59)
where it is noted that when multiple lines originate from the same upper state, the
mean of the excited state populations is used in the calculation to avoid overcounting.
A sample surprisal plot is shown in Figure 4.22 for a background pressure of 150
mTorr and 36.0 mm downstream from the ablation target. Since the collision energy,
Ecoll is not known, the surprisal, I, is plotted against the excitation energy. The data
appear to be linearly distributed, and the slope of the plot is interpreted as the ratio
of the constraint, λexc to the collision energy, Ecoll. The values of the ratio λexc/Ecoll
for Y, Ba, and Cu for all observed conditions are given in Table 4.10.
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Table 4.10: Y/Ba/Cu Surprisal Analysis Parameters
P(mTorr)/d(mm) (λ/Ecoll)Y (λ/Ecoll)Ba (λ/Ecoll)Cu
50 / 31.4 2.88 ± 0.08 3.44 ± 0.18 2.55 ± 0.18
50 / 36.0 2.86 ± 0.09 3.41 ± 0.16 2.15 ± 0.18
50 / 45.7 3.55 ± 0.12 3.71 ± 0.13 2.29 ± 0.14
50 / 55.0 3.20 ± 0.22 3.47 ± 0.23 2.49 ± 0.08
150 / 31.4 2.73 ± 0.06 3.31 ± 0.23 2.22 ± 0.18
150 / 36.0 2.82 ± 0.08 3.53 ± 0.20 2.22 ± 0.21
150 / 45.7 3.12 ± 0.09 3.49 ± 0.21 2.63 ± 0.11
150 / 55.0 3.24 ± 0.18 3.84 ± 0.16 2.38 ± 0.02
400 / 31.4 2.79 ± 0.11 3.02 ± 0.26 2.24 ± 0.14
400 / 36.0 2.81 ± 0.13 3.08 ± 0.25 2.34 ± 0.21
400 / 45.7 3.23 ± 0.15 3.40 ± 0.24 2.13 ± ***
mean 3.02 ± 0.26 3.43 ± 0.24 2.33 ± 0.16
*** Insufficient data points to estimate error
The difficulty in interpreting the value of λexc/Ecoll is that Ecoll is not known,
and λexc is signal-averaged over collisions with multiple types of collision partners (e.g.
Y can collide with Y, Ba, Cu, O, YO, and O2). The relative weighting of collision
partners, determined from the hard-sphere collision frequencies for particle o colliding
with particle a, νoa, was determined from:
νoa =
Naσava∑
i
Naσava
(4.60)
where Na is the number density of the collision partner, a, σa is the hard-sphere cross-
section, va is the relative velocity, and the sum is over all collision partners. Assuming
initial stoichiometry, the collision weighting fraction, νa can be expressed as:
νa =
Ra (do + da)
2 (µoa)
−1/2
∑
i
Ri (do + di)
2 (µoi)
−1/2 (4.61)
where do and di are the diameters of collision partners (taken from [80]), Ri is the
stoichiometric number (1 for Y, 2 for Cu, 3 for Ba, and 7 for O), and µoi is the
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Figure 4.23: Pie charts for Y, Ba, and Cu show the collision
weighting for their collision partners based on initial stoichiom-
etry (neglecting collisions at the contact front). Oxygen is the
most frequent collision partner for all three species)
reduced mass of the collision pair. The collision partner weighting is shown in Figure
4.23. The dominant collision partner for all three species is oxygen, accounting for
approximately 50% of all collisions, followed by Cu, and Ba, with Y being the least
frequent collision partner. There is some variation with respect to oxygen collision
frequencies, with Ba having 54% of its collisions with O, while Cu only has about
45% of its collisions with O.
The collision partner weighting calculations so far only take into account in-
plume collisions. Collisions at the contact front may distort the result, as the signal-
averaging will include a greater amount of collisions with background oxygen as the
collision partner, and the collision energy will depend on the velocity of the contact
front relative to the shocked background gas. The effect is expected to be greatest
with Ba since it has the greatest macroscopic cross section (Σ = Nσ), and prior
observations show reduction in number density along the line-of-observation for lighter
elements at the contact front. [26]. If the collision energy is taken as the weighted
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sum of the “in plume” component and a component resulting from collisions at the
shock front, then the surprise parameter may be written as:
I(i) =
λexc
wplumeEplume + wcontactEcontact
Ei (4.62)
where wplume and wcontact are the weighting factors for collisions in the plume and
at the contact front, and wplume + wcontact = 1. Next, the contact front energy is
rewritten as a function of shock strength, S, Econtact = αS, where α is an unknown
parameter. Then the surprisal parameter, I(i), may be rewritten as:
I(i) =
λexc
wplumeEplume(1 +
wcontactα
wplumeEplume
S)
Ei (4.63)
' λexc
wplumeEplume
(
1− wcontactα
wplumeEplume
S
)
Ei
This would suggest a negative correlation between λexc
Ecoll
and shock strength. Ba
neutral λexc
Ecoll
values are plotted against shock strength in Figure 4.24. The slope of
the line suggests negative correlation, however, caution should be used in accepting
this interpretation as the error bars are about the same magnitude as the variation
in the data, and the Pearson R2 coefficient of determination is only 0.57.
One modest use of Figure 4.24 will be used in comparing the values of λ
Ecoll
for each species. The values of λ
Ecoll
for Y and Cu do not significantly vary with S,
but the values for Ba may vary with S. To do a comparison for λ
Ecoll
for all three
species, it’s important to remove the effect of the contact front collisions. In making
the comparisons, the value of λ
Ecoll
for Ba I is taken in the limit where S → 0. Then it
may be assumed that almost all of its excitation events occur inside the plume, and
Ecoll is common among Y, Ba, and Cu. The other key assumption is that the collision
partner weighting is the same for Y, Ba, and Cu. As has already been discussed, there
is a difference of about 10% between Ba and Cu for collisions with O, with smaller
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Figure 4.24: Ba I λ
Ecoll
is plotted as a function of shock strength.
Variation is on the same order as the error bars, while the R2
coefficient of determination is a modest 0.57.
differences for the other collision partners. However, the pattern of distribution, with
oxygen making up about half of all collision partners, with decreasing frequency of
Cu, Ba, and Y is common among Y, Ba, and Cu. So it may be assumed that the
signal-averaged value of λexc for Y, Ba, and Cu when divided by a common Ecoll
may be compared directly. The values of λexc/Ecoll for Y, Ba, and Cu are plotted as
a function of emitter mass in Figure 4.25. λexc/Ecoll is trending upward with mass,
suggesting that mass may be a factor in the dynamic constraint λexc on T → E energy
transfer.
Using surprisal analysis to model the results of atomic impact excitation, it
appears that a single linear parameter based on conservation of energy is sufficient
to describe the product electronic state distributions. This parameter is different for
each emitting species and may be related to the mass of the emitter. This parame-
ter must be carefully interpreted. One may object that the surprisal analysis merely
flipped Figure 4.15 to arrive at Figure 4.22. In fact, the values of λ
E+coll
given in
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Figure 4.25: λ
Ecoll
is plotted as a function of mass. Assuming
Ecoll is equal for all emitters, the dynamic constraint for each
emitter is different. One possible factor in the constraint is the
mass of the emitter.
Table 4.10 are in almost all cases numerically close to the reciprocal of the electronic
temperatures given in Table E.34. However, the numbers represent two different phys-
ical pictures. Interpreting the electronic temperature in the context of LTE assumes
the electronic state distribution is in equilibrium with the Maxwellian kinetic energy
distribution of the electron collision partners, and that the electronic temperature
is equal to the electron kinetic temperature. In contrast, the surprisal parameter,
λ, should interpreted in the context of a maximum likelihood quantum state distri-
bution constrained only by normalization and conservation of energy, and where a
Boltzmann-like quantum state distribution does not imply a Maxwellian collision en-
ergy distribution. This provides a complementary and alternative interpretation of
the electronic state distributions to the electron-impact/LTE excitation mechanism
dominant in prior literature.
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V. Summary and Conclusions
5.1 Summary
In this effort, a systematic study was conducted of electronic state distributions
of Y, Ba, and Cu neutrals in plumes created by pulsed laser ablation of bulk YBCO.
Spectral measurements were collected over the λ = 500 - 860nm wavelength band at
various conditions of pressure (50, 150, and 400 mTorr), and position (31.4, 36.0, 45.7,
and 55.0 mm from ablation target), using an optical multichannel analyzer calibrated
for responsivity with a blackbody, and for wavelength using standard reference lamps.
Emission lines were systematically assigned using standard reference lamps and tables
of electronic energy levels. In this manner, 76 of 87 emission lines were assigned, the
remainder are ambiguous or overlapped by the YO A → X emission band. Emission
fluences were calculated by fitting Gaussian lineshapes to the spectral data. Electronic
state distributions were calculated from the emission fluences and the latest NIST-
reviewed transition probabilities. Boltzmann population distributions were fit to the
data, which yielded electronic temperatures in the range 0.28-0.37 eV for yttrium
neutrals, 0.28-0.35 eV for barium neutrals, and 0.40-0.48 eV for copper neutrals. The
electronic temperatures were insensitive to position and oxygen background pressure.
Spectrally-filtered imagery was also collected using a fast-framing intensified-
CCD camera with a narrowband (∆λ ∼ 1nm) filter selected to pass Ba (767 nm) or
Cu (809 nm) emission. Time-of-flight curves and shock strength curves were derived
from the imagery for each spectral observation position. The time-of-flight data was
used to model possible temporal signal-averaging effects on measured electronic state
distributions. The results show a modest difference between measured Ba and cal-
culated Cu temperatures which, however, are not on the same scale as the observed
difference (∼ 0.14 eV) between Ba and Cu temperatures. The different electronic
temperatures for each observed specie of emitters, even accounting for temporal sig-
nal averaging effects, is consistent with prior reported results. [28, 29, 91] This leads
to the conclusion that the laser-ablated YBCO plume is not in LTE.
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Shock strength calculations, and their weak linear relationship to electronic
temperatures provided a clue to atom-atom or atom-molecule collisions as possible
mechanism for electronic excitation. An information theoretical approach was used
to model electron state distributions, resulting in a linear dynamic constraint for
the conversion of kinetic energy to electronic excitation energy, with excitation rates
described by an exponential gap law.
5.2 Conclusions
The preceding analysis leads to the following conclusions:
1) Electronic temperatures are different by species. The emission spectra col-
lected in this experiment, when fit to the Boltzmann population distribution, results
in distinctly different temperatures for each species. The electronic temperatures fol-
low the general pattern of Ba being the coolest (0.28-0.35 eV), Cu being the hottest
(0.40-0.48 eV), and Y (0.28-0.37 eV) in between Ba and Cu for every observed condi-
tion. This type of temperature pattern has been observed before, [91] but not followed
through to its logical consequence (discrepancy with LTE), and is restated here to
support the following conclusions.
2) The plume under study is optically thin for most wavelengths. Ba I emissions
terminating on the 3D metastable state experienced self-absorption that was mod-
eled (and corrected) using the Beer-Lambert model for absorption (see Figure 4.14.
The plume was not optically thick, because the photon energies were not adequately
described by a Planckian distribution as shown in Figure 4.18.
3) Temporal modeling does not explain observed electronic temperature differ-
ences. The argument by Mao that signal integration time may have a significant effect
on the measured electronic temperatures if the plume’s plasma temperature is rapidly
varying [56] would provide a possible explanation for elevated Cu temperatures rel-
ative to Ba if the temperature were strongly peaked during the ∼ 1µsec when the
normalized Cu emission exceeds that of Ba. However, modeling temporal behavior
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using time-of-flight curves and spectral data do not predict a this temperature behav-
ior as a function of time, and the modeled time-averaged temperature differences for
Ba and Cu are not on the same scale as was measured in this experiment.
4) Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium does not explain observed spectra. Al-
though spectral data, when modeled to the Boltzmann population equation results
in linear fits on a semilog plot, the temperatures derived from the fits do not agree
among each other. This is inconsistent with LTE.
5) Emission spectroscopy is a poor process control diagnostic technique A good
process control diagnostic technique is one that has a deep dynamic range with re-
spect to a measurable plume variable that can be correlated with some desired end
state (in this case, quality of deposited YBCO film). In this experiment, the most sig-
nificant factor that correlated with electronic temperatures was the emitting species.
In addition to this, Ba I electronic temperatures showed a weak dependence on shock
strength. Otherwise, electronic temperatures appeared to be insensitive to plume
position and oxygen background pressure.
5.3 Recommendations for Future Research
Several factors limited the outcome of this effort. First, the spectral coverage
of the spectrometer limited collection of data to the 500-860 nm range. The lack
of coverage in the 400-500 nm range prevented collection of enough Ba and Y ion
emission lines to determine their electronic temperatures. Second, the spectra were
temporally-integrated over the duration of the plume passage past the field of view
of the sensor in order to improve spectral signal-to-noise. While this aided fitting
and assignment of emission lines, this came at the expense of sacrificing temporal
resolution. Finally, spatial coverage was limited to four ∼ 1 mm x 1 mm collection
positions. This, in combination with the lack of temporal resolution, means the
variation of electronic temperatures as a function of position in the plume is unknown.
The spatial distribution of electronic temperatures would provide more insight into
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the electronic excitation mechanism, especially the role played by collisions along
the contact front between plume constituents and the background oxygen gas. The
following recommendations are provided to address the limitations of the present
study. Performing the following experiments would require acquisition of additional
equipment and modest changes in ablation conditions.
The first recommendation would be to extend the lower wavelength limit on
spectral coverage from 500 nm to at least 400 nm. This would enable collecting
enough yttrium and barium ion emission lines to determine their electronic state
distributions. In this work, ionization ratios presented in Table 4.6 were calculated
assuming equal ion and neutral temperatures. This assumption may not be valid.
Measurement of ion temperatures would indicate whether ion and neutrals are not in
LTE, and allow a more accurate estimation of the ionization ratio.
The second recommendation would be to conduct a time- and spatially-resolved
measurement of ESDs. The present approach integrated the signal for the duration
of the plume to obtain good signal to noise to aid assignment of the emission spectra.
To do this, the ability to make time-resolved measurements was discarded. A time-
resolved measurement of ESDs could be made by restricting the gate, and sweeping
the delay from the trigger. This would enable monitoring the plume from a dynamic
situation at the shock front until it approaches equilibrium at some point in the plume
tail. This effort would be a significant undertaking and would have its own limitations.
This approach would generate a tremendous volume of spectral data requiring anal-
ysis. The most efficient technique for analyzing spectra would be to switch from the
interactive PeakfitTM software to a scripted peakfitting package. Alternatives could
include Tablecurve, the open source package fityk, or a custom developed MatlabTM
script. Signal-to-noise from the reduced gate width would pose a challenge, requiring
a large number of shots to overcome this limitation. Shot numbers are limited as well,
as target erosion will eventually affect plume characteristics.
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The third recommendation is to exploit the significant capabilities of the gated,
intensified CCD imager to construct 2-dimensional maps of electronic state distribu-
tions. This could be done by passing the plume image through a beam splitter, and
imaging each beam with a separate, intensified CCD imager. One imager would be fil-
tered at a reference wavelength, and the other imager at several emission wavelengths
for the same element. Comparison of the emission fluences would enable calculation
of electronic state distributions as a function of position and time. An additional
twist on this technique would be to vary the position of the object focal plane to
create 3D reconstructions of the plume via computer tomography. Since it was es-
tablished by Druffner that relative angular distributions of Ba and Cu are correlated
with film critical currents, extension from 2D to 3D may add additional fidelity to
this technique. [25]
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Appendix A. Calibration
The spectra collected by the optical multichannel analyzer (OMA) were used to
calculate the electronic state distributions of the emitting species. For accurate re-
sults, it was necessary to calibrate the OMA. Two different types of calibration were
performed: wavelength calibration and spectral response calibration. Wavelength
calibration determines the dispersion of the diffraction grating, in other words, the
relationship between pixel channel and the wavelength of the collected light. This is
a prerequisite for assigning quantum state transitions to the observed emission lines.
The other calibration process, spectral response calibration, determines the efficiency
with which the incident photon fluence results in signal counts read out from the
detector. Spectral response varies with wavelength, and is a function of transmission
losses, grating efficiency, and detector response, each of which is a wavelength de-
pendent process. The techniques used to perform wavelength and spectral response
calibrations are presented below.
A.1 Wavelength Calibration
Interpretation of the spectral output of an OMA is aided by converting the pixel
coordinates into units of wavelength. This conversion is performed by recording the
line spectra of a standard lamp and fitting a 2nd degree polynomial to the measured
line positions and wavelengths of known emission line from a standard lamp.
Initial wavelength calibration was performed using an OrielTM Hg/Ar standard
emission lamp which was driven by a power supply operating at a fixed current and
voltage. Three Hg emission lines (546.07, 576.97 and 579.07 nm) were used as reference
lines for the polynomial fit. The OMA manufacturer’s WinSpecTM data acquisition
software was used to calculate the polynomial fit. The polynomial coefficients were
recorded in the data acquisition software settings and used during subsequent data
collections, and pixel coordinates were recorded in wavelength units in data recorded
by the OMA.
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The wavelength calibration of recorded PLD spectra was refined further by com-
parison to CathodeonTM Ba/Ar, Y/Ne, and Cu/Ne standard emission lamps. PLD
spectra lines were compared to the standard lamps to perform initial line assignment.
A linear regression was performed between reference and measured emission line cen-
ter wavelengths to determine a wavelength correction for PLD emission lines that
were not matched to a standard lamp. This correction ensured estimated line posi-
tions were reasonably close to correct line positions, and eliminated a possible source
of systematic error in the line assignment process.
A.2 Instrument Spectral Responsivity
Prior to calculation of the electronic state distribution of a species, it is first
necessary to calculate the photon spectra from the detector counts collected by an
OMA. To do this conversion, it is necessary to calculate the OMA’s spectral respon-
sivity curve. The spectral responsivity, R(λ), of an OMA is defined as the signal
output, s, divided by the photon irradiance, E, on the entrance slit.
R(λ) =
s(λ)out
Eph(λ)in
(A.1)
Calculating the spectral response is then a matter of measuring the signal out-
put resulting from a known spectral irradiance. For this experiment, the OMA was
calibrated using a blackbody source using the two temperature technique described
by Wadsworth, [87] which corrects for signal originating from partially non-Planckian
sources. First we write the output signal as being the product of the spectral respon-
sivity and the sum of blackbody and nonblackbody photon sources:
s(λ) = R(λ)(EBB(λ, T ) + EnonBB(λ)) (A.2)
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If two signal measurements are taken at different temperatures, T1 and T2, the
responsivity can then be calculated as a difference of the above equation with itself
at the two different temperatures. This results in:
Rrel(λ) =
s(λ, T2)− s(λ, T1)
E(λ, T2)− E(λ, T1) (A.3)
The relationship between the irradiance, E(λ), and the radiant exitance of the
source, M(λ) is linear, with the proportionality constant determined by the geometry
of the source:
E(λ)dA =
dΩ
4π
M(λ) (A.4)
where dΩ is the solid angle subtended by a differential area on the detector, dA.
Because the grating in an OMA disperses the light onto the grating, the wavelength
changes continuously from one end of the pixel to another. The total signal out of
the detector is the sum of all wavelengths collected on the detector. So the irradiance
averaged over the pixel area, A, can be written as:
E(λ) =
dΩ
4πA
∫ λ1
λ0
M(λ) dλ ' dΩ
4πA
M(λ)∆λ (A.5)
where ∆λ is the width of the pixel in units of wavelength. If the blackbody is thermally
stable, the count rate s is constant, and then the total count on the detector S, is a
product of s and the accumulation time, ∆t. Then the spectral responsivity may be
expressed as:
Rrel(λ) = k
S(λ, T2)− S(λ, T1)
Mp(λ, T2)−Mp(λ, T1) (A.6)
where the proportionality constant k = 1 / (dΩ
4π
∆t∆λ) and the photon radiant exitance
Mp(λ, T ), is given by the Planck radiation law [77]:
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Mp(λ, T ) =
2πc
λ4
1
exp( hc
λkT
)− 1 (A.7)
Since measurement of electronic state distributions depends on the relative in-
tensities, instead of absolute intensities of spectral lines, a relative responsivity cali-
bration is sufficient, as long as the calibration is conducted under consistent conditions
across the entire wavelength bandpass of the OMA. Thus the proportionality constant
k can be arbitrarily set to any value, provided it has units of dimensions 1/(sec m3).
This will enable conversion of counts on a detector strip into a spectrum with units
of photons.
The instrument was calibrated with an Electro-optical Industries Model LS1250-
100 blackbody at 1250 K and 1500 K. The results are shown in Figure A.1. Rrel(λ)
is well defined in the red, but becomes noisy in the blue. This is expected due to the
decreasing difference in the spectral radiances at these wavelengths (see Figure A.2).
Additional structure includes multiple local maxima and regions where the responsiv-
ity is multivalued. This structure is a result of the dependency of grating reflectivity
on incident and reflective angle [23], and from assembling the responsivity curve from
multiple wavelength bandpasses. The band center wavelength is changed by rotat-
ing the diffraction grating, which changes the incident angle, regions of overlapped
coverage on two neighboring bandpasses will be measured with two different incident
angles of the diffraction grating, resulting in different values on the responsivity curve.
The measured spectral responsivity compares favorably with the manufacturer’s
data for the ICCD detector [1]. The Pi-Max ICCD detector response has known
cutoffs near 500 nm and 900 nm with a positive response between these endpoints.
Since alignment of the spectrometer may shift between blackbody calibration
and recording of the PLD spectra, a polynomial expression was fit to the spectral
responsivity:
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Figure A.1: Relative spectral responsivity of optical multichan-
nel analyzer. Responsivity of given data points indicate respon-
sivity relative to one another, not in absolute terms.
Figure A.2: Blackbody photon exitance predicted by Planck
radiation law. (–, 1500 K, --, 1250 K)
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Figure A.3: Polynomial fit of the spectral response curve.
Rrel(λ) =
∑
i
aiλ
i (A.8)
The average deviation between the polynomial fit and the measured responsivity was
used as the error in the responsivity. This is expressed as:
σR =
n∑
i=1
(Rcalc(λi)−Rmeasured(λi))
n
(A.9)
Table A.1: Spectral Responsivity Polynomial Coefficients
window (nm) a0
counts
photon
a1
counts
photonnm
a2
counts
photonnm2
a3
counts
photonnm3
σR
counts
photon
500 -1.61E-05 3.73E-8 0 0 7.38E-7
525 -1.70E-05 4.00E-08 0 0 4.03E-07
550 -3.37E-04 1.23E-6 -1.10E-09 0 2.85E-06
575 -6.05E-04 2.13E-06 -1.85E-09 0 1.70E-07
600 -3.12E-04 1.08E-06 -9.21E-10 0 1.46E-07
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Table A.1: Spectral Responsivity Polynomial Coefficients – Continued
window (nm) a0
counts
photon
a1
counts
photonnm
a2
counts
photonnm2
a3
counts
photonnm3
σR
counts
photon
625 -7.82E-04 2.55E-06 -2.06E-09 0 1.19E-07
650 -7.44E-04 2.36E-06 -1.86E-09 0 1.04E-07
675 -9.20E-04 2.75E-06 -2.03E-09 0 9.52E-08
700 -1.04E-03 3.05E-06 -2.21E-09 0 8.36E-08
725 -6.58E-04 1.89E-06 -1.34E-09 0 7.22E-08
750 -6.98E-04 1.92E-06 -1.31E-09 0 5.76E-08
775 -8.74E-04 2.32E-06 -1.53E-09 0 6.18E-08
800 -4.91E-04 1.28E-06 -8.27E-10 0 4.90E-08
825 -2.54E-04 6.51E-07 -4.11E-10 0 6.22E-08
850 -1.36E-03 3.23E-06 -1.92E-09 0 7.41E-08
A.3 Instrument Linewidth Characterization
Instrument linewidth was measured as a function of the input slit width. Ne
(λ = 650.65 nm) spectra were recorded at slit input widths ranging from 10 to 200
µm. Gaussian lineshapes were fit to the observed emission lines, with the standard
deviation used as the linewidth. The results are presented in (see Figure A.4), and
indicate an optimum value for a slit width near 50-60 µm. One interesting feature
in the plot is the increase in linewidth at slitwidths less than the optimal value.
It is noted that for dispersion from a diffraction grating, the linewidth of the central
maximum is proportional to 1/N, where N is the number of illuminated grooves on the
grating. [23] Thus, one possible explanation for the increased linewidth at decreasing
slitwidth is that below an optimum value, the grating is no longer fully illuminated,
and as the slitwidth decreases further, more of the grating falls into shadow, decreasing
the groove count, N, resulting in increased instrument linewidth.
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Figure A.4: OMA linewidth measured as a function of slit width.
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Appendix B. Transition Probabilities
The tables below present the transition probabilities, Aij’s used for computing
electronic state distributions from line spectra. In all cases shown here, transition
probabilities originate from experimental data. Sources used include the NIST online
database [6], the CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics [3] and Optical Emission
Lines of the Elements [65]. The given relative errors are taken from the references,
and are defined as:
σrel =
σAij
Aij
(B.1)
where σAij is the absolute error of the transition probability
B.1 Yttrium
Table B.1: Y I transition probabilities
λ (nm) lower state upper state Aik(10
8sec−1) σrel source
546.646 4d2(3F)5s 4F4.5 4d5s(a3D)5pz
4Go5.5 0.63 0.25 [6]
552.754 4d2(3F)5s 4F3.5 4d5s(a3D)5pz
4Go4.5 0.54 0.25 [6]
560.633 4d2(3F)5s 4F4.5 4d5s(a3D)5pz
4Go5.5 0.0584 0.25 [6]
563.013 4d2(3F)5s 4F1.5 4d5s(a3D)5pz
4Go2.5 0.49 0.25 [6]
567.527 4d2(3F)5s 4F2.5 4d5s(a3D)5pz
4Go2.5 0.093 0.25 [6]
619.173 4d5s2 2D1.5 4d5s(a3D)5pz
2Do1.5 0.047 0.25 [6]
622.259 4d5s2 2D1.5 4d5s(a3D)5pz
2Do2.5 0.0059 0.25 [6]
640.201 4d5s2 2D2.5 4d5s(a3D)5pz
2Do1.5 0.0027 0.25 [6]
643.500 4d5s2 2D2.5 4d5s(a3D)5pz
2Do2.5 0.040 0.25 [6]
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B.2 Barium
Table B.2: Ba I transition probabilities
λ (nm) lower state upper state Aik(10
8sec−1) σrel source
551.9044 6s6p 3Po1 6s6d
3D2 0.57 0.25 [6]
553.548 6s2 1S0 6s6p
1Po0 1.19 0.03 [6]
577.7618 6s6p 3Po2 6s6d
3D3 0.8 0.25 [6]
580.023 6s6p 3Po1 6s6d
3D2 0.24 0.25 [6]
580.5681 6s5d 3D3 5d6p
1Fo3 0.011 0.25 [3]
582.6274 6s5d 1D2 5d6p
1Po1 0.45 0.1 [6]
590.7636 6s5d 3D1 5d6p
3Po2 0.015 0.25 [6]
597.1698 6s5d 3D2 5d6p
3Po2 0.16 0.25 [6]
599.7087 6s5d 3D1 5d6p
3Po1 0.28 0.25 [6]
601.947 6s5d 3D1 5d6p
3Po0 0.81 0.25 [6]
606.3114 6s5d 3D2 5d6p
3Po1 0.56 0.25 [6]
611.08 6s5d 3D3 5d6p
3Po2 0.55 0.25 [6]
634.168 6s5d 3D2 5d6p
3Do3 0.12 0.25 [6]
645.0851 6s5d 3D1 5d6p
3Do2 0.11 0.1 [6]
648.2908 6s5d 1D2 5d6p
1Fo3 0.44 0.25 [3]
649.876 6s5d 3D3 5d6p
3Do3 0.54 0.25 [6]
652.7311 6s5d 3D2 5d6p
3Do2 0.33 0.1 [6]
659.5325 6s5d 3D1 5d6p
3Do1 0.38 0.1 [6]
667.527 6s5d 3D2 5d6p
3Do1 0.189 0.1 [6]
669.3842 6s5d 3D3 5d6p
3Do2 0.146 0.1 [6]
686.5686 6s5d 1D2 5d6p
3Po2 0.023 0.25 [3]
705.9943 6s5d 3D3 5d6p
3Fo4 0.5 0.25 [6]
712.0331 6s5d 3D1 5d6p
1Do2 0.11 0.25 [6]
719.523 6s6p 3Po0 6s7s
3S1 0.056 0.25 [6]
728.0296 6s5d 3D2 5d6p
3Fo3 0.32 0.25 [6]
739.2405 6s6p 3Po1 6s7s
3S1 0.18 0.25 [6]
741.7536 6s5d 3D3 5d6p
1Do2 0.0077 0.25 [6]
748.8075 6s5d 3D3 5d6p
3Fo3 0.073 0.25 [6]
761.0477 6s5d 1D2 5d6p
3Do2 0.011 0.25 [6]
767.2085 6s5d 3D1 5d6p
3Fo2 0.15 0.25 [6]
778.0478 6s5d 3D2 5d6p
3Fo2 0.076 0.25 [6]
790.5747 6s6p 3Po2 6s7s
3S1 0.27 0.25 [6]
791.1329 6s2 1S0 6s6p
3Po0 0.00298 0.25 [3]
856.000 6s5d 1D2 5d6p
1Do2 0.2 0.25 [6]
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B.3 Copper
Table B.3: Cu I transition probabilities
λ (nm) lower state upper state Aik(10
8sec−1) σrel source
510.554 3d9 4s2 2D2.5 3d10(1S)4p
2Po1.5 0.02 0.25 [6]
515.324 3d10(1S)4p 2Po0.5 3d10(1S)4d
2D1.5 0.60 0.25 [6]
521.82 3d10(1S)4p 2Po1.5 3d10(1S)4d
2D2.5 0.75 0.25 [3]
522.01 3d10(1S)4p 2Po1.5 3d10(1S)4d
2D1.5 0.15 0.25 [3]
570.02 3d9 4s2 2D1.5 3d10(1S)4p
2Po1.5 0.0024 0.25 [3]
578.213 3d9 4s2 2D1.5 3d10(1S)4p
2Po0.5 0.0165 0.25 [6]
793.313 3d10(1S)4p 2Po0.5 3d10(1S)5s
2S0.5 0.22 0.25 [65]
809.2631 3d10(1S)4p 2Po1.5 3d10(1S)5s
2S0.5 0.46 0.25 [65]
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Appendix C. Emission Line Assignments
Correct assignment of emission lines to specific electronic transitions is key to
determining electronic excited state distributions. Assignments were made by com-
paring emission line spectra to strong emission spectra seen in CathodeonTM Y/Ne,
Ba/Ar, and Cu/Ne reference lamps, where buffer gas interference lines were identified
by comparison to emission spectra from OrielTM Ne and Ar lamps. Assignments were
performed sequentially in ascending order of upper state energy level, accounting for
transitions to all lower states. Initial assignments were performed at oxygen back-
ground pressure of 150 mTorr at 36.0 mm from the target. This condition provided
excellent signal to noise compared to other conditions. The table of assignments, given
below, was used as an aid to assign transitions at other conditions. In this table, λctr
refers to the measured line center, Source, lower and upper state refer to the assigned
emission source (element and ionization stage) and the upper and lower transition
states, λref refers to the reference wavelength of the assigned transition, and lamp
indicates whether the emission line was visible in the calibration lamp spectra.
Table C.1: Table of Representative Line Assignments
λctr (nm) Source lower state upper state λref (nm) lamp
490.100 unk - - - -
493.498 Ba II 5p6(1S)6s 2S0.5 5p6(1S)6p
2Po0.5 493.408
√
508.800 Y II 4d2 3F4 4d(2D)5p z
3Fo4 508.742 -
510.611 Cu I 3d9 4s2 2D2.5 3d10(1S)4p
2Po1.5 510.554
√
515.391 Cu I 3d10(1S)4p 2Po0.5 3d10(1S)4d
2D1.5 515.324 -
520.129 Y II 4d2 3F2 4d(2D)5p z
3Fo2 520.042 -
520.655 Y II 4d2 3F2 4d(2D)5p z
3Fo3 520.572 -
521.834 Cu I 3d10(1S)4p 2Po1.5 3d10(1S)4d
2D2.5 521.820 -
522.160 Cu I 3d10(1S)4p 2Po1.5 3d10(1S)4d
2D1.5 522.007 -
542.499 Ba I 6s(2S)6p 3Po0 6s(2S)6d
3D1 542.455
√
543.894 unk - - - -
546.738 Y I 4d2(3F)5s 4F4.5 4d5s(a3D)5pz
2Do5.5 546.646 -
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Table C.1 Table of Representative Line Assignments – Continued
λctr (nm) Source lower state upper state λref (nm) lamp
550.467 unk - - - -
552.051 Ba I 6s6p 3Po1 6s6d
3D2 551.904
√
552.867 Y I 4d2(3F)5s 4F3.5 4d5s(a3D)5pz
2Do4.5 552.754 -
553.615 Ba I 6s2 1S0 6s6p
1Po0 553.548
√
557.887 unk - - - -
558.319 Y I 4d2(3F)5s 4F2.5 4d2(a 3F)5p z
4Go3.5 558.183 -
560.710 Y I 4d2(3F)5s 4F4.5 4d5s(a3D)5pz
2Do4.5 560.632 -
563.082 Y I 4d2(3F)5s 4F1.5 4d5s(a3D)5pz
2Do2.5 563.013 -
564.540 Y I 4d2(3F)5s 4F3.5 4d2(a 3F)5p z
4Go3.5 564.466 -
564.947 unk - - - -
566.359 unk - - - -
567.617 Y I 4d2(3F)5s 4F2.5 4d5s(a3D)5pz
2Do2.5 567.527 -
570.133 Cu I 3d9 4s2 2D1.5 3d10(1S)4p
2Po1.5 570.02 -
570.742 unk - - - -
577.854 Ba I 6s6p 3Po2 6s6d
3D3 577.762
√
578.322 Cu I 3d9 4s2 2D1.5 3d10(1S)4p
2Po0.5 578.213 -
580.166 Ba I 6s6p 3Po1 6s6d
3D2 580.023
√
580.716 Ba I 6s5d 3D3 5d6p
1Fo3 580.568
√
582.733 Ba I 6s5d 1D2 5d6p
1Po1 582.627
√
585.436 Ba II 5p6(1S)5d 2D1.5 5p6(1S)6p
2Po1.5 585.367
√
590.862 Ba I 6s5d 3D1 5d6p
3Po2 590.764
√
597.374 Ba I 6s5d 3D2 5d6p
3Po2 597.170
√
598.983 YO - - - -
599.832 Ba I 6s5d 3D1 5d6p
3Po1 599.709
√
600.561 YO - - - -
600.993 unk - - - -
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Table C.1 Table of Representative Line Assignments – Continued
λctr (nm) Source lower state upper state λref (nm) lamp
602.114 Ba I 6s5d 3D1 5d6p
3Po0 601.947
√
602.494 unk - - - -
603.885 YO - - - -
605.616 YO - - - -
606.453 Ba I 6s5d 3D2 5d6p
3Po1 606.311
√
607.341 YO - - - -
611.107 Ba I 6s5d 3D3 5d6p
3Po2 611.08
√
613.326 YO - - - -
614.177 Ba I 5p6(1S)5d 2D2.5 5p6(1S)6p
2Po1.5 614.171
√
614.966 YO - - - -
616.616 YO - - - -
618.335 YO - - - -
619.180 Y I 4d5s2 2D1.5 4d5s(a3D)5pz 619.173
√
620.044 unk - - - -
622.281 Y I 4d5s2 2D1.5 4d5s(a3D)5pz
2Do2.5 622.259 -
634.217 Ba I 6s5d 3D2 5d6p
3Do3 634.168
√
640.276 Y I 4d5s2 2D2.5 4d5s(a3D)5pz
2Do1.5 640.201 -
643.604 Y I 4d5s2 2D2.5 4d5s(a3D)5pz
2Do2.5 643.500
√
645.202 Ba I 6s5d 3D1 5d6p
3Do2 645.085
√
648.434 Ba I 6s5d 1D2 5d6p
1Fo3 648.291
√
649.803 Ba II 5p6(1S)5d 2D1.5 5p6(1S)6p
2Po0.5 649.690
√
649.990 Ba I 6s5d 3D3 5d6p
3Do3 649.876
√
652.874 Ba I 6s5d 3D2 5d6p
3Do2 652.731
√
659.612 Ba I 6s5d 3D1 5d6p
3Do1 659.533
√
667.592 Ba I 6s5d 3D2 5d6p
3Do1 667.527
√
668.845 Y I 4d 5s2 2D1.5 4d 5s2(a 3D)5p z
4Fo1.5 668.757 -
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Table C.1 Table of Representative Line Assignments – Continued
λctr (nm) Source lower state upper state λref (nm) lamp
669.457 Ba I 6s5d 3D3 5d6p
3Do2 669.384
√
670.104 Y I 4d2(1G)5s 2G3.5 4d2(a 3F)5p z
2Go3.5 670.064 -
679.517 Y I 4d 5s2 2D2.5 4d 5s2(a 3D)5p z
4Fo2.5 679.371
√
686.688 Ba I 6s5d 1D2 5d6p
3Po2 686.569
√
706.133 Ba I 6s5d 3D3 5d6p
3Fo4 705.994
√
712.099 Ba I 6s5d 3D1 5d6p
1Do2 712.033
√
719.588 Ba I 6s6p 3Po0 6s7s
3S1 719.523
√
728.105 Ba I 6s5d 3D2 5d6p
3Fo3 728.030
√
739.335 Ba I 6s6p 3Po1 6s7s
3S1 739.241
√
741.896 Ba I 6s5d 3D3 5d6p
1Do2 741.754 -
746.202 unk - - - -
748.972 Ba I 6s5d 3D3 5d6p
3Fo3 748.808
√
761.172 Ba I 6s5d 1D2 5d6p
3Do2 761.048 -
764.408 unk - - - -
767.296 Ba I 6s5d 3D1 5d6p
3Fo2 767.209
√
778.169 Ba I 6s5d 3D2 5d6p
3Fo2 778.048
√
790.690 Ba I 6s6p 3Po2 6s7s
3S1 790.575
√
791.250 Ba I 6s2 1S0 6s6p
3Po0 791.133
√
793.452 Cu I 3d10(1S)4p 2Po0.5 3d10(1S)5s
2S0.5 793.313
√
809.436 Cu I 3d10(1S)4p 2Po1.5 3d10(1S)5s
2S0.5 809.263
√
821.203 Ba I 6s(2S)6p 1Po1 6s(2S)6d
1D2 821.025
√
844.88 O I - - - -
856.218 Ba I 6s5d 1D2 5d6p
1Do2 856.000
√
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Appendix D. Spectral Data
This appendix lists spectral data used to compute the electronic state distribu-
tions at each observed condition. The first section includes calibrated spectral charts,
the second section gives the emission line fluences for the calibrated spectra., the
third section provides the Beer-Lambert coefficients for emission lines terminating on
the Ba 3D metastable state, and the fourth section lists the corrected fluences of the
self-absorbed emission lines.
D.1 Spectra
The spectral given below were assembled from the overlapping bandpasses with
center wavelengths ranging from 500-850 nm. Photon fluences, Φ, were determined
from signal counts, S, using spectral response, R, of the optical multichannel analyzer:
Φ =
S
R
(D.1)
Figure D.1: Calibrated spectrum–50 mTorr, 31.4 mm.
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Figure D.2: Calibrated spectrum–50 mTorr, 36.0 mm.
Figure D.3: Calibrated spectrum–50 mTorr, 45.7 mm.
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Figure D.4: Calibrated spectrum–50 mTorr, 55.0 mm.
Figure D.5: Calibrated spectrum–150 mTorr, 31.4 mm.
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Figure D.6: Calibrated spectrum–150 mTorr, 36.0 mm.
Figure D.7: Calibrated spectrum–150 mTorr, 45.7 mm.
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Figure D.8: Calibrated spectrum–150 mTorr, 55.0 mm.
Figure D.9: Calibrated spectrum–400 mTorr, 31.4 mm.
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Figure D.10: Calibrated spectrum–400 mTorr, 36.0 mm.
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Figure D.11: Calibrated spectrum–400 mTorr, 45.7 mm.
D.2 Emission Line Data
The emission line fluences presented in this section were measured by fitting
gaussian lineshapes to the calibrated spectra using PeakfitTMsoftware. The tables
below include the center wavelength of the OMA bandpass, the center wavelength of
the emission line, the line fluence (Φline) and its error (σΦ), and the assigned emission
source. Φline is defined as the integral of gaussian lineshape Φ(λ):
Φline =
∫ +∞
0
Φ(λ) dλ (D.2)
and the σΦ is the error associated with fitting the lineshape to the measured spectrum.
Table D.1: Emission Line Data–50 mTorr, 31.4 mm
window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons) Source
500 493.4076 1.68E+08 5.23E+06 Ba II
500 508.7423 2.30E+07 4.37E+06 Y II
500 510.5537 8.98E+07 4.57E+06 Cu I
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Table D.1: Emission Line Data–50 mTorr, 31.4 mm – Continued
window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons) Source
525 508.7423 2.86E+07 2.88E+06 Y II
525 510.5537 1.01E+08 3.33E+06 Cu I
525 515.3231 1.46E+07 2.85E+06 Cu I
525 520.0410 2.19E+07 2.85E+06 Y II
525 520.5715 2.98E+07 2.86E+06 Y II
525 521.8198 3.06E+07 3.36E+06 Cu I
525 522.0100 1.75E+07 3.32E+06 Cu I
550 542.4554 6.01E+07 7.28E+06 Ba I
550 546.6467 1.25E+08 7.28E+06 Y I
550 551.9042 1.01E+08 7.19E+06 Ba I
550 552.7530 1.39E+08 7.20E+06 Y I
550 553.5480 6.52E+08 8.49E+06 Ba I
550 558.1832 8.78E+07 7.11E+06 Y I
550 563.0130 5.45E+07 7.04E+06 Y I
575 560.6317 1.43E+07 3.00E+06 Y I
575 563.0130 6.68E+07 3.03E+06 Y I
575 564.4661 2.01E+07 3.48E+06 Y I
575 570.0237 1.11E+07 2.95E+06 Cu I
575 577.7618 1.22E+08 3.12E+06 Ba I
575 578.2130 5.65E+07 2.98E+06 Cu I
575 580.0225 3.06E+07 2.93E+06 Ba I
575 580.5678 3.11E+07 2.93E+06 Ba I
575 582.6273 9.29E+07 2.98E+06 Ba I
575 585.3668 1.790E+08 3.21E+06 Ba II
600 585.3668 1.99E+08 5.28E+06 Ba II
600 590.7633 1.61E+07 5.09E+06 Ba I
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Table D.1: Emission Line Data–50 mTorr, 31.4 mm – Continued
window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons) Source
600 597.1693 1.89E+08 5.16E+06 Ba I
600 599.7084 9.51E+07 5.05E+06 Ba I
600 601.9465 1.40E+08 5.52E+06 Ba I
600 606.3109 1.92E+08 5.09E+06 Ba I
600 611.0779 2.17E+08 6.67E+06 Ba I
600 614.1713 3.15E+08 3.15E+08 Ba II
625 611.0779 2.39E+08 5.85E+06 Ba I
625 614.1713 4.19E+08 6.25E+06 Ba II
625 619.1733 2.37E+08 5.77E+06 Y I
625 622.2603 7.11E+07 5.55E+06 Y I
625 634.1677 1.81E+08 5.54E+06 Ba I
650 640.2025 2.23E+07 7.68E+06 Y I
650 643.5034 3.01E+08 7.94E+06 Y I
650 645.0850 1.54E+08 7.69E+06 Ba I
650 648.2910 2.39E+08 7.76E+06 Ba I
650 649.6896 4.70E+08 1.05E+07 Ba II
650 649.8757 3.43E+08 1.00E+07 Ba I
650 652.7308 2.85E+08 7.78E+06 Ba I
650 659.5323 2.34E+08 7.59E+06 Ba I
675 667.5267 1.75E+08 2.61E+06 Ba I
675 668.7565 8.21E+07 2.43E+06 Y I
675 669.3840 2.00E+08 2.64E+06 Ba I
675 679.3708 7.01E+07 2.39E+06 Y I
675 686.5687 1.96E+07 4.03E+06 Ba I
700 686.5687 2.91E+07 5.87E+06 Ba I
700 705.9938 5.11E+08 6.69E+06 Ba I
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Table D.1: Emission Line Data–50 mTorr, 31.4 mm – Continued
window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons) Source
700 712.0326 2.29E+08 5.79E+06 Ba I
725 712.0326 2.51E+08 5.17E+06 Ba I
725 719.5232 4.61E+07 4.90E+06 Ba I
725 728.0297 4.69E+08 5.59E+06 Ba I
725 739.2407 8.64E+07 4.75E+06 Ba I
750 739.2407 1.20E+08 2.97E+06 Ba I
750 741.7530 2.91E+07 2.82E+06 Ba I
750 748.8077 2.25E+08 3.26E+06 Ba I
750 761.0480 1.84E+07 2.63E+05 Ba I
775 761.0480 2.57E+07 4.89E+06 Ba I
775 767.2087 4.16E+08 5.44E+06 Ba I
775 778.0479 2.90E+08 5.00E+06 Ba I
800 790.5748 1.80E+08 3.13E+06 Ba I
800 791.1334 2.64E+08 3.33E+06 Ba I
800 793.3124 2.57E+07 2.98E+06 Cu I
800 809.2631 3.92E+07 2.87E+06 Cu I
825 821.0249 6.59E+07 3.00E+06 Ba I
850 856.0000 4.56E+08 6.31E+06 Ba I
Table D.2: Emission Line Data–50 mTorr, 36.0 mm
window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons) Source
500 488.3686 3.99E+07 4.60E+06 Y II
500 493.4076 1.70E+08 5.16E+06 Ba II
500 508.7423 3.46E+07 4.37E+06 Y II
500 510.5537 9.96E+07 4.58E+06 Cu I
525 508.7423 2.70E+07 2.48E+06 Y II
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Table D.2: Emission Line Data–50 mTorr, 36.0 mm – Continued
window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons) Source)
525 510.5537 1.18E+08 2.88E+06 Cu I
525 515.3231 2.23E+07 2.47E+06 Cu I
525 520.0410 2.44E+07 2.46E+06 Y II
525 520.5715 3.35E+07 2.48E+06 Y II
525 521.8198 4.07E+07 3.37E+06 Cu I
525 522.0100 2.18E+07 3.32E+06 Cu I
550 542.4554 6.09E+07 7.78E+06 Ba I
550 546.6467 1.41E+08 7.77E+06 Y I
550 551.9042 1.19E+08 7.68E+06 Ba I
550 552.7530 1.70E+08 7.70E+06 Y I
550 553.5480 7.73E+08 9.09E+06 Ba I
550 558.1832 9.92E+07 7.59E+06 Y I
550 563.0130 6.60E+07 7.52E+06 Y I
575 560.6317 1.94E+07 4.05E+06 Y I
575 563.0130 7.92E+07 4.10E+06 Y I
575 564.4661 1.97E+07 5.58E+06 Y I
575 567.5280 1.61E+07 4.47E+06 Y I
575 567.9995 1.08E+07 4.47E+06 Ba I
575 570.0237 1.23E+07 4.00E+06 Cu I
575 577.7618 1.35E+08 4.25E+06 Ba I
575 578.2130 6.57E+07 4.09E+06 Cu I
575 580.0225 4.30E+07 3.97E+06 Ba I
575 580.5678 4.14E+07 3.97E+06 Ba I
575 582.6273 1.17E+08 4.04E+06 Ba I
575 585.3668 2.21E+08 4.37E+06 Ba II
600 585.3668 2.07E+08 5.54E+06 Ba II
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Table D.2: Emission Line Data–50 mTorr, 36.0 mm – Continued
window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons) Source)
600 590.7633 1.46E+07 5.33E+06 Ba I
600 597.1693 2.03E+08 5.42E+06 Ba I
600 599.7084 1.14E+08 5.30E+06 Ba I
600 601.9465 1.55E+08 5.73E+06 Ba I
600 606.3109 1.94E+08 5.33E+06 Ba I
600 611.0779 2.45E+08 5.37E+06 Ba I
600 614.1713 3.37E+08 5.54E+06 Ba II
625 611.0779 2.81E+08 7.70E+06 Ba I
625 614.1713 4.37E+08 8.08E+06 Ba II
625 619.1733 3.34E+08 7.72E+06 Y I
625 622.2603 9.01E+07 7.28E+06 Y I
625 634.1677 2.30E+08 7.30E+06 Ba I
650 640.2025 2.20E+07 8.51E+06 Y I
650 643.5034 3.61E+08 8.90E+06 Y I
650 645.0859 1.65E+08 8.53E+06 Ba I
650 648.2910 2.55E+08 8.61E+06 Ba I
650 649.6896 4.49E+08 1.11E+07 Ba II
650 649.8757 4.04E+08 1.09E+07 Ba I
650 652.7308 2.99E+08 8.62E+06 Ba I
650 659.5323 2.57E+08 8.44E+06 Ba I
675 659.5323 2.91E+08 3.56E+06 Ba I
675 667.5267 2.02E+08 3.34E+06 Ba I
675 668.7565 9.62E+06 3.19E+06 Y I
675 669.3840 2.33E+09 3.37E+06 Ba I
675 670.0635 3.21E+07 3.16E+06 Y I
675 679.3708 8.30E+07 3.14E+06 Y I
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Table D.2: Emission Line Data–50 mTorr, 36.0 mm – Continued
window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons) Source)
675 686.5687 2.92E+07 3.07E+06 Ba I
700 686.5687 3.46E+07 5.54E+06 Ba I
700 705.9938 6.11E+08 6.41E+06 Ba I
700 712.0326 2.74E+08 5.47E+06 Ba I
725 712.0326 3.39E+08 8.83E+06 Ba I
725 719.5232 6.17E+07 8.39E+06 Ba I
725 728.0297 6.42E+08 9.57E+06 Ba I
725 739.2407 1.20E+08 8.14E+06 Ba I
750 739.2407 1.38E+08 3.51E+06 Ba I
750 741.7530 3.01E+07 3.34E+06 Ba I
750 748.8077 2.69E+08 3.87E+06 Ba I
750 761.0480 2.19E+07 3.20E+06 Ba I
775 761.0480 2.85E+07 5.55E+06 Ba I
775 767.2087 4.79E+08 6.15E+06 Ba I
775 778.0479 3.50E+08 5.70E+06 Ba I
800 790.5748 1.89E+08 3.37E+06 Ba I
800 791.1334 3.19E+08 3.66E+06 Ba I
800 793.3124 2.68E+07 3.22E+06 Cu I
800 809.2631 4.14E+07 3.10E+06 Cu I
825 821.0249 7.19E+07 2.93E+06 Ba I
850 856.0000 5.37E+08 6.85E+06 Ba I
Table D.3: Emission Line Data–50 mTorr, 45.7 mm
window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons) Source
500 493.4076 1.24E+08 4.94E+06 Ba II
500 510.5537 7.93E+07 4.41E+06 Cu I
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Table D.3: Emission Line Data–50 mTorr, 45.7 mm – Continued
window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons) Source
525 510.5537 7.54E+07 2.74E+06 Cu I
525 515.3231 9.75E+06 2.27E+06 Cu I
525 521.8198 2.16E+07 2.48E+06 Cu I
525 522.0100 1.04E+07 2.44E+06 Cu I
550 542.4554 2.66E+07 3.55E+06 Ba I
550 546.6467 2.99E+07 3.53E+06 Y I
550 551.9042 3.78E+07 3.51E+06 Ba I
550 552.7530 4.11E+07 3.50E+06 Y I
550 553.5480 2.18E+08 4.16E+06 Ba I
550 558.1832 1.88E+07 3.46E+06 Y I
550 563.0130 1.52E+07 3.43E+06 Y I
575 563.0130 3.95E+07 2.40E+06 Y I
575 577.7618 9.36E+07 2.57E+06 Ba I
575 578.2130 4.31E+07 2.45E+06 Cu I
575 580.0225 1.92E+07 2.37E+06 Ba I
575 580.5678 2.74E+07 2.37E+06 Ba I
575 582.6273 7.61E+07 2.40E+06 Ba I
575 585.3668 1.30E+08 2.56E+06 Ba II
600 585.3668 1.31E+08 4.51E+06 Ba II
600 590.7633 1.35E+07 4.35E+06 Ba I
600 597.1693 1.55E+08 4.46E+06 Ba I
600 599.7084 7.20E+07 4.33E+06 Ba I
600 601.9465 1.07E+08 4.81E+06 Ba I
600 606.3109 1.24E+08 4.34E+06 Ba I
600 611.0779 1.68E+08 4.39E+06 Ba I
600 614.1713 2.21E+07 4.50E+06 Ba II
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Table D.3: Emission Line Data–50 mTorr, 45.7 mm – Continued
window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons) Source
625 611.0779 1.52E+08 3.73E+06 Ba I
625 614.1713 2.24E+08 3.88E+06 Ba II
625 619.1733 2.18E+08 3.82E+06 Y I
625 622.2603 5.91E+07 3.54E+06 Y I
625 634.1677 1.26E+08 3.54E+06 Ba I
650 640.2025 2.02E+07 6.37E+06 Y I
650 643.5034 3.01E+08 6.73E+06 Y I
650 645.0850 1.13E+08 6.37E+06 Ba I
650 648.2910 1.94E+08 6.45E+06 Ba I
650 649.6896 3.32E+08 8.59E+06 Ba II
650 649.8757 2.86E+08 8.41E+06 Ba I
650 652.7308 2.05E+08 6.41E+06 Ba I
650 659.5323 1.72E+08 6.28E+06 Ba I
675 667.5267 1.38E+08 3.10E+06 Ba I
675 668.7565 7.64E+07 2.92E+06 Y I
675 669.3840 1.58E+08 3.14E+06 Ba I
675 679.3708 6.29E+07 2.87E+06 Y I
675 686.5687 2.23E+07 2.79E+06 Ba I
700 686.5687 1.99E+07 4.73E+06 Ba I
700 705.9938 4.47E+08 5.42E+06 Ba I
700 712.0326 1.90E+08 4.66E+06 Ba I
725 712.0326 2.14E+08 5.29E+06 Ba I
725 719.5232 3.59E+07 5.75E+06 Ba I
725 728.0297 4.21E+08 5.16E+06 Ba I
725 739.2407 7.78E+07 6.31E+06 Ba I
750 739.2407 8.11E+07 2.64E+06 Ba I
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Table D.3: Emission Line Data–50 mTorr, 45.7 mm – Continued
window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons) Source
750 741.7530 2.28E+07 2.54E+06 Ba I
750 748.8077 1.97E+08 2.98E+06 Ba I
750 761.0480 1.33E+07 2.43E+06 Ba I
775 761.0480 2.20E+07 3.83E+06 Ba I
775 767.2087 3.38E+08 4.37E+06 Ba I
775 778.0479 2.20E+08 4.25E+06 Ba I
800 790.5748 1.29E+08 2.78E+06 Ba I
800 791.1334 2.75E+08 3.12E+06 Ba I
800 793.3124 1.94E+07 2.69E+06 Cu I
800 809.2631 2.77E+07 2.59E+06 Cu I
825 821.0249 4.61E+07 2.31E+06 Ba I
850 856.0000 3.83E+08 5.68E+06 Ba I
Table D.4: Emission Line Data–50 mTorr, 55.0 mm
window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons) Source
500 493.4076 1.12E+08 5.10E+06 Ba II
500 510.5537 8.65E+07 4.70E+06 Cu I
525 510.5537 6.36E+07 2.93E+06 Cu I
525 515.3231 1.62E+07 2.51E+06 Cu I
525 521.8198 2.20E+07 2.64E+06 Cu I
525 522.0100 1.71E+07 2.61E+06 Cu I
550 542.4554 3.21E+07 6.40E+06 Ba I
550 546.6467 6.17E+07 6.37E+06 Y I
550 551.9042 6.24E+07 6.31E+06 Ba I
550 552.7530 8.48E+07 6.31E+06 Y I
550 553.5480 7.37E+08 7.63E+06 Ba I
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Table D.4: Emission Line Data–50 mTorr, 55.0 mm – Continued
window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons) Source
550 558.1832 3.61E+07 6.24E+06 Y I
550 563.0130 1.88E+07 6.19E+06 Y I
575 563.0130 3.05E+07 2.19E+06 Y I
575 577.7618 8.25E+07 2.31E+06 Ba I
575 578.2130 3.85E+07 2.20E+06 Cu I
575 580.0225 2.60E+07 2.14E+06 Ba I
575 580.5678 2.53E+07 2.14E+06 Ba I
575 582.6273 7.78E+07 2.20E+06 Ba I
575 585.3668 1.16E+08 2.32E+06 Ba II
600 585.3668 1.04E+08 4.14E+06 Ba II
600 597.1693 1.60E+08 4.15E+06 Ba I
600 599.7084 5.12E+07 3.98E+06 Ba I
600 601.9465 9.70E+07 4.45E+06 Ba I
600 606.3109 1.02E+08 3.99E+06 Ba I
600 611.0779 1.47E+08 4.08E+06 Ba I
600 614.1713 2.09E+08 4.16E+06 Ba II
625 611.0779 1.46E+08 3.90E+06 Ba I
625 614.1713 2.30E+08 4.56E+06 Ba II
625 619.1733 2.37E+08 4.07E+06 Y I
625 622.2603 6.33E+07 4.35E+06 Y I
625 634.1677 1.27E+08 3.72E+06 Ba I
650 640.2025 1.45E+07 5.58E+06 Y I
650 643.5034 2.96E+08 5.95E+06 Y I
650 645.0850 8.84E+07 5.57E+06 Ba I
650 648.2910 1.78E+08 5.65E+06 Ba I
650 649.6896 2.82E+08 7.42E+06 Ba II
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Table D.4: Emission Line Data–50 mTorr, 55.0 mm – Continued
window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons) Source
650 649.8757 2.64E+08 7.35E+06 Ba I
650 652.7308 1.79E+08 5.61E+06 Ba I
650 659.5323 1.52E+08 5.49E+06 Ba I
675 659.5323 1.75E+08 2.56E+06 Ba I
675 667.5267 1.22E+08 2.40E+06 Ba I
675 668.7565 7.34E+07 2.31E+06 Y I
675 669.3840 1.45E+08 2.43E+06 Ba I
675 679.3708 6.56E+07 2.28E+06 Y I
675 686.5687 1.61E+07 2.21E+06 Ba I
700 686.5687 1.84E+07 5.26E+06 Ba I
700 705.9938 4.68E+08 6.03E+06 Ba I
700 712.0326 1.89E+08 5.15E+06 Ba I
725 712.0326 2.10E+08 4.69E+06 Ba I
725 719.5232 2.38E+07 4.46E+06 Ba I
725 728.0297 4.25E+08 5.14E+06 Ba I
725 739.2407 4.59E+07 4.31E+06 Ba I
750 739.2407 7.04E+07 2.43E+06 Ba I
750 741.7530 2.32E+07 2.35E+06 Ba I
750 748.8077 1.89E+08 2.76E+06 Ba I
750 761.0480 1.29E+07 2.25E+06 Ba I
775 761.0480 1.82E+07 3.94E+06 Ba I
775 767.2087 3.37E+08 4.49E+06 Ba I
775 778.0479 2.20E+08 4.08E+06 Ba I
800 790.5748 1.08E+08 3.16E+06 Ba I
800 791.1334 3.17E+08 3.66E+06 Ba I
800 793.3124 1.01E+07 3.10E+06 Cu I
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Table D.4: Emission Line Data–50 mTorr, 55.0 mm – Continued
window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons) Source
800 809.2631 2.30E+07 2.98E+06 Cu I
825 821.0249 6.01E+07 2.89E+06 Ba I
850 856.0000 3.76E+08 5.13E+06 Ba I
Table D.5: Emission Line Data–150 mTorr, 31.4 mm
window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons) Source
500 488.3686 4.37E+07 6.65E+06 Y II
500 493.4076 1.91E+08 7.21E+06 Ba II
500 508.7423 4.08E+07 6.32E+06 Y II
500 510.5537 1.71E+08 6.87E+06 Cu I
525 508.7423 3.84E+07 3.13E+06 Y II
525 510.5537 1.74E+08 3.65E+06 Cu I
525 515.3231 3.50E+07 3.12E+06 Cu I
525 520.0410 3.61E+07 3.11E+06 Y II
525 520.5715 5.22E+07 3.13E+06 Y II
525 521.8198 4.75E+07 5.54E+06 Cu I
525 522.0100 2.70E+07 5.51E+06 Cu I
550 542.4554 1.00E+08 8.26E+06 Ba I
550 546.6467 1.77E+08 8.22E+06 Y I
550 551.9042 1.53E+08 8.17E+06 Ba I
550 552.7530 1.86E+08 8.10E+06 Y I
550 553.5480 7.57E+08 9.56E+06 Ba I
550 558.1832 1.20E+08 8.37E+06 Y I
550 560.6317 1.92E+07 8.00E+06 Y I
550 563.0130 8.13E+07 1.12E+07 Y I
575 560.6317 2.51E+07 4.48E+06 Y I
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Table D.5: Emission Line Data–150 mTorr, 31.4 mm – Continued
window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons) Source
575 563.0130 1.09E+08 1.12E+07 Y I
575 564.4661 4.62E+07 5.18E+06 Y I
575 567.5280 3.06E+07 4.47E+06 Y I
575 570.0237 1.35E+07 4.41E+06 Cu I
575 577.7618 1.67E+08 4.66E+06 Ba I
575 578.2130 1.03E+08 4.51E+06 Cu I
575 580.0225 6.66E+07 4.38E+06 Ba I
575 580.5678 5.91E+07 4.37E+06 Ba I
575 582.6273 1.55E+08 4.49E+06 Ba I
575 585.3668 2.29E+08 4.69E+06 Ba II
600 585.3668 2.31E+08 7.64E+06 Ba II
600 590.7633 3.54E+07 7.42E+06 Ba I
600 597.1693 3.91E+08 7.76E+06 Ba I
600 599.7084 1.53E+08 7.38E+06 Ba I
600 601.9465 2.60E+08 8.06E+06 Ba I
600 606.3109 2.45E+08 7.40E+06 Ba I
600 611.0779 3.11E+08 7.44E+06 Ba I
600 614.1713 3.37E+08 7.45E+06 Ba II
625 611.0779 2.86E+08 6.91E+06 Ba I
625 614.1713 3.45E+08 7.03E+06 Ba II
625 619.1733 2.53E+08 6.75E+06 Y I
625 622.2603 9.18E+07 6.86E+06 Y I
625 634.1677 2.56E+08 6.59E+06 Ba I
625 640.2025 3.12E+07 6.24E+06 Y I
650 640.2025 3.13E+07 8.80E+06 Y I
650 643.5034 3.17E+08 9.05E+06 Y I
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Table D.5: Emission Line Data–150 mTorr, 31.4 mm – Continued
window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons) Source
650 645.0850 2.25E+08 8.87E+06 Ba I
650 648.2910 2.96E+08 8.93E+06 Ba I
650 649.6896 4.24E+08 1.15E+07 Ba II
650 649.8757 4.23E+08 1.15E+07 Ba I
650 652.7308 3.50E+08 8.97E+06 Ba I
650 659.5323 3.09E+08 8.77E+06 Ba I
675 659.5323 3.73E+08 4.64E+06 Ba I
675 667.5267 2.96E+08 4.42E+06 Ba I
675 668.7565 1.14E+08 4.18E+06 Y I
675 669.3840 3.31E+08 4.45E+06 Ba I
675 670.0635 5.17E+07 4.15E+06 Y I
675 679.3708 1.04E+08 4.12E+06 Y I
675 686.5687 5.54E+07 4.03E+06 Ba I
700 686.5687 5.37E+07 6.20E+06 Ba I
700 705.9938 5.37E+08 6.94E+06 Ba I
700 712.0326 3.13E+08 6.23E+06 Ba I
725 712.0326 3.46E+08 6.32E+06 Ba I
725 719.5232 8.86E+07 5.92E+06 Ba I
725 728.0297 5.18E+08 6.60E+06 Ba I
725 739.2407 1.66E+08 5.79E+06 Ba I
750 739.2407 1.91E+08 3.92E+06 Ba I
750 741.7530 4.61E+07 3.68E+06 Ba I
750 748.8077 3.10E+08 4.20E+06 Ba I
750 761.0480 3.74E+07 3.52E+06 Ba I
775 761.0480 5.03E+07 5.10E+06 Ba I
775 767.2087 4.65E+08 5.77E+06 Ba I
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Table D.5: Emission Line Data–150 mTorr, 31.4 mm – Continued
window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons) Source
775 778.0479 3.59E+08 5.51E+06 Ba I
800 790.5748 2.72E+08 3.78E+06 Ba I
800 791.1334 3.03E+08 3.85E+06 Ba I
800 793.3124 5.48E+07 3.52E+06 Cu I
800 809.2631 7.49E+07 3.39E+06 Cu I
825 821.0249 1.07E+08 2.73E+06 Ba I
850 856.0000 5.22E+08 6.06E+06 Ba I
Table D.6: Emission Line Data–150 mTorr, 36.0 mm
window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons) Source
500 493.4076 1.94E+08 6.09E+06 Ba II
500 508.7423 4.10E+07 5.28E+06 Y II
500 510.5537 1.63E+08 5.72E+06 Cu I
525 508.7423 3.13E+07 2.77E+06 Y II
525 510.5537 1.46E+08 3.21E+06 Cu I
525 515.3231 4.02E+07 2.78E+06 Cu I
525 520.0410 3.10E+07 2.76E+06 Y II
525 520.5715 3.94E+07 2.76E+06 Y II
525 521.8198 4.35E+07 3.53E+06 Cu I
525 522.0100 2.71E+07 3.49E+06 Cu I
550 542.4554 7.98E+07 7.32E+06 Ba I
550 546.6467 1.59E+08 7.28E+06 Y I
550 551.9042 1.33E+08 7.24E+06 Ba I
550 552.7530 1.69E+08 7.17E+06 Y I
550 553.548 7.60E+08 8.53E+06 Ba I
550 558.1832 1.00E+08 7.48E+06 Y I
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Table D.6: Emission Line Data–150 mTorr, 36.0 mm – Continued
window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons) Source
550 563.0130 7.95E+07 7.21E+06 Y I
575 560.6317 2.46E+07 4.04E+06 Y I
575 563.0130 9.39E+07 4.06E+06 Y I
575 564.4661 3.41E+07 4.68E+06 Y I
575 567.5280 2.65E+07 4.17E+06 Y I
575 567.9995 1.44E+07 4.14E+06 Ba I
575 570.0237 1.27E+07 3.99E+06 Cu I
575 577.7618 1.62E+08 4.19E+06 Ba I
575 578.2130 1.03E+08 4.06E+06 Cu I
575 580.0225 5.76E+07 3.95E+06 Ba I
575 580.5678 6.16E+07 3.95E+06 Ba I
575 582.6273 1.50E+08 4.05E+06 Ba I
575 585.3668 2.19E+08 4.23E+06 Ba II
600 585.3668 1.39E+08 1.03E+07 Ba II
600 590.7633 2.33E+07 1.02E+07 Ba I
600 597.1693 6.33E+08 1.08E+07 Ba I
600 599.7084 9.67E+07 1.00E+07 Ba I
600 601.9465 3.19E+08 1.02E+07 Ba I
600 606.3109 1.23E+08 9.94E+06 Ba I
600 611.0779 1.89E+08 1.00E+07 Ba I
600 614.1713 2.60E+08 9.88E+06 Ba II
625 611.0779 3.00E+08 8.13E+06 Ba I
625 614.1713 3.57E+08 8.23E+06 Ba II
625 619.1733 2.91E+08 8.00E+06 Y I
625 622.2603 1.04E+08 8.07E+06 Y I
625 634.1677 2.61E+08 7.75E+06 Ba I
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Table D.6: Emission Line Data–150 mTorr, 36.0 mm – Continued
window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons) Source
625 640.2025 2.44E+07 7.40E+06 Y I
650 640.2025 3.22E+07 8.56E+06 Y I
650 643.5034 3.17E+08 8.81E+06 Y I
650 645.0850 2.24E+08 8.63E+06 Ba I
650 648.2910 2.95E+08 8.69E+06 Ba I
650 649.6896 4.22E+08 1.12E+07 Ba II
650 649.8757 4.22E+08 1.12E+07 Ba I
650 652.7308 3.48E+08 8.72E+06 Ba I
650 659.5323 3.06E+08 8.54E+06 Ba I
675 659.5323 3.19E+08 4.00E+06 Ba I
675 667.5267 2.61E+08 3.83E+06 Ba I
675 668.7565 1.10E+08 3.62E+06 Y I
675 669.3840 2.93E+08 3.86E+06 Ba I
675 670.0635 4.27E+07 3.60E+06 Y I
675 679.3708 9.03E+07 3.56E+06 Y I
675 686.5687 4.80E+07 3.49E+06 Ba I
700 686.5687 5.68E+07 6.59E+06 Ba I
700 705.9938 5.75E+08 7.39E+06 Ba I
700 712.0326 3.33E+08 6.62E+06 Ba I
725 712.0326 3.84E+08 7.03E+06 Ba I
725 719.5232 9.42E+07 6.59E+06 Ba I
725 728.0297 5.81E+08 7.36E+06 Ba I
725 739.2407 1.76E+08 6.43E+06 Ba I
750 739.2407 2.12E+08 4.34E+06 Ba I
750 741.7530 6.27E+07 4.09E+06 Ba I
750 748.8077 3.49E+08 4.67E+06 Ba I
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Table D.6: Emission Line Data–150 mTorr, 36.0 mm – Continued
window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons) Source
750 761.0480 3.53E+07 3.91E+06 Ba I
775 761.0480 5.04E+07 5.81E+06 Ba I
775 767.2087 5.45E+08 6.52E+06 Ba I
775 778.0479 4.03E+08 6.04E+06 Ba I
800 790.5748 2.88E+08 3.97E+06 Ba I
800 791.1334 3.58E+08 4.12E+06 Ba I
800 793.3124 5.25E+07 3.73E+06 Cu I
800 809.2631 8.33E+07 3.60E+06 Cu I
825 821.0249 1.07E+08 3.44E+06 Ba I
850 856.0000 5.29E+08 6.83E+06 Ba I
Table D.7: Emission Line Data–150 mTorr, 45.7 mm
window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons) Source
500 493.4076 8.32E+07 4.76E+06 Ba II
500 510.5537 6.98E+07 4.47E+06 Cu I
525 510.5537 6.87E+07 2.79E+06 Cu I
525 515.3231 1.25E+07 2.32E+06 Cu I
525 521.8198 1.52E+07 2.33E+06 Cu I
550 542.4554 4.11E+07 4.66E+06 Ba I
550 546.6467 5.54E+07 4.61E+06 Y I
550 551.9042 6.54E+07 4.60E+06 Ba I
550 552.7530 6.55E+07 4.54E+06 Y I
550 553.5480 4.50E+08 5.50E+06 Ba I
550 558.1832 3.44E+07 4.58E+06 Y I
550 563.0130 3.29E+07 4.59E+06 Y I
575 563.0130 3.71E+07 2.91E+06 Y I
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Table D.7: Emission Line Data–150 mTorr, 45.7 mm – Continued
window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons) Source
575 577.7618 8.74E+07 3.09E+06 Ba I
575 578.2130 4.58E+07 2.96E+06 Cu I
575 580.0225 3.37E+07 2.87E+06 Ba I
575 580.5678 4.03E+07 2.88E+06 Ba I
575 582.6273 8.07E+07 2.94E+06 Ba I
575 585.3668 1.19E+08 3.08E+06 Ba II
600 585.3668 1.16E+08 5.60E+06 Ba II
600 590.7633 2.05E+07 5.50E+06 Ba I
600 597.1693 3.42E+08 5.84E+06 Ba I
600 599.7084 6.78E+07 5.44E+06 Ba I
600 601.9465 2.04E+08 5.54E+06 Ba I
600 606.3109 1.27E+08 5.41E+06 Ba I
600 611.0779 1.61E+08 5.49E+06 Ba I
600 614.1713 1.58E+08 5.36E+06 Ba II
625 611.0779 1.68E+08 6.00E+06 Ba I
625 614.1713 1.61E+08 5.96E+06 Ba II
625 619.1733 1.75E+08 5.94E+06 Y I
625 622.2603 6.22E+07 5.94E+06 Y I
625 634.1677 1.37E+08 5.70E+06 Ba I
625 640.2025 1.17E+07 5.49E+06 Y I
650 640.2025 1.63E+07 5.06E+06 Y I
650 643.5034 1.87E+08 5.22E+06 Y I
650 645.0850 1.18E+08 5.09E+06 Ba I
650 648.2910 1.64E+08 5.13E+06 Ba I
650 649.6896 2.21E+08 6.83E+06 Ba II
650 649.8757 2.53E+08 6.93E+06 Ba I
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Table D.7: Emission Line Data–150 mTorr, 45.7 mm – Continued
window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons) Source
650 652.7308 1.92E+08 5.14E+06 Ba I
650 659.5323 1.72E+08 5.04E+06 Ba I
675 659.5323 1.80E+08 2.94E+06 Ba I
675 667.5267 1.48E+08 2.82E+06 Ba I
675 668.7565 6.33E+07 2.67E+06 Y I
675 669.3840 1.63E+08 2.84E+06 Ba I
675 679.3708 4.99E+07 2.62E+06 Y I
675 686.5687 3.01E+07 2.57E+06 Ba I
700 686.5687 3.28E+06 4.19E+06 Ba I
700 705.9938 3.52E+08 4.72E+06 Ba I
700 712.0326 1.93E+08 4.19E+06 Ba I
725 712.0326 2.05E+08 3.77E+06 Ba I
725 719.5232 2.22E+08 3.24E+06 Ba I
725 728.0297 3.13E+08 3.96E+06 Ba I
725 739.2407 8.12E+07 3.44E+06 Ba I
750 739.2407 1.04E+08 2.46E+06 Ba I
750 741.7530 3.28E+07 2.33E+06 Ba I
750 748.8077 1.84E+08 2.67E+06 Ba I
750 761.0480 1.52E+07 2.22E+06 Ba I
775 761.0480 2.47E+07 3.51E+06 Ba I
775 767.2087 2.97E+08 3.97E+06 Ba I
775 778.0479 2.13E+08 3.66E+06 Ba I
800 790.5748 1.41E+08 3.01E+06 Ba I
800 791.1334 2.22E+08 3.24E+06 Ba I
800 793.3124 1.75E+07 2.87E+06 Cu I
800 809.2631 2.25E+07 2.76E+06 Cu I
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Table D.7: Emission Line Data–150 mTorr, 45.7 mm – Continued
window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons) Source
825 821.0249 5.74E+07 2.59E+06 Ba I
850 856.0000 3.32E+08 5.04E+06 Ba I
Table D.8: Emission Line Data–150 mTorr, 55.0 mm
window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons) Source
500 493.4076 5.22E+07 3.86E+06 Ba II
500 510.5537 2.71E+07 3.33E+06 Cu I
525 510.5537 4.04E+07 2.68E+06 Cu I
550 542.4554 1.32E+07 3.53E+06 Ba I
550 546.6467 2.17E+07 3.48E+06 Y I
550 551.9042 3.02E+07 3.48E+06 Ba I
550 552.7530 2.72E+07 3.43E+06 Y I
550 553.5480 2.90E+08 4.21E+06 Ba I
550 558.1832 1.38E+07 3.43E+06 Y I
575 577.7618 3.92E+07 1.84E+06 Ba I
575 578.2130 1.45E+07 1.82E+06 Cu I
575 580.0225 1.17E+07 1.61E+06 Ba I
575 580.5678 1.61E+07 1.62E+06 Ba I
575 582.6273 3.24E+07 1.66E+06 Ba I
575 585.3668 5.53E+07 1.78E+06 Ba II
600 585.3668 6.04E+07 3.57E+06 Ba II
600 590.7633 1.29E+07 3.52E+06 Ba I
600 597.1693 2.03E+08 3.72E+06 Ba I
600 599.7084 3.59E+07 3.47E+06 Ba I
600 601.9465 1.13E+08 3.52E+06 Ba I
600 606.3109 6.23E+07 3.45E+06 Ba I
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Table D.8: Emission Line Data–150 mTorr, 55.0 mm – Continued
window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons) Source
600 611.0779 7.45E+07 3.43E+06 Ba I
600 614.1713 6.48E+07 3.40E+06 Ba II
625 611.0779 8.27E+07 3.41E+06 Ba I
625 614.1713 8.12E+07 3.40E+06 Ba II
625 619.1733 8.11E+07 3.36E+06 Y I
625 622.2603 2.24E+07 3.49E+06 Y I
625 634.1677 6.75E+07 3.25E+06 Ba I
650 640.2025 1.10E+07 3.16E+06 Y I
650 643.5034 8.84E+07 3.23E+06 Y I
650 645.0850 5.98E+07 3.17E+06 Ba I
650 649.6896 1.12E+08 4.42E+06 Ba II
650 649.8757 1.59E+08 4.59E+06 Ba I
650 652.7308 1.06E+08 3.21E+06 Ba I
650 659.5323 8.78E+07 3.13E+06 Ba I
675 659.5323 9.82E+07 1.73E+06 Ba I
675 667.5267 7.44E+07 1.63E+06 Ba I
675 668.7565 2.60E+07 1.53E+06 Y I
675 669.3840 8.68E+07 1.65E+06 Ba I
675 679.3708 2.35E+07 1.51E+06 Y I
675 686.5687 1.14E+07 1.48E+06 Ba I
700 686.5687 1.23E+07 2.38E+06 Ba I
700 705.9938 2.00E+08 2.71E+06 Ba I
700 712.0326 9.54E+07 2.36E+06 Ba I
725 712.0326 1.10E+08 2.65E+06 Ba I
725 719.5232 1.81E+07 2.49E+06 Ba I
725 728.0297 1.83E+08 2.82E+06 Ba I
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Table D.8: Emission Line Data–150 mTorr, 55.0 mm – Continued
window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons) Source
725 739.2407 3.40E+07 2.41E+06 Ba I
750 739.2407 5.08E+07 1.98E+06 Ba I
750 741.7530 1.49E+07 1.89E+06 Ba I
750 748.8077 1.03E+08 2.19E+06 Ba I
775 761.0480 1.88E+07 2.61E+06 Ba I
775 767.2087 1.69E+08 2.98E+06 Ba I
775 778.0479 1.11E+08 2.70E+06 Ba I
800 790.5748 7.66E+07 2.45E+06 Ba I
800 791.1334 1.36E+08 2.69E+06 Ba I
800 809.2631 1.26E+07 2.28E+06 Cu I
825 821.0249 1.61E+07 2.24E+06 Ba I
850 856.0000 1.70E+08 3.56E+06 Ba I
Table D.9: Emission Line Data–400 mTorr, 31.4 mm
window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons) Source
500 488.3686 6.95E+07 6.45E+06 Y II
500 493.4076 2.70E+08 5.78E+06 Ba II
500 508.7423 7.36E+07 6.14E+06 Y II
500 510.5537 9.66E+07 6.18E+06 Cu I
525 508.7423 7.34E+07 4.17E+06 Y II
525 510.5537 1.04E+08 4.27E+06 Cu I
525 515.3231 4.25E+07 4.08E+06 Cu I
525 520.0410 8.32E+07 4.17E+06 Y II
525 520.5715 8.94E+07 4.20E+06 Y II
525 521.8198 7.92E+07 4.17E+06 Cu I
550 542.4554 9.32E+07 7.72E+06 Ba I
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Table D.9: Emission Line Data–400 mTorr, 31.4 mm – Continued
window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons) Source
550 546.6467 1.46E+08 7.67E+06 Y I
550 551.9042 1.46E+08 7.65E+06 Ba I
550 552.7530 1.54E+08 7.54E+06 Y I
550 553.5480 5.61E+08 8.72E+06 Ba I
550 558.1832 9.82E+07 7.53E+06 Y I
550 560.6317 1.74E+07 7.47E+06 Y I
550 563.0130 7.96E+07 7.59E+06 Y I
575 560.6317 2.89E+07 4.95E+06 Y I
575 563.0130 8.90E+07 7.59E+06 Y I
575 564.4661 4.03E+07 6.03E+06 Y I
575 567.5280 3.94E+07 4.95E+06 Y I
575 570.0237 1.83E+07 4.88E+06 Cu I
575 577.7618 1.60E+08 5.22E+06 Ba I
575 578.2130 8.55E+07 5.02E+06 Cu I
575 580.0225 5.89E+07 4.87E+06 Ba I
575 580.5678 5.74E+07 4.87E+06 Ba I
575 582.6273 1.22E+08 4.92E+06 Ba I
575 585.3668 2.12E+08 5.19E+06 Ba II
600 585.3668 2.04E+08 5.99E+06 Ba II
600 590.7633 1.78E+07 5.79E+06 Ba I
600 597.1693 1.92E+08 5.85E+06 Ba I
600 599.7084 1.22E+08 5.75E+06 Ba I
600 601.9465 1.46E+08 6.36E+06 Ba I
600 606.3109 1.98E+08 5.77E+06 Ba I
600 611.0779 2.34E+08 5.83E+06 Ba I
600 614.1713 4.19E+08 6.14E+06 Ba II
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Table D.9: Emission Line Data–400 mTorr, 31.4 mm – Continued
window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons) Source
625 611.0779 2.30E+08 1.15E+07 Ba I
625 614.1713 5.28E+08 1.17E+07 Ba II
625 619.1733 2.30E+08 1.12E+07 Y I
625 622.2603 1.12E+08 1.30E+07 Y I
625 634.1677 1.76E+08 1.08E+07 Ba I
650 640.2025 3.46E+07 7.34E+06 Y I
650 643.5034 2.08E+08 7.48E+06 Y I
650 645.0850 1.47E+08 7.36E+06 Ba I
650 648.2910 1.85E+08 7.38E+06 Ba I
650 649.6896 3.31E+08 9.97E+06 Ba II
650 649.8757 4.13E+08 1.03E+07 Ba I
650 652.7308 2.35E+08 7.41E+06 Ba I
650 659.5323 1.99E+08 7.25E+06 Ba I
675 659.5323 2.03E+08 3.28E+06 Ba I
675 667.5267 1.85E+08 3.20E+06 Ba I
675 668.7565 9.40E+07 3.04E+06 Y I
675 669.3840 2.10E+08 3.22E+06 Ba I
675 670.0635 3.77E+07 3.01E+06 Y I
675 679.3708 9.11E+07 3.00E+06 Y I
675 686.5687 4.17E+07 2.93E+06 Ba I
700 686.5687 5.40E+07 4.81E+06 Ba I
700 705.9938 3.82E+08 5.36E+06 Ba I
700 712.0326 2.24E+08 4.82E+06 Ba I
725 712.0326 2.46E+08 4.95E+06 Ba I
725 719.5232 8.31E+07 4.65E+06 Ba I
725 728.0297 3.43E+08 5.10E+06 Ba I
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Table D.9: Emission Line Data–400 mTorr, 31.4 mm – Continued
window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons) Source
725 739.2407 1.39E+08 4.56E+06 Ba I
750 739.2407 1.58E+08 2.86E+06 Ba I
750 741.7530 4.05E+07 2.62E+06 Ba I
750 748.8077 2.04E+08 3.10E+06 Ba I
750 761.0480 3.00E+07 2.50E+06 Ba I
775 761.0480 4.29E+07 4.31E+06 Ba I
775 767.2087 3.28E+08 4.85E+06 Ba I
775 778.0479 2.43E+08 4.52E+06 Ba I
800 790.5748 2.32E+08 3.66E+06 Ba I
800 791.1334 2.68E+08 3.75E+06 Ba I
800 793.3124 3.88E+07 3.43E+06 Cu I
800 809.2631 5.05E+07 3.30E+06 Cu I
825 821.0249 7.17E+07 3.15E+06 Ba I
850 856.0000 3.71E+08 5.59E+06 Ba I
Table D.10: Emission Line Data–400 mTorr, 36.0 mm
window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons) Source
500 488.3686 4.48E+07 5.78E+06 Y II
500 493.4076 1.77E+08 6.44E+06 Ba II
500 508.7423 5.87E+07 5.54E+06 Y II
500 510.5537 6.99E+07 5.57E+06 Cu I
525 508.7423 3.02E+07 2.99E+06 Y II
525 510.5537 6.32E+07 3.17E+06 Cu I
525 520.0410 3.52E+07 2.97E+06 Y II
525 520.5715 4.61E+07 3.03E+06 Y II
525 521.8198 3.23E+07 2.99E+06 Cu I
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Table D.10: Emission Line Data–400 mTorr, 36.0 mm – Continued
window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons) Source
550 542.4554 7.51E+07 6.50E+06 Ba I
550 546.6467 1.15E+08 6.46E+06 Y I
550 551.9042 1.20E+08 6.45E+06 Ba I
550 552.7530 1.21E+08 6.35E+06 Y I
550 553.5480 4.50E+08 7.39E+06 Ba I
550 558.1832 6.74E+07 7.94E+06 Y I
550 560.6317 1.96E+07 6.29E+06 Y I
550 563.0130 6.07E+07 6.39E+06 Y I
575 560.6317 2.19E+07 3.89E+06 Y I
575 563.0130 6.96E+07 3.92E+06 Y I
575 564.4661 3.03E+07 5.24E+06 Y I
575 567.5280 3.15E+07 3.99E+06 Y I
575 567.9995 1.29E+07 3.95E+06 Ba I
575 577.7618 1.24E+08 4.12E+06 Ba I
575 578.2130 6.41E+07 3.93E+06 Cu I
575 580.0225 4.91E+07 3.86E+06 Ba I
575 580.5678 4.21E+07 3.84E+06 Ba I
575 582.6273 9.92E+07 3.89E+06 Ba I
575 585.3668 1.45E+08 4.04E+06 Ba II
600 585.3668 1.44E+08 1.07E+07 Ba II
600 590.7633 2.48E+07 1.05E+07 Ba I
600 597.1693 6.65E+08 1.11E+07 Ba I
600 599.7084 1.34E+08 1.04E+07 Ba I
600 601.9465 3.01E+08 1.75E+07 Ba I
600 606.3109 1.28E+08 1.03E+07 Ba I
600 611.0779 2.16E+08 1.05E+07 Ba I
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Table D.10: Emission Line Data–400 mTorr, 36.0 mm – Continued
window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons) Source
600 614.1713 3.60E+08 1.03E+07 Ba II
625 611.0779 1.76E+08 1.10E+07 Ba I
625 614.1713 3.28E+08 1.12E+07 Ba II
625 619.1733 1.92E+08 1.09E+07 Y I
625 622.2603 9.18E+07 1.28E+07 Y I
625 634.1677 1.47E+08 1.05E+07 Ba I
650 640.2025 2.96E+07 5.72E+06 Y I
650 643.5034 1.71E+08 5.84E+06 Y I
650 645.0850 1.23E+08 5.75E+06 Ba I
650 648.2910 1.49E+08 5.75E+06 Ba I
650 649.6896 3.27E+08 8.17E+06 Ba II
650 649.8757 2.24E+08 7.74E+06 Ba I
650 652.7308 1.78E+08 5.74E+06 Ba I
650 659.5323 1.53E+08 5.64E+06 Ba I
675 659.5323 1.72E+08 2.72E+06 Ba I
675 667.5267 1.46E+08 2.61E+06 Ba I
675 668.7565 7.81E+07 2.46E+06 Y I
675 669.3840 1.73E+08 2.62E+06 Ba I
675 670.0635 2.92E+07 2.44E+06 Y I
675 679.3708 7.58E+07 2.43E+06 Y I
675 686.5687 3.12E+07 2.36E+06 Ba I
700 686.5687 4.16E+07 4.24E+06 Ba I
700 705.9938 3.17E+08 4.73E+06 Ba I
700 712.0326 1.87E+08 4.25E+06 Ba I
725 712.0326 2.03E+08 4.03E+06 Ba I
725 719.5232 7.04E+07 3.78E+06 Ba I
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Table D.10: Emission Line Data–400 mTorr, 36.0 mm – Continued
window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons) Source
725 728.0297 2.80E+08 4.15E+06 Ba I
725 739.2407 1.10E+08 3.70E+06 Ba I
750 739.2407 1.32E+08 2.77E+06 Ba I
750 741.7530 3.51E+07 2.57E+06 Ba I
750 748.8077 1.80E+08 2.89E+06 Ba I
750 761.0480 2.63E+07 2.46E+06 Ba I
775 761.0480 3.08E+07 4.27E+06 Ba I
775 767.2087 2.77E+08 4.81E+06 Ba I
775 778.0479 2.01E+08 4.44E+06 Ba I
800 790.5748 1.83E+08 2.95E+06 Ba I
800 791.1334 2.20E+08 3.04E+06 Ba I
800 793.3124 1.93E+07 2.76E+06 Cu I
800 809.2631 2.90E+07 2.66E+06 Cu I
825 821.0249 7.29E+07 3.19E+06 Ba I
850 856.0000 3.17E+08 5.73E+06 Ba I
Table D.11: Emission Line Data–400 mTorr, 45.7 mm
window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons) Source
500 493.4076 4.65E+07 4.75E+06 Ba II
525 508.7423 1.52E+07 1.70E+06 Y II
525 510.5537 2.19E+07 1.77E+06 Cu I
525 515.3231 1.15E+07 1.64E+06 Cu I
525 522.0100 6.04E+06 1.60E+06 Cu I
550 542.4554 2.87E+07 3.39E+06 Ba I
550 546.6467 3.24E+07 3.35E+06 Y I
550 551.9042 4.23E+07 3.35E+06 Ba I
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Table D.11: Emission Line Data–400 mTorr, 45.7 mm – Continued
window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons) Source
550 552.7530 4.48E+07 3.30E+06 Y I
550 553.5480 2.45E+08 3.96E+06 Ba I
550 558.1832 1.92E+07 3.30E+06 Y I
550 563.0130 1.86E+07 3.33E+06 Y I
575 563.0130 1.63E+07 2.16E+06 Y I
575 577.7618 5.54E+07 2.42E+06 Ba I
575 578.2130 2.76E+07 2.27E+06 Cu I
575 580.0225 2.09E+07 2.14E+06 Ba I
575 580.5678 1.87E+07 2.13E+06 Ba I
575 582.6273 3.49E+07 2.16E+06 Ba I
575 585.3668 5.96E+07 2.33E+06 Ba II
600 585.3668 6.05E+07 1.00E+07 Ba II
600 597.1693 4.43E+08 1.05E+07 Ba I
600 599.7084 4.50E+07 9.78E+06 Ba I
600 601.9465 2.14E+08 9.89E+06 Ba I
600 606.3109 6.51E+07 9.66E+06 Ba I
600 611.0779 1.08E+08 9.70E+06 Ba I
600 614.1713 7.67E+07 9.52E+06 Ba II
625 611.0779 8.72E+07 7.93E+06 Ba I
625 614.1713 4.33E+07 9.96E+06 Ba II
625 619.1733 1.10E+08 7.84E+06 Y I
625 622.2603 4.32E+07 9.93E+06 Y I
625 634.1677 7.55E+07 7.60E+06 Ba I
650 634.1677 1.04E+08 6.70E+06 Ba I
650 640.2025 1.27E+07 3.13E+06 Y I
650 643.5034 9.51E+07 3.21E+06 Y I
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Table D.11: Emission Line Data–400 mTorr, 45.7 mm – Continued
window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons) Source
650 645.0850 6.17E+07 3.14E+06 Ba I
650 648.2910 8.00E+07 3.15E+06 Ba I
650 649.6896 1.44E+08 4.60E+06 Ba II
650 649.8757 1.24E+08 4.52E+06 Ba I
650 652.7308 9.34E+07 3.15E+06 Ba I
650 659.5323 8.77E+07 3.10E+06 Ba I
675 659.5323 8.70E+07 1.88E+06 Ba I
675 667.5267 6.89E+07 1.79E+06 Ba I
675 668.7565 3.83E+07 1.71E+06 Y I
675 669.3840 8.38E+07 1.82E+06 Ba I
675 679.3708 3.59E+07 1.70E+06 Y I
675 686.5687 1.65E+07 1.65E+06 Ba I
700 686.5687 2.02E+07 2.54E+06 Ba I
700 705.9938 1.76E+08 2.85E+06 Ba I
700 712.0326 9.37E+07 2.52E+06 Ba I
725 712.0326 1.07E+08 2.59E+06 Ba I
725 719.5232 2.77E+07 2.42E+06 Ba I
725 728.0297 1.49E+08 2.67E+06 Ba I
725 739.2407 5.54E+07 2.37E+06 Ba I
750 739.2407 6.42E+07 1.92E+06 Ba I
750 741.7530 1.83E+07 1.80E+06 Ba I
750 748.8077 9.87E+07 2.05E+06 Ba I
775 761.0480 1.26E+07 2.40E+06 Ba I
775 767.2087 1.59E+08 2.75E+06 Ba I
775 778.0479 1.03E+08 2.48E+06 Ba I
800 790.5748 7.98E+07 3.50E+06 Ba I
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Table D.11: Emission Line Data–400 mTorr, 45.7 mm – Continued
window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons) Source
800 791.1334 1.38E+08 3.83E+06 Ba I
850 856.0000 1.76E+08 3.81E+06 Ba I
D.3 Ba I Beer-Lambert Correction Factors
The Ba I Beer-Lambert self-absorption factor, Njx for each observed condition
is listed below, along with the associated error. These values were determined using
spectral data for the Ba I 3F ◦ → 3D manifold.
Table D.12: Beer-Lambert Correction Factors for Ba I
Pressure (mTorr) Distance (mm) Njx (1E8 nm
2) σ (1E8 nm2)
50 31.4 1.108E-04 1.63E-05
50 36.0 1.066E-04 1.51E-05
50 45.7 1.028E-04 1.15E-05
50 55.0 9.736E-05 1.19E-05
150 31.4 1.308E-04 1.07E-05
150 36.0 1.345E-04 1.31E-05
150 45.7 1.236E-04 1.34E-05
150 55.0 1.180E-04 1.33E-05
400 31.4 1.270E-04 1.38E-05
400 36.0 1.303E-04 1.33E-05
400 45.7 1.274E-04 1.66E-05
D.4 Corrected Ba I Fluences
The tables below present the corrected fluences for Ba I transitions terminating
on the 3D metastable states. Corrections were performed by using the Beer-Lambert
law using self-absorption correction factors shown in the previous section.
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Table D.13: Corrected Ba I Fluences–50 mTorr, 31.4 mm
Window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons)
600 590.7633 1.67E+07 5.54E+06
600 597.1693 2.43E+08 3.09E+07
600 599.7084 1.48E+08 3.40E+07
600 601.9465 2.16E+08 4.55E+07
600 606.3109 3.30E+08 8.03E+07
600 611.0799 4.15E+08 1.19E+08
625 611.0799 4.56E+08 1.28E+08
625 634.1677 2.44E+08 3.63E+07
650 645.0850 2.16E+08 2.87E+07
650 649.8757 9.38E+08 4.02E+08
650 652.7308 5.30E+08 9.58E+07
650 659.5323 4.84E+08 1.03E+08
675 667.5267 2.19E+08 1.54E+07
675 669.3840 2.46E+08 1.58E+07
700 705.9938 2.10E+09 1.20E+09
700 712.0326 3.45E+08 6.49E+07
725 712.0326 3.78E+08 6.94E+07
725 728.0297 1.34E+09 5.72E+08
750 748.8077 2.69E+08 2.32E+07
775 767.2087 7.96E+08 2.16E+08
775 778.0479 3.55E+08 3.48E+07
Table D.14: Corrected Ba I Fluences–50 mTorr, 36.0 mm
Window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons)
575 580.5678 4.14E+07 3.97E+06
600 590.7633 1.46E+07 5.33E+06
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Table D.14: Corrected Ba I Fluences–50 mTorr, 36.0 mm – Continued
Window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons)
600 597.1693 2.59E+08 3.15E+07
600 599.7084 1.75E+08 3.74E+07
600 601.9465 2.35E+08 4.69E+07
600 606.3109 3.27E+08 7.61E+07
600 611.0779 2.45E+08 5.37E+06
625 611.0779 2.81E+08 7.70E+06
625 634.1677 3.07E+08 4.41E+07
650 645.0850 2.28E+08 2.96E+07
650 649.8757 1.06E+09 4.31E+08
650 652.7308 5.42E+08 9.37E+07
650 659.5323 5.19E+08 1.05E+08
675 659.5323 5.87E+07 1.07E+08
675 667.5267 2.50E+08 1.71E+07
675 669.3840 2.84E+08 1.77E+07
700 705.9938 2.38E+09 1.29E+09
700 712.0326 2.74E+08 5.47E+06
725 712.0326 3.39E+08 8.83E+06
725 728.0297 1.76E+09 7.19E+08
750 748.8077 3.20E+08 2.64E+07
775 767.2087 8.94E+08 2.30E+08
775 778.0479 4.26E+08 3.94E+07
Table D.15: Corrected Ba I Fluences–50 mTorr, 45.7 mm
Window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons)
575 580.5678 2.74E+07 2.37E+06
600 590.7633 1.35E+07 4.35E+06
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Table D.15: Corrected Ba I Fluences–50 mTorr, 45.7 mm – Continued
Window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons)
600 597.1693 1.96E+08 2.22E+07
600 599.7084 1.09E+08 2.28E+07
600 601.9465 1.59E+08 3.03E+07
600 606.3109 2.06E+08 4.49E+07
600 611.0779 1.68E+08 4.39E+06
625 611.0779 1.52E+08 3.73E+06
625 634.1677 1.66E+08 2.13E+07
650 645.0850 1.54E+08 1.89E+07
650 649.8757 7.26E+08 2.67E+08
650 652.7308 3.64E+08 5.58E+07
650 659.5323 3.37E+08 6.07E+07
675 667.5267 1.69E+08 1.12E+07
675 669.3840 1.91E+08 1.15E+07
700 705.9938 1.66E+09 8.07E+08
700 712.0326 1.90E+08 4.66E+06
725 712.0326 2.14E+08 5.29E+06
725 728.0297 1.11E+09 4.05E+08
750 741.7530 2.28E+07 2.54E+06
750 748.8077 2.33E+08 1.76E+07
775 767.2087 6.17E+08 1.42E+08
775 778.0479 2.66E+08 2.32E+07
Table D.16: Corrected Ba I Fluences–50 mTorr, 55.0 mm
Window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons)
600 597.1693 1.99E+08 2.16E+07
600 599.7084 7.57E+07 1.69E+07
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Table D.16: Corrected Ba I Fluences–50 mTorr, 55.0 mm – Continued
Window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons)
600 601.9465 1.42E+08 2.65E+07
600 606.3109 1.65E+08 3.59E+07
600 611.0779 1.47E+08 4.08E+06
625 611.0779 1.46E+08 3.90E+06
625 634.1677 1.66E+08 2.10E+07
650 645.0850 1.19E+08 1.53E+07
650 649.8757 6.40E+08 2.28E+08
650 652.7308 3.09E+08 4.71E+07
650 659.5323 2.89E+08 5.15E+07
675 659.5323 3.32E+08 5.21E+07
675 667.5267 1.48E+08 9.36E+06
675 669.3840 1.74E+08 9.91E+06
700 705.9938 1.62E+09 7.69E+08
700 712.0326 1.89E+08 5.15E+06
725 712.0326 2.10E+08 4.69E+06
725 728.0297 1.07E+09 3.78E+08
750 741.7530 2.32E+07 2.35E+06
750 748.8077 2.22E+08 1.63E+07
775 767.2087 5.95E+08 1.34E+08
775 778.0479 2.63E+08 2.24E+07
Table D.17: Corrected Ba I Fluences–150 mTorr, 31.4 mm
Window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons)
600 590.7633 3.54E+07 7.42E+06
600 597.1693 5.26E+08 6.23E+07
600 599.7084 2.58E+08 5.74E+07
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Table D.17: Corrected Ba I Fluences–150 mTorr, 31.4 mm – Continued
Window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons)
600 601.9465 4.32E+08 8.65E+07
600 606.3109 4.67E+08 1.14E+08
600 611.0779 3.11E+08 7.44E+06
625 611.0779 2.86E+08 6.91E+06
625 634.1677 3.64E+08 5.19E+07
650 645.0850 3.35E+08 3.74E+07
650 649.8757 1.39E+09 5.84E+08
650 652.7308 7.28E+08 1.16E+08
650 659.5323 7.30E+08 1.35E+08
675 659.5323 8.81E+08 1.49E+08
675 667.5267 3.84E+08 2.42E+07
675 669.3840 4.22E+08 2.44E+07
700 705.9938 2.85E+09 1.61E+09
700 712.0326 3.13E+07 6.22E+06
725 712.0326 3.46E+07 6.32E+06
725 728.0297 1.78E+09 7.54E+08
750 748.8077 3.83E+08 3.23E+07
775 767.2087 9.99E+08 2.67E+08
775 778.0479 4.56E+08 4.32E+07
Table D.18: Corrected Ba I Fluences–150 mTorr, 36.0 mm
Window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons)
575 580.5678 6.16E+07 3.95E+06
600 590.7633 2.33E+07 1.02E+07
600 597.1693 8.59E+08 1.06E+08
600 599.7084 1.66E+08 4.82E+07
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Table D.18: Corrected Ba I Fluences–150 mTorr, 36.0 mm – Continued
Window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons)
600 601.9465 5.38E+08 1.15E+08
600 606.3109 2.38E+08 7.39E+07
600 611.0779 1.89E+08 1.00E+07
625 611.0779 3.00E+08 8.13E+06
625 634.1677 3.74E+08 5.81E+07
650 645.0850 3.37E+08 4.01E+07
650 649.8757 1.43E+09 6.44E+08
650 652.7308 7.39E+08 1.28E+08
650 659.5323 7.40E+08 1.50E+08
675 659.5323 7.73E+08 1.45E+08
675 667.5267 3.42E+08 2.33E+07
675 669.3840 3.76E+08 2.35E+07
700 705.9938 3.19E+09 1.94E+09
700 712.0326 3.33E+08 6.62E+06
725 712.0326 3.84E+08 7.03E+06
725 728.0297 2.07E+09 9.41E+08
750 741.7530 6.27E+07 4.09E+06
750 748.8077 4.35E+08 3.89E+07
775 767.2087 1.20E+09 3.42E+08
775 778.0479 5.15E+08 5.18E+07
Table D.19: Corrected Ba I Fluences–150 mTorr, 45.7 mm
Window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons)
600 590.7633 2.05E+07 5.50E+06
600 597.1693 4.53E+08 5.33E+07
600 599.7084 1.11E+08 2.87E+07
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Table D.19: Corrected Ba I Fluences–150 mTorr, 45.7 mm – Continued
Window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons)
600 601.9465 3.31E+08 6.60E+07
600 606.3109 2.33E+08 6.07E+07
600 611.0779 1.61E+08 5.49E+06
625 611.0779 1.68E+08 6.00E+06
625 634.1677 1.91E+08 3.06E+07
650 645.0850 1.72E+08 2.03E+07
650 649.8757 7.76E+08 3.33E+08
650 652.7308 3.83E+08 6.53E+07
650 659.5323 3.87E+08 7.69E+07
675 659.5323 4.06E+08 7.54E+07
675 667.5267 1.90E+08 1.34E+07
675 669.3840 2.05E+08 1.34E+07
700 705.9938 1.70E+09 9.83E+08
700 712.0326 1.93E+08 4.19E+06
725 712.0326 2.05E+08 3.77E+06
725 728.0297 1.00E+09 4.33E+08
750 741.7530 3.28E+07 2.33E+06
750 748.8077 2.25E+08 1.95E+07
775 767.2087 6.12E+08 1.67E+08
775 778.0479 2.67E+08 2.62E+07
Table D.20: Corrected Ba I Fluences–150 mTorr, 55.0 mm
Window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons)
600 590.7633 1.29E+07 3.52E+06
600 597.1693 2.66E+08 3.07E+07
600 599.7084 5.77E+07 1.55E+07
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Table D.20: Corrected Ba I Fluences–150 mTorr, 55.0 mm – Continued
Window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons)
600 601.9465 1.78E+08 3.53E+07
600 606.3109 1.11E+08 2.96E+07
600 611.0779 7.45E+07 3.43E+06
625 611.0779 8.27E+07 3.41E+06
625 634.1677 9.28E+07 1.51E+07
650 645.0850 8.55E+07 1.11E+07
650 649.8757 4.65E+08 1.94E+08
650 652.7308 2.05E+08 3.49E+07
650 659.5323 1.91E+08 3.83E+07
675 659.5323 2.13E+08 3.90E+07
675 667.5267 9.44E+07 6.83E+06
675 669.3840 1.08E+08 7.10E+06
700 705.9938 8.98E+08 5.02E+08
700 712.0326 1.48E+08 2.70E+07
725 712.0326 1.70E+08 3.09E+07
725 728.0297 5.58E+08 2.34E+08
750 741.7530 1.51E+07 1.99E+06
750 748.8077 1.25E+08 1.13E+07
775 767.2087 3.38E+08 9.05E+07
775 778.0479 1.38E+08 1.41E+07
Table D.21: Corrected Ba I Fluences–400 mTorr, 31.4 mm
Window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons)
600 590.7633 1.78E+07 5.79E+06
600 597.1693 2.56E+08 3.42E+07
600 599.7084 2.03E+08 4.65E+07
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Table D.21: Corrected Ba I Fluences–400 mTorr, 31.4 mm – Continued
Window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons)
600 601.9465 2.39E+08 5.28E+07
600 606.3109 3.69E+08 9.33E+07
600 611.0779 2.34E+08 5.83E+06
625 611.0779 2.30E+08 1.15E+07
625 634.1677 2.48E+08 4.55E+07
650 645.0850 2.16E+08 2.82E+07
650 649.8757 1.31E+09 5.73E+08
650 652.7308 4.78E+08 8.59E+07
650 659.5323 4.60E+08 9.67E+07
675 659.5323 4.69E+08 8.92E+07
675 667.5267 2.39E+08 1.69E+07
675 669.3840 2.65E+08 1.71E+07
700 705.9938 1.93E+09 1.14E+09
700 712.0326 3.58E+08 6.80E+07
725 712.0326 3.93E+08 7.40E+07
725 728.0297 1.14E+09 5.06E+08
750 741.7530 4.11E+07 2.88E+06
750 748.8077 2.50E+08 2.24E+07
775 767.2087 6.89E+08 1.94E+08
775 778.0479 3.07E+08 3.13E+07
Table D.22: Corrected Ba I Fluences–400 mT, 36.0 mm
Window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons)
600 590.7633 2.48E+07 1.05E+07
600 597.1693 8.94E+08 1.08E+08
600 599.7084 2.27E+08 5.92E+07
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Table D.22: Corrected Ba I Fluences–400 mTorr, 36.0 mm – Continued
Window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons)
600 601.9465 5.00E+08 1.18E+08
600 606.3109 2.43E+08 7.43E+07
600 611.0779 2.16E+08 1.05E+07
625 611.0779 1.76E+08 1.10E+07
625 634.1677 2.08E+08 4.06E+07
650 645.0850 1.83E+08 2.32E+07
650 649.8757 7.31E+08 3.30E+08
650 652.7308 3.71E+08 6.66E+07
650 659.5323 3.61E+08 7.58E+07
675 659.5323 4.06E+08 7.67E+07
675 667.5267 1.89E+08 1.34E+07
675 669.3840 2.21E+08 1.41E+07
700 705.9938 1.67E+09 1.00E+09
700 712.0326 3.03E+08 2.18E+07
725 712.0326 3.29E+08 2.27E+07
725 728.0297 9.59E+08 4.30E+08
750 741.7530 3.56E+07 2.67E+06
750 748.8077 2.22E+08 2.02E+07
775 767.2087 5.94E+08 1.70E+08
775 778.0479 2.55E+08 2.70E+07
Table D.23: Corrected Ba I Fluences–400 mTorr, 45.7 mm
Window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons)
600 597.1693 5.91E+08 7.90E+07
600 599.7084 7.50E+07 3.08E+07
600 601.9465 3.51E+08 8.25E+07
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Table D.23: Corrected Ba I Fluences–400 mTorr, 45.7 mm – Continued
Window (nm) λ (nm) Φline (photons) σΦ (photons)
600 606.3109 1.22E+08 4.71E+07
600 611.0779 1.08E+08 9.70E+06
625 611.0779 8.72E+07 7.93E+06
625 634.1677 1.06E+08 2.45E+07
650 634.1677 1.46E+08 2.85E+07
650 645.0850 9.08E+07 1.27E+07
650 649.8757 3.94E+08 1.88E+08
650 652.7308 1.91E+08 3.77E+07
650 659.5323 2.03E+08 4.63E+07
675 659.5323 2.01E+08 4.31E+07
675 667.5267 8.90E+07 7.57E+06
675 669.3840 1.06E+08 8.10E+06
700 705.9938 8.94E+08 5.67E+08
700 712.0326 1.50E+08 3.09E+07
725 712.0326 1.71E+08 3.49E+07
725 728.0297 4.97E+08 2.36E+08
750 741.7530 1.86E+07 1.94E+06
750 748.8077 1.22E+08 1.21E+07
775 767.2087 3.35E+08 1.00E+08
775 778.0479 1.30E+08 1.46E+07
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Appendix E. Electronic State Distributions
This section presents the tabulated electronic state distributions for Y, Ba, and
Cu neutrals. The results are presented as a ratio, Rpop of the upper state population
to the ground state population:
Rpop =
Ni/gi
No/go
(E.1)
where Ni and No are respectively the upper and ground state populations, and gi and
go are respectively the upper and ground state degeneracies.
The upper state populations are estimated from the spectral fluences by the
relation:
Φline = kAijNi (E.2)
where Φline is the line fluence, Aij is the transition probability, and k is the dimen-
sionless ratio of dΩ/4π, where dΩ is the effective solid angle (in steradians) subtended
by the detector element. It is assumed this ratio is independent of wavelength. Sub-
stitution into equation E.1 yields:
Rpop =
Φline/(Aijgi)
kNo/go
=
Φline/(Aijgi)
α
(E.3)
where α = kNo/go.
The unknown, α, can be determined by invoking a boundary condition, requiring
that Rpop = 1 in the limit where the upper state energy approaches zero. This is done
by plotting the values of Ln(Φline/(Aijgi)) as a function of upper state energy, fitting
the data to a model (such as the Boltzmann LTE model), and assigning the value of
the y-intercept to Ln(α).
The electronic state distributions were also studied for deviations from the
nascent stoichiometry of Y:Ba:Cu in proportion to 1:2:3. This was done by plot-
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ting their electronic state distributions (Rpop vs Ei) with the value of α for each
element adjusted for the nascent stoichiometry. Noting the value of the geometric
optical factor, k, is independent of the element observed yields the relation between
values of α for each element, given the stoichiometric and degeneracy ratios:
k =
αY
NY /(go)Y
=
αBa
NBa/(go)Ba
=
αCu
NCu/(go)Cu
(E.4)
In this study, αY is used as the basis for comparison, and αBa and αCu are
expressed in terms of αY . As previously stated, the stoichiometric ratio is 1:2:3 for
Y:Ba:Cu. It is also noted the the ground state term for Y is 2D3/2, for Ba is
1S0,
while for Cu, it is 2S1/2. [65] This results in a Y:Ba:Cu ground state degeneracy ratio
of 4:1:2. Using the stoichiometric and degeneracy ratios, the values of αBa and αCu
are expressed in terms of αY as:
αY =
1
8
αBa =
1
6
αCu (E.5)
or
αBa = 8αY (E.6)
and
αCu = 6αY (E.7)
By plotting the electronic state distributions on a semilog plot (Ln(Rpop) vs (Ei),
using values of α determined from the stoichiometric ratios, deviations from nascent
stoichiometry may be monitored. At nascent stoichiometry, the y-intercepts of the
plot for Ba and Cu should be equal to zero within rounding error. (As the element of
comparison, the yttrium y-intercept will automatically equal zero–any slight deviation
being due to rounding error). If the y-intercept is greater than zero, this indicates the
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α computed from stoichiometry is too small because the bulk stoichiometric ratio of
Ba:Y or Cu:Y is greater than the actual stoichiometric ratio, possibly due to depletion
of atomic Y from oxide formation. Likewise, if the y-intercept for Ba or Cu is less
than zero, this would indicate that the actual stoichiometric ratio reflects depletion
of atomic Ba or Cu relative to the atomic Y population.
E.1 50 mTorr, 31.4 mm
Figure E.1: Electronic State Distributions at 50 mTorr, 31.4
mm. (◦ Y I, • Ba I, 4 Cu I)
Table E.1: Y I Electronic State Distributions at 50 mTorr, 31.4 mm
Window (nm) λ (nm) Ei (eV) Ln(Rpop) σ
625 619.1730 1.876 -5.585 0.290
650 643.5000 1.867 -5.593 0.291
625 622.2590 1.867 -5.121 0.344
650 640.2010 1.876 -5.091 0.608
550 546.6460 3.465 -9.916 0.355
550 552.7540 3.412 -9.475 0.348
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Table E.1: Y I Electronic State Distributions at 50 mTorr, 31.4 mm – Continued
Window (nm) λ (nm) Ei (eV) Ln(Rpop) σ
550 563.0130 3.334 -9.805 0.426
575 563.0130 3.334 -9.602 0.322
575 560.6330 3.412 -9.709 0.487
Table E.2: Ba I Electronic State Distributions at 50 mTorr, 31.4 mm
Window (nm) λ (nm) Ei (eV) Ln(Rpop) σ
775 767.2085 2.564 -7.838 0.532
775 778.0478 2.564 -7.965 0.360
750 748.8075 2.667 -8.538 0.346
725 728.0296 2.667 -8.415 0.689
725 712.0331 2.681 -8.272 0.443
850 856.0000 2.681 -8.684 0.288
700 712.0331 2.681 -8.364 0.451
700 705.9943 2.761 -8.661 0.836
675 667.5270 2.811 -8.848 0.183
650 659.5325 2.811 -8.754 0.329
675 669.3842 2.851 -8.985 0.177
650 652.7311 2.851 -9.033 0.296
650 645.0851 2.851 -8.834 0.247
650 649.8760 2.903 -9.291 0.693
625 634.1680 2.903 -9.134 0.416
700 686.5686 3.016 -9.270 0.462
675 686.5686 3.016 -9.669 0.470
600 590.7636 3.016 -9.397 0.602
725 739.2405 3.040 -9.730 0.318
800 790.5747 3.040 -9.400 0.278
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Table E.2: Ba I Electronic State Distributions at 50 mTorr, 31.4 mm – Continued
Window (nm) λ (nm) Ei (eV) Ln(Rpop) σ
750 739.2405 3.040 -9.404 0.284
725 719.5230 3.040 -9.190 0.367
575 582.6274 3.318 -10.573 0.158
575 580.0230 3.573 -11.567 0.371
550 551.9044 3.573 -11.236 0.368
575 577.7618 3.581 -11.727 0.301
Table E.3: Cu I Electronic State Distributions at 50 mTorr, 31.4 mm
Window (nm) λ (nm) Ei (eV) Ln(Rpop) σ
500 510.5540 3.577 -7.494 0.547
525 510.5540 3.577 -7.379 0.401
575 570.0200 3.577 -7.461 0.540
800 793.3130 5.013 -10.450 0.376
800 809.2631 5.013 -10.765 0.335
525 515.3240 5.803 -13.403 0.556
525 521.8200 5.804 -12.600 0.464
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E.2 50 mTorr, 36.0 mm
Figure E.2: Electronic State Distributions at 50 mTorr, 36.0
mm. (◦ Y I, • Ba I, 4 Cu I)
Table E.4: Y I Electronic State Distributions at 50 mTorr, 36.0 mm
Window (nm) λ (nm) Ei (eV) Ln(Rpop) σ
625 619.1730 1.876 -5.586 0.289
650 643.5000 1.867 -5.061 0.347
625 622.2590 1.867 -5.420 0.289
650 640.2010 1.876 -5.281 0.650
550 546.6460 3.465 -9.791 0.410
550 552.7540 3.412 -9.610 0.328
550 563.0130 3.334 -9.451 0.342
575 563.0130 3.334 -9.584 0.486
575 560.6330 3.412 -9.974 0.352
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Table E.5: Ba I Electronic State Distributions at 50 mTorr, 36.0 mm
Window (nm) λ (nm) Ei (eV) Ln(Rpop) σ
775 767.2085 2.564 -7.899 0.518
775 778.0478 2.564 -7.961 0.355
725 728.0296 2.667 -8.317 0.670
750 748.8075 2.667 -8.541 0.342
700 712.0331 2.681 -8.772 0.282
725 712.0331 2.681 -8.559 0.286
850 856.0000 2.681 -8.697 0.287
700 705.9943 2.761 -8.712 0.804
650 659.5325 2.811 -8.862 0.318
675 659.5325 2.811 -8.739 0.296
675 667.5270 2.811 -8.892 0.182
650 652.7311 2.851 -9.188 0.288
675 669.3842 2.851 -9.019 0.176
650 645.0851 2.851 -8.954 0.244
750 761.0477 2.851 -8.997 0.407
775 761.0477 2.851 -8.731 0.455
650 649.8760 2.903 -9.343 0.670
625 634.1680 2.903 -9.092 0.411
600 590.7636 3.016 -9.711 0.636
675 686.5686 3.016 -9.447 0.369
700 686.5686 3.016 -9.274 0.421
800 790.5747 3.040 -9.528 0.278
725 739.2405 3.040 -9.582 0.331
750 739.2405 3.040 -9.582 0.331
725 719.5230 3.040 -9.077 0.396
575 582.6274 3.318 -10.520 0.160
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Table E.5: Ba I Electronic State Distributions at 50 mTorr, 36.0 mm – Continued
Window (nm) λ (nm) Ei (eV) Ln(Rpop) σ
550 551.9044 3.573 -11.251 0.361
575 580.0230 3.573 -11.404 0.368
575 577.7618 3.581 -11.801 0.307
Table E.6: Cu I Electronic State Distributions at 50 mTorr, 36.0 mm
Window (nm) λ (nm) Ei (eV) Ln(Rpop) σ
500 510.5540 3.577 -7.568 0.542
525 510.5540 3.577 -7.400 0.392
575 570.0200 3.577 -7.535 0.600
800 793.3130 5.013 -10.583 0.380
800 809.2631 5.013 -10.888 0.337
525 515.3240 5.803 -13.160 0.473
525 521.8200 5.804 -12.493 0.437
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E.3 50 mTorr, 45.7 mm
Figure E.3: Electronic State Distributions at 50 mTorr, 45.7
mm. (◦ Y I, • Ba I, 4 Cu I)
Table E.7: Y I Electronic State Distributions at 50 mTorr, 45.7 mm
Window (nm) λ (nm) Ei (eV) Ln(Rpop) σ
650 643.5000 1.867 -6.801 0.287
625 622.2590 1.867 -6.515 0.326
625 619.1730 1.876 -6.879 0.283
650 640.2010 1.876 -6.399 0.579
550 563.0130 3.334 -12.288 0.521
575 563.0130 3.334 -11.336 0.337
550 552.7540 3.412 -11.904 0.382
550 546.6460 3.465 -12.561 0.416
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Table E.8: Ba I Electronic State Distributions at 50 mTorr, 45.7 mm
Window (nm) λ (nm) Ei (eV) Ln(Rpop) σ
775 767.2085 2.564 -9.302 0.492
775 778.0478 2.564 -9.463 0.349
725 728.0296 2.667 -9.805 0.625
750 748.8075 2.667 -9.891 0.335
700 712.0331 2.681 -10.170 0.287
725 712.0331 2.681 -10.051 0.285
750 741.7536 2.681 -9.631 0.370
850 856.0000 2.681 -10.065 0.289
700 705.9943 2.761 -10.104 0.748
650 659.5325 2.811 -10.323 0.296
675 667.5270 2.811 -10.316 0.180
650 652.7311 2.851 -10.618 0.268
675 669.3842 2.851 -10.447 0.174
650 645.0851 2.851 -10.379 0.237
750 761.0477 2.851 -10.528 0.444
775 761.0477 2.851 -10.021 0.435
650 649.8760 2.903 -10.729 0.395
625 634.1680 2.903 -10.756 0.632
600 590.7636 3.016 -10.817 0.592
675 686.5686 3.016 -10.747 0.389
700 686.5686 3.016 -10.862 0.499
800 790.5747 3.040 -10.947 0.282
725 739.2405 3.040 -11.043 0.344
750 739.2405 3.040 -11.001 0.291
725 719.5230 3.040 -10.648 0.420
575 582.6274 3.318 -11.981 0.157
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Table E.8: Ba I Electronic State Distributions at 50 mTorr, 45.7 mm – Continued
Window (nm) λ (nm) Ei (eV) Ln(Rpop) σ
550 551.9044 3.573 -13.429 0.389
575 580.0230 3.573 -13.242 0.399
575 577.7618 3.581 -13.197 0.303
Table E.9: Cu I Electronic State Distributions at 50 mTorr, 45.7 mm
Window (nm) λ (nm) Ei (eV) Ln(Rpop) σ
500 510.5540 3.577 -8.826 0.552
525 510.5540 3.577 -8.877 0.404
800 793.3130 5.013 -11.942 0.399
800 809.2631 5.013 -12.320 0.355
525 515.3240 5.803 -15.017 0.595
525 521.8200 5.804 -14.203 0.474
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E.4 50 mTorr, 55.0 mm
Figure E.4: Electronic State Distributions at 50 mTorr, 55.0
mm. (◦ Y I, • Ba I, 4 Cu I)
Table E.10: Y I Electronic State Distributions at 50 mTorr, 55.0 mm
Window (nm) λ (nm) Ei (eV) Ln(Rpop) σ
650 643.5000 1.867 -6.263 0.284
625 622.2590 1.867 -5.861 0.335
625 619.1730 1.876 -6.210 0.283
650 640.2010 1.876 -6.149 0.650
550 563.0130 3.334 -11.493 0.625
575 563.0130 3.334 -11.009 0.348
550 552.7540 3.412 -10.596 0.371
550 546.6460 3.465 -11.249 0.401
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Table E.11: Ba I Electronic State Distributions at 50 mTorr, 55.0 mm
Window (nm) λ (nm) Ei (eV) Ln(Rpop) σ
775 767.2085 2.564 -8.752 0.489
775 778.0478 2.564 -8.887 0.346
725 728.0296 2.667 -9.263 0.622
750 748.8075 2.667 -9.356 0.334
700 712.0331 2.681 -9.590 0.427
725 712.0331 2.681 -9.483 0.418
750 741.7536 2.681 -9.028 0.365
850 856.0000 2.681 -9.500 0.286
700 705.9943 2.761 -9.543 0.747
650 659.5325 2.811 -9.895 0.300
675 659.5325 2.811 -9.755 0.278
675 667.5270 2.811 -9.864 0.176
650 652.7311 2.851 -10.196 0.272
675 669.3842 2.851 -9.956 0.170
650 645.0851 2.851 -10.053 0.246
750 761.0477 2.851 -9.974 0.436
775 761.0477 2.851 -9.629 0.476
650 649.8760 2.903 -10.298 0.630
625 634.1680 2.903 -10.145 0.397
675 686.5686 3.016 -10.488 0.400
700 686.5686 3.016 -10.353 0.546
800 790.5747 3.040 -10.538 0.289
725 739.2405 3.040 -10.985 0.356
750 739.2405 3.040 -10.559 0.293
725 719.5230 3.040 -10.476 0.447
575 582.6274 3.318 -11.375 0.155
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Table E.11: Ba I Electronic State Distributions at 50 mTorr, 55.0 mm – Continued
Window (nm) λ (nm) Ei (eV) Ln(Rpop) σ
550 551.9044 3.573 -12.343 0.398
575 580.0230 3.573 -12.354 0.359
575 577.7618 3.581 -12.739 0.304
Table E.12: Cu I Electronic State Distributions at 50 mT, 55.0 mm
Window (nm) λ (nm) Ei (eV) Ln(Rpop) σ
500 510.5540 3.577 -8.156 0.550
525 510.5540 3.577 -8.463 0.414
800 793.3130 5.013 -12.007 0.567
800 809.2631 5.013 -11.924 0.392
525 515.3240 5.803 -13.925 0.516
525 521.8200 5.804 -13.556 0.474
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E.5 150 mTorr, 31.4 mm
Figure E.5: Electronic State Distributions at 150 mTorr, 31.4
mm. (◦ Y I, • Ba I, 4 Cu I)
Table E.13: Y I Electronic State Distributions at 150 mTorr, 31.4 mm
Window (nm) λ (nm) Ei (eV) Ln(Rpop) σ
650 643.5000 1.867 -5.569 0.293
625 622.2590 1.867 -4.895 0.341
625 619.1730 1.876 -5.551 0.292
625 640.2010 1.876 -4.789 0.468
650 640.2010 1.876 -4.783 0.545
550 563.0130 3.334 -9.436 0.435
575 563.0130 3.334 -9.143 0.318
575 567.5270 3.334 -8.752 0.422
550 552.7540 3.412 -9.214 0.340
550 560.6330 3.412 -9.445 0.713
575 560.6330 3.412 -9.176 0.455
550 546.6460 3.465 -9.603 0.344
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Table E.14: Ba I Electronic State Distributions at 150 mTorr, 31.4 mm
Window (nm) λ (nm) Ei (eV) Ln(Rpop) σ
775 767.2085 2.564 -7.640 0.527
775 778.0478 2.564 -7.745 0.357
725 728.0296 2.667 -8.156 0.684
750 748.8075 2.667 -8.215 0.344
700 712.0331 2.681 -8.490 0.282
725 712.0331 2.681 -8.392 0.278
750 741.7536 2.681 -7.748 0.339
850 856.0000 2.681 -8.578 0.286
700 705.9943 2.761 -8.386 0.828
650 659.5325 2.811 -8.374 0.301
675 659.5325 2.811 -8.186 0.283
675 667.5270 2.811 -8.316 0.176
650 652.7311 2.851 -8.745 0.274
675 669.3842 2.851 -8.475 0.171
650 645.0851 2.851 -8.425 0.226
750 761.0477 2.851 -8.313 0.355
775 761.0477 2.851 -8.018 0.362
650 649.8760 2.903 -8.931 0.686
625 634.1680 2.903 -8.763 0.409
600 590.7636 3.016 -8.677 0.480
675 686.5686 3.016 -8.658 0.336
700 686.5686 3.016 -8.689 0.376
800 790.5747 3.040 -9.018 0.274
725 739.2405 3.040 -9.110 0.298
750 739.2405 3.040 -8.967 0.279
725 719.5230 3.040 -8.567 0.327
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Table E.14: Ba I Electronic State Distributions at 150 mTorr, 31.4 mm – Continued
Window (nm) λ (nm) Ei (eV) Ln(Rpop) σ
575 582.6274 3.318 -10.091 0.155
550 551.9044 3.573 -10.854 0.350
575 580.0230 3.573 -10.819 0.341
575 577.7618 3.581 -11.441 0.303
Table E.15: Cu I Electronic State Distributions at 150 mTorr, 31.4 mm
Window (nm) λ (nm) Ei (eV) Ln(Rpop) σ
500 510.5540 3.577 -6.881 0.536
525 510.5540 3.577 -6.862 0.389
575 570.0200 3.577 -7.299 0.602
800 793.3130 5.013 -9.723 0.325
800 809.2631 5.013 -10.148 0.307
525 515.3240 5.803 -12.191 0.471
525 521.8200 5.804 -10.740 0.558
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E.6 150 mTorr, 36.0 mm
Figure E.6: Electronic State Distributions at 150 mTorr, 36.0
mm. (◦ Y I, • Ba I, 4 Cu I)
Table E.16: Y I Electronic State Distributions at 150 mTorr, 36.0 mm
Window (nm) λ (nm) Ei (eV) Ln(Rpop) σ
650 643.5000 1.867 -5.674 0.292
625 622.2590 1.867 -4.874 0.343
625 619.1730 1.876 -5.514 0.293
625 640.2010 1.876 -5.137 0.572
650 640.2010 1.876 -4.859 0.530
550 563.0130 3.334 -9.561 0.387
575 563.0130 3.334 -9.394 0.320
575 567.5270 3.334 -8.997 0.433
550 552.7540 3.412 -9.414 0.339
575 560.6330 3.412 -9.299 0.441
550 546.6460 3.465 -9.815 0.343
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Table E.17: Ba I Electronic State Distributions at 150 mTorr, 36.0 mm
Window (nm) λ (nm) Ei (eV) Ln(Rpop) σ
775 767.2085 2.564 -7.562 0.546
775 778.0478 2.564 -7.725 0.362
725 728.0296 2.667 -8.108 0.715
750 748.8075 2.667 -8.191 0.349
700 712.0331 2.681 -8.533 0.282
725 712.0331 2.681 -8.389 0.278
750 741.7536 2.681 -7.543 0.324
850 856.0000 2.681 -8.668 0.287
700 705.9943 2.761 -8.373 0.870
650 659.5325 2.811 -8.462 0.319
675 659.5325 2.811 -8.419 0.301
675 667.5270 2.811 -8.535 0.181
650 652.7311 2.851 -8.834 0.289
675 669.3842 2.851 -8.694 0.176
650 645.0851 2.851 -8.519 0.233
750 761.0477 2.851 -8.474 0.371
775 761.0477 2.851 -8.117 0.376
650 649.8760 2.903 -9.003 0.715
625 634.1680 2.903 -8.838 0.422
600 590.7636 3.016 -9.197 0.707
675 686.5686 3.016 -8.904 0.336
700 686.5686 3.016 -8.735 0.377
800 790.5747 3.040 -9.062 0.274
725 739.2405 3.040 -9.152 0.299
750 739.2405 3.040 -8.967 0.279
725 719.5230 3.040 -8.609 0.330
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Table E.17: Ba I Electronic State Distributions at 150 mTorr, 36.0 mm – Continued
Window (nm) λ (nm) Ei (eV) Ln(Rpop) σ
575 582.6274 3.318 -10.230 0.153
550 551.9044 3.573 -11.098 0.351
575 580.0230 3.573 -11.067 0.344
575 577.7618 3.581 -11.573 0.301
Table E.18: Cu I Electronic State Distributions at 150 mTorr, 36.0 mm
Window (nm) λ (nm) Ei (eV) Ln(Rpop) σ
500 510.5540 3.577 -7.030 0.531
525 510.5540 3.577 -7.142 0.390
575 570.0200 3.577 -7.464 0.590
800 793.3130 5.013 -9.869 0.331
800 809.2631 5.013 -10.144 0.305
525 515.3240 5.803 -12.526 0.431
525 521.8200 5.804 -12.382 0.435
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E.7 150 mTorr, 45.7 mm
Figure E.7: Electronic State Distributions at 150 mTorr, 45.7
mm. (◦ Y I, • Ba I, 4 Cu I)
Table E.19: Y I Electronic State Distributions at 150 mTorr, 45.7 mm
Window (nm) λ (nm) Ei (eV) Ln(Rpop) σ
650 643.5000 1.867 -6.201 0.292
625 622.2590 1.867 -5.387 0.361
625 619.1730 1.876 -6.024 0.300
625 640.2010 1.876 -5.871 0.738
650 640.2010 1.876 -5.541 0.576
550 563.0130 3.334 -10.443 0.436
575 563.0130 3.334 -10.321 0.355
550 552.7540 3.412 -10.362 0.366
550 546.6460 3.465 -10.866 0.381
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Table E.20: Ba I Electronic State Distributions at 150 mTorr, 45.7 mm
Window (nm) λ (nm) Ei (eV) Ln(Rpop) σ
775 767.2085 2.564 -8.232 0.533
775 778.0478 2.564 -8.384 0.360
725 728.0296 2.667 -8.831 0.692
750 748.8075 2.667 -8.850 0.346
700 712.0331 2.681 -9.075 0.284
725 712.0331 2.681 -9.016 0.278
750 741.7536 2.681 -8.189 0.330
850 856.0000 2.681 -9.131 0.289
700 705.9943 2.761 -9.002 0.839
650 659.5325 2.811 -9.109 0.315
675 659.5325 2.811 -9.062 0.300
675 667.5270 2.811 -9.125 0.184
650 652.7311 2.851 -9.491 0.286
675 669.3842 2.851 -9.299 0.178
650 645.0851 2.851 -9.192 0.235
750 761.0477 2.851 -9.318 0.407
775 761.0477 2.851 -8.831 0.403
650 649.8760 2.903 -9.612 0.694
625 634.1680 2.903 -9.512 0.428
675 686.5686 3.016 -9.325 0.539
700 686.5686 3.016 -9.371 0.349
800 790.5747 3.040 -9.777 0.281
725 739.2405 3.040 -9.924 0.305
750 739.2405 3.040 -9.676 0.283
725 719.5230 3.040 -9.234 0.330
575 582.6274 3.318 -10.846 0.162
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Table E.20: Ba I Electronic State Distributions at 150 mTorr, 45.7 mm – Continued
Window (nm) λ (nm) Ei (eV) Ln(Rpop) σ
550 551.9044 3.573 -11.804 0.367
575 580.0230 3.573 -11.602 0.361
575 577.7618 3.581 -12.190 0.311
Table E.21: Cu I Electronic State Distributions at 150 mTorr, 45.7 mm
Window (nm) λ (nm) Ei (eV) Ln(Rpop) σ
500 510.5540 3.577 -7.878 0.560
525 510.5540 3.577 -7.894 0.408
800 793.3130 5.013 -10.967 0.424
800 809.2631 5.013 -11.451 0.384
525 515.3240 5.803 -13.694 0.548
525 521.8200 5.804 -13.433 0.507
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E.8 150 mTorr, 55.0 mm
Figure E.8: Electronic State Distributions at 150 mTorr, 55.0
mm. (◦ Y I, • Ba I, 4 Cu I)
Table E.22: Y I Electronic State Distributions at 150 mTorr, 55.0 mm
Window (nm) λ (nm) Ei (eV) Ln(Rpop) σ
650 643.5000 1.867 -6.408 0.301
625 622.2590 1.867 -5.868 0.422
625 619.1730 1.876 -6.249 0.307
650 640.2010 1.876 -5.393 0.552
550 552.7540 3.412 -10.699 0.422
550 546.6460 3.465 -11.264 0.458
Table E.23: Ba I Electronic State Distributions at 150 mTorr, 55.0 mm
Window (nm) λ (nm) Ei (eV) Ln(Rpop) σ
775 767.2085 2.564 -8.287 0.529
775 778.0478 2.564 -8.502 0.364
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Table E.23: Ba I Electronic State Distributions at 150 mTorr, 55.0 mm – Continued
Window (nm) λ (nm) Ei (eV) Ln(Rpop) σ
725 728.0296 2.667 -8.878 0.681
750 748.8075 2.667 -8.899 0.350
700 712.0331 2.681 -8.804 0.446
725 712.0331 2.681 -8.665 0.442
750 741.7536 2.681 -8.423 0.391
850 856.0000 2.681 -9.263 0.295
700 705.9943 2.761 -9.100 0.821
650 659.5325 2.811 -9.276 0.317
675 659.5325 2.811 -9.165 0.297
675 667.5270 2.811 -9.281 0.186
650 652.7311 2.851 -9.576 0.286
675 669.3842 2.851 -9.399 0.179
650 645.0851 2.851 -9.350 0.243
775 761.0477 2.851 -8.559 0.399
650 649.8760 2.903 -9.584 0.682
625 634.1680 2.903 -9.692 0.430
600 590.7636 3.016 -9.246 0.543
675 686.5686 3.016 -9.797 0.393
700 686.5686 3.016 -9.725 0.455
800 790.5747 3.040 -9.847 0.292
725 739.2405 3.040 -10.253 0.333
750 739.2405 3.040 -9.853 0.298
725 719.5230 3.040 -9.718 0.398
575 582.6274 3.318 -11.218 0.177
550 551.9044 3.573 -12.036 0.412
575 580.0230 3.573 -12.118 0.413
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Table E.23: Ba I Electronic State Distributions at 150 mTorr, 55.0 mm – Continued
Window (nm) λ (nm) Ei (eV) Ln(Rpop) σ
575 577.7618 3.581 -12.451 0.322
Table E.24: Cu I Electronic State Distributions at 150 mTorr, 55.0 mm
Window (nm) λ (nm) Ei (eV) Ln(Rpop) σ
500 510.5540 3.577 -8.283 0.619
525 510.5540 3.577 -7.883 0.434
800 809.2631 5.013 -11.491 0.443
E.9 400 mTorr, 31.4 mm
Table E.25: Y I Electronic State Distributions at 400 mTorr, 31.4 mm
Window (nm) λ (nm) Ei (eV) Ln(Rpop) σ
650 643.5000 1.867 -5.740 0.300
625 622.2590 1.867 -4.451 0.382
625 619.1730 1.876 -5.395 0.314
650 640.2010 1.876 -4.433 0.477
550 563.0130 3.334 -9.205 0.392
575 563.0130 3.334 -9.093 0.332
575 567.5270 3.334 -8.247 0.401
550 552.7540 3.412 -9.155 0.345
550 560.6330 3.412 -9.289 0.724
575 560.6330 3.412 -8.783 0.448
550 546.6460 3.465 -9.543 0.350
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Figure E.9: Electronic State Distributions at 400 mTorr, 31.4
mm. (◦ Y I, • Ba I, 4 Cu I)
Table E.26: Ba I Electronic State Distributions at 400 mTorr, 31.4 mm
Window (nm) λ (nm) Ei (eV) Ln(Rpop) σ
775 767.2085 2.564 -7.760 0.542
775 778.0478 2.564 -7.889 0.364
725 728.0296 2.667 -8.353 0.706
750 748.8075 2.667 -8.389 0.349
700 712.0331 2.681 -8.104 0.452
725 712.0331 2.681 -8.012 0.448
750 741.7536 2.681 -7.610 0.329
850 856.0000 2.681 -8.668 0.289
700 705.9943 2.761 -8.524 0.856
650 659.5325 2.811 -8.583 0.327
675 659.5325 2.811 -8.563 0.304
675 667.5270 2.811 -8.538 0.184
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Table E.26: Ba I Electronic State Distributions at 400 mTorr, 31.4 mm – Continued
Window (nm) λ (nm) Ei (eV) Ln(Rpop) σ
650 652.7311 2.851 -8.913 0.295
675 669.3842 2.851 -8.687 0.178
650 645.0851 2.851 -8.609 0.245
750 761.0477 2.851 -8.283 0.344
775 761.0477 2.851 -7.925 0.361
650 649.8760 2.903 -8.736 0.703
625 634.1680 2.903 -8.897 0.451
600 590.7636 3.016 -9.113 0.596
675 686.5686 3.016 -8.689 0.334
700 686.5686 3.016 -8.431 0.350
800 790.5747 3.040 -8.928 0.276
725 739.2405 3.040 -9.033 0.295
750 739.2405 3.040 -8.902 0.277
725 719.5230 3.040 -8.379 0.316
575 582.6274 3.318 -10.076 0.166
550 551.9044 3.573 -10.643 0.349
575 580.0230 3.573 -10.689 0.358
575 577.7618 3.581 -11.231 0.308
Table E.27: Cu I Electronic State Distributions at 400 mTorr, 31.4 mm
Window (nm) λ (nm) Ei (eV) Ln(Rpop) σ
500 510.5540 3.577 -7.200 0.560
525 510.5540 3.577 -7.129 0.409
575 570.0200 3.577 -6.743 0.542
800 793.3130 5.013 -9.817 0.349
800 809.2631 5.013 -10.290 0.328
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Table E.27: Y I Electronic State Distributions at 400 mTorr, 31.4 mm – Continued
Window (nm) λ (nm) Ei (eV) Ln(Rpop) σ
525 515.3240 5.803 -12.114 0.458
525 521.8200 5.804 -11.428 0.407
E.10 400 mTorr, 36.0 mm
Figure E.10: Electronic State Distributions at 400 mTorr, 36.0
mm. (◦ Y I, • Ba I, 4 Cu I)
Table E.28: Y I Electronic State Distributions at 400 mTorr, 36.0 mm
Window (nm) λ (nm) Ei (eV) Ln(Rpop) σ
650 643.5000 1.867 -5.769 0.298
625 622.2590 1.867 -4.477 0.405
625 619.1730 1.876 -5.407 0.322
650 640.2010 1.876 -4.420 0.457
550 563.0130 3.334 -9.307 0.402
575 563.0130 3.334 -9.170 0.333
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Table E.28: Y I Electronic State Distributions at 400 mTorr, 36.0 mm – Continued
Window (nm) λ (nm) Ei (eV) Ln(Rpop) σ
575 567.5270 3.334 -8.300 0.402
550 552.7540 3.412 -9.228 0.349
550 560.6330 3.412 -9.003 0.617
575 560.6330 3.412 -8.891 0.454
550 546.6460 3.465 -9.612 0.354
Table E.29: Ba I Electronic State Distributions at 400 mTorr, 36.0 mm
Window (nm) λ (nm) Ei (eV) Ln(Rpop) σ
775 767.2085 2.564 -7.739 0.547
775 778.0478 2.564 -7.906 0.368
725 728.0296 2.667 -8.355 0.709
750 748.8075 2.667 -8.340 0.350
700 712.0331 2.681 -8.102 0.334
725 712.0331 2.681 -8.020 0.329
750 741.7536 2.681 -7.584 0.334
850 856.0000 2.681 -8.657 0.292
700 705.9943 2.761 -8.497 0.861
650 659.5325 2.811 -8.657 0.326
675 659.5325 2.811 -8.539 0.303
675 667.5270 2.811 -8.603 0.184
650 652.7311 2.851 -8.999 0.294
675 669.3842 2.851 -8.703 0.177
650 645.0851 2.851 -8.606 0.241
750 761.0477 2.851 -8.244 0.354
775 761.0477 2.851 -8.086 0.399
650 649.8760 2.903 -9.150 0.715
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Table E.29: Ba I Electronic State Distributions at 400 mTorr, 36.0 mm – Continued
Window (nm) λ (nm) Ei (eV) Ln(Rpop) σ
625 634.1680 2.903 -8.902 0.462
600 590.7636 3.016 -8.613 0.695
675 686.5686 3.016 -8.811 0.339
700 686.5686 3.016 -8.525 0.363
800 790.5747 3.040 -8.993 0.276
725 739.2405 3.040 -9.096 0.296
750 739.2405 3.040 -8.919 0.280
725 719.5230 3.040 -8.377 0.314
575 582.6274 3.318 -10.118 0.165
550 551.9044 3.573 -10.674 0.350
575 580.0230 3.573 -10.702 0.354
575 577.7618 3.581 -11.315 0.309
Table E.30: Cu I Electronic State Distributions at 400 mTorr, 36.0 mm
Window (nm) λ (nm) Ei (eV) Ln(Rpop) σ
500 510.5540 3.577 -7.354 0.576
525 510.5540 3.577 -7.455 0.418
800 793.3130 5.013 -10.344 0.403
800 809.2631 5.013 -10.678 0.354
525 521.8200 5.804 -12.156 0.447
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E.11 400 mTorr, 45.7 mm
Figure E.11: Electronic State Distributions at 400 mTorr, 45.7
mm. (◦ Y I, • Ba I, 4 Cu I)
Table E.31: Y I Electronic State Distributions at 400 mTorr, 45.7 mm
Window (nm) λ (nm) Ei (eV) Ln(Rpop) σ
650 643.5000 1.867 -6.632 0.298
625 622.2590 1.867 -5.506 0.496
625 619.1730 1.876 -6.240 0.337
650 640.2010 1.876 -5.541 0.509
550 563.0130 3.334 -10.767 0.475
575 563.0130 3.334 -10.901 0.409
550 552.7540 3.412 -10.499 0.370
550 546.6460 3.465 -11.159 0.401
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Table E.32: Ba I Electronic State Distributions at 400 mTorr, 45.7 mm
Window (nm) λ (nm) Ei (eV) Ln(Rpop) σ
775 767.2085 2.564 -8.590 0.562
775 778.0478 2.564 -8.861 0.375
725 728.0296 2.667 -9.292 0.737
750 748.8075 2.667 -9.222 0.359
700 712.0331 2.681 -9.084 0.469
725 712.0331 2.681 -8.951 0.463
750 741.7536 2.681 -8.513 0.363
850 856.0000 2.681 -9.520 0.296
700 705.9943 2.761 -9.401 0.895
650 659.5325 2.811 -9.512 0.344
675 659.5325 2.811 -9.520 0.329
675 667.5270 2.811 -9.636 0.198
650 652.7311 2.851 -9.944 0.313
675 669.3842 2.851 -9.713 0.189
650 645.0851 2.851 -9.587 0.254
775 761.0477 2.851 -9.259 0.451
650 649.8760 2.903 -10.046 0.741
625 634.1680 2.903 -9.852 0.498
650 634.1680 2.903 -9.535 0.463
675 686.5686 3.016 -9.724 0.363
700 686.5686 3.016 -9.523 0.386
800 790.5747 3.040 -10.103 0.304
725 739.2405 3.040 -10.062 0.305
750 739.2405 3.040 -9.915 0.289
725 719.5230 3.040 -9.589 0.348
575 582.6274 3.318 -11.439 0.188
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Table E.32: Ba I Electronic State Distributions at 400 mTorr, 45.7 mm – Continued
Window (nm) λ (nm) Ei (eV) Ln(Rpop) σ
550 551.9044 3.573 -11.995 0.376
575 580.0230 3.573 -11.836 0.378
575 577.7618 3.581 -12.402 0.319
Table E.33: Cu I Electronic State Distributions at 400 mTorr, 45.7 mm
Window (nm) λ (nm) Ei (eV) Ln(Rpop) σ
525 510.5540 3.577 -8.792 0.449
525 515.3240 5.803 -13.532 0.504
E.12 Electronic Temperatures
Table E.34: Summary of Calculated Electronic Temperatures (in eV)
Pressure (mTorr) / distance (mm) Y I Ba I Cu I
50 / 31.4 0.35 ± 0.01 0.29 ± 0.01 0.41 ± 0.02
50 / 36.0 0.35 ± 0.01 0.30 ± 0.01 0.42 ± 0.02
50 / 45.7 0.28 ± 0.01 0.27 ± 0.01 0.39 ± 0.03
50 / 55.0 0.31 ± 0.02 0.29 ± 0.01 0.41 ± 0.01
150 / 31.4 0.37 ± 0.02 0.32 ± 0.02 0.50 ± 0.05
150 / 36.0 0.36 ± 0.02 0.30 ± 0.02 0.44 ± 0.03
150 / 45.7 0.32 ± 0.01 0.30 ± 0.02 0.40 ± 0.02
150 / 55.0 0.31 ± 0.02 0.27 ± 0.01 0.42 ± 0.04
400 / 31.4 0.37 ± 0.03 0.35 ± 0.03 0.47 ± 0.03
400 / 36.0 0.37 ± 0.03 0.35 ± 0.03 0.47 ± 0.02
400 / 45.7 0.31 ± 0.02 0.31 ± 0.02 0.47 ± ***
*** Insufficient data points to estimate error
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E.13 Y-intercepts of population plots
Table E.35: Y-intercepts of population plots
Pressure/distance
(mTorr) / (mm) Y I Ba I Cu I
50 / 31.4 7.10E-14 ± 0.30 0.78 ± 0.35 1.37 ± 0.66
50 / 36.0 1.08E-02 ± 0.22 0.39 ± 0.39 1.00 ± 0.49
50 / 45.7 2.50E-05 ± 0.44 0.05 ± 0.41 0.37 ± 0.87
50 / 55.0 2.88E-05 ± 0.45 0.05 ± 0.34 0.43 ± 0.42
150 / 31.4 3.55E-05 ± 0.34 0.27 ± 0.60 0.15 ± 0.94
150 / 36.0 2.83E-05 ± 0.34 0.85 ± 0.59 1.05 ± 0.65
150 / 45.7 2.31E-05 ± 0.32 0.12 ± 0.59 1.21 ± 0.59
150 / 55.0 -2.56E-05 ± 0.58 1.17 ± 0.57 0.41 ± 0.99
400 / 31.4 -2.16E-05 ± 0.59 0.44 ± 0.65 0.60 ± 0.57
400 / 36.0 -3.23E-05 ± 0.59 -0.36 ± 0.67 0.25 ± 0.34
400 / 45.7 -1.86E-05 ± 0.56 -0.40 ± 0.60 -1.17 ± ***
*** Insufficient data points to estimate error
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